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CELL t-fODEL OF A FLUID WITH HARD-CORE 
REPULSIVE LONG-RANL~E ATTRACTIVE POTENTIAL 
ii 
A model of a one-dimensional fluid is investigated in which the 
praticles are embedded in a cellular space grid and interact with a 
modified Lennard-Jones potential. It is shewn that with an appropriate 
change in the potential function the model is also suitable for a tl~o-
or three- dimensional fluid with more restricted interactions. The 
rn::my-fermion-like nature of the system resulting from the hard-rod 
repulsive part of the modified Lennard-.Jones potential makes possible an 
isomorphism between occupation numbers (number operators) end spin states 
(spin operators) of an Ising ferromagnet, permitting a convenient math-
ernt'l.tical formulation of the problem in terms of the Ising model formalism. 
\'lhile the spinor-algebraic method of Onsager and Kaufman is seen not to 
lead to a solution of ~his problem, a method is found for linearizing 
the partition function which resu 1 ts in a useful series solution. TI1e 
validity of the solution is first proved-by applying it to a one-
dimensional model with nearest-neighbor interactions for which the 
exact partition function is knmv-n in closed form. The series solution 
is shown to offer a convenient and unified method for. obtaining, alge-
braically, correct low-temperature expansions of the partition function 
for t\~o- and three- dimensional fluids with nearest-neighbor interactions 
and similar potentials incorporating only a limited number of bonds. 
Application of the solution to several infinite systems produces con-
sistent and realistic results "in various limits and leads to a correct 
iii 
picture of a phase transition under certain conditions without recou:cse 
to the Maxwell construction. A numerical evaluation anc! 2nalysis of 
the series solution, by means of high-speed computer, for small one-, 
two-, and three- dimensional systems shoHs realistic thcrmodynarnic be-
havior and confirms other estimates of the critical temperature of the 
three-dimensional system. 
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It l.s well-known that the molecular theory of the· liquid state 
poses a much more difficult problem than the corresponding theories 
of the gaseous or solid states. All three theories are~ of.course, 
obliged to deal with the immense difficulties of solving a general 
N-body problem, and all three are likewise hampered by the comparative 
lack of knowledge concerning the details of intermolecular interactions. 
However~ in the gaseous state the problem can be made amenable to sta-
tistical treatment by exploiting the comparatively low density of that 
state. This approach then leads to the lvell-known cluster expansions 
and similar techniques for finding a good approximation to the parti-
tion function. 1 ' 2 ' 3 In solids, on the other hand, molecules vibrate 
about fixed lattice positions, to a very good approximation, so that 
one can use the periodicity and symmetry of the lattice to reduce the 
very high multiplicity of the phase integrals involved. In both cases, 
however, one is obliged to supplement the limited information on mole-
cular interactions that is available by empirical or semiempirical data. 
In the liquid state the simplifications applicable to solids and 
gases are not available. Densities approach those of solids, while the 
symmetries found in the solid state are lacking. This imposes severe 
restrictions which make it difficult to find solutions valid in this 
state. Nor is it possible by and large to extend solutions valid for 
gases into the liquid region. The cluster expansions mentioned earlier 
2 
afford a typical example. It is well-known that these expansions con-
verge absolutely for gases; indeed convergence is quitt~ rapid for dilute 
gases. 1 " 3 One can show readily that this expansion is equivalent to an 
expansion of the logarithm of the partition function in powers of the 
activity, y. 3,'+ The radius of convergence of this series is determined 
by the location of the zeros of the partition function with respect to 
the origin in the complex y-plane. Yang and Lee have·established a 
clear connection between these zeros and phase transitions (cf. Chapter 
V below). 3 • 5 For the usual type of Lennard-Janes potential used in 
this study, the zeros lie .on the unit circle in the y-plane. Since 
the dilute gas region corresponds to the inside of the unit circle, 
the cluster expansion converges only in the open region interior to 
the unit circle and no longer converges in any neighborhood including 
the zero on the real axis corresponding to the phase transition of 
interest. Furthermore, since the zeros form a solid wall on the unit 
circle in the thermodynamic limit (lim ~lnQN is a lacunary function, 
N-+oo 
cf. ref. 6) it is impossible to extend the cluster expansion analyti-
cally into the condensed region which is the region exterior to the 
unit circle.3 
The example just cited is typical. Liquid theory has therefore 
follo1ved its own somewhat different route. By and large the objective 
is the determination of pair distribution functions from which the 
thermodynamics of the system ~ay be derived. 1 " 3 ' 7 ' 8 These functions 
are usually obtained either from an integral equation like those of 
Yvon, Born, and Green or Kirkwood, or from some sort of model such as 
that of Lennard-Jones and Devonshire. 3 ' 8 ' 9 An alternative approach that 
has come to the fore in recent years with the advent of fast computers 
3 
is the nu~erical solution of the problem by such techniques as the Monte 
Carlo method. 8 , 9 111ese methods have various obvious 1 imitations. TI1e 
numerical computations give only approximations and do not yield an 
analytical solution. The integral equation method, on the other hand, 
leads to complex equations which generally force recourse to sorl1ething 
like the Kirkwood superposition approximation to make them tractable.3,10 
The models have perhaps been the most successful, a 1 though frequently 
symmetries are introduced that are not in keeping with the characteris-
tics of the liquid state.3,8 
The present study addresses itself to the problem of a fluid com-
prised of simple particles, e.g. the molecules of a noble gas. It is 
assumed that the system is essentially classical. Every particle of 
the fluid interacts with every other one by means of a modified Lennard-
Janes potential. 3 In view of the difficulties outlined above, it is 
apparent that some simplification is necessary if the problem is to be 
tractable. Accordingly, consideration is limited initially to a one-
dimensional system with all interactions active. Such a system will be 
found to possess interesting and surprisingly realistic thermodynamic 
properties. It will be shown that two- and three- dimensional systems 
with more limited interactions (e.g. nearest-neighbor, next-nearest-
neighbor, etc. interactions) can be considered as subsets of the more 
general one-dimensional model so that the thermodynamics of these sys-
tems can be obtained from the one-dimensional solution by an appropriate 
change in the potential function. 
In seeking a suitable mathematical framework in which to.couch this 
problem, one of the considerations was-that the solution should hold at 
all densities and in the liquid-vapor transition region as well. This 
suggested use of the Ising model, since to this day the Onsager solution 
4 
of the two-dimensional Ising problem remains the only exact solution of 
cooperative phenomena. 11 d 2 Accordingly a cellular model \"as adopted 
to which the Ising formalism could be applied. The cells provide merely 
a space grid within which the fluid moves. They are not indicative of 
any spurious symmetry in the system, but serve only as reference points, 
breaking up the space accessible to the fluid into a convenient number 
of discrete elements. The hard-core repulsive part of. the modified 
Lcnna.rd-Jones potential used throughout most of this study made it 
desirable to let the cell size coincide with the effective particle 
diameter. This naturally restricts cell occupancy to one particle or 
none and permits an isomorphism to be established between occupation 
number (number operator) and the spin states (spin operators) of an 
Ising ferromagnet, which allows a mathematically convenient formulation 
of the problem in terms of the Ising formalism. 
The Ising model, which is basic to the present study, was first 
investigated by one of Lenz's students, Ernst Ising in 1920. 13 Since 
the one-dimensional ferromagnet with nearest-neighbor interactions 
investigated by him proved not to exhibit any permanent magnetization, 
the model fell into disuse. Interest in it was revived in the mid-1930's 
by Peierls in connection with his investigation of more general order-
disorder phenornena.l 4 Peierls succeeded in proving that the two-
dimensional Ising ferromagnet undergoes a phase transition at suffi-
ciently low temp_eratures. Van der Waerden, Kramers, and Wannier were 
able to predict the Curie temperature of such a system shortly there-
after.l5,16 Interest in the model reached a peak with Onsager's bril-
liant exact solution of the two-dimensional Ising problem (with nearest-
neighbor interactions) and has continued unabated ever since. 17 The 
applicability of the solution was broadened considerably by Yang and 
5 
Lee's paper, which made clear the connection between a ferromagnetic 
system and a so-called lattice gas. 5 Nonetheless attention has con-
tinued to center on the ferromagnetic applications of the Ising model. 
while its applicability to fluid systems has been largely neglected. 
Indeed, Huang expresses a common opinion when he states that a lattice 
gas does not correspond to any real system in nature. 1 The statement is 
true if the ter1n lattice gas is taken literally; i.e. if one thinks of 
the particles as fixed at lattice sites. This is not the point of view 
adopted in this study. The cellular lattice of the model investigated 
here serves merely to fix the instantaneous position of the particles 
in the system and to average the interaction potential over the cell. 
It will be seen in what follows that this approach leads to a versatile 
and realistic picture of the behavior of simple fluids. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
l\1ATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF TilE PROBLEM 
A. Flui<!_ System 
Consider a system of one-dimensional particles distributed on a 
line of length L. For convenience~ assume periodic b9undary conditions~ 
i.e. assume that the line is bent to form a ring so that if we measure 
distance along the line from some arbitrary origin these distance measure-
ments are modulo L. The boundary conditions are introduced only for 
mathematical convenience and will clearly not. affect the thermodynamics 
of the system as L~~ i.e. in the thermodynamic limit. 
Let the line of length L be divided into N cells so that each cell 
is of dimension 
R. = L/N {1) 
The cell parameter, R., could be chosen any convenient length. However, 
it will turn out in the sequel that the most appropriate model is one 
in which the cell size is chosen equal to the particle size, that is to 
say the diameter of the particle's effective exclusion sphere. Any other 
choice of cell size will prove to be a trivial variation of the one 
adopted here. To fix ideas, we note that R. is of the order of 10-8 em 
for a typical simple liquid.a,la 
The potential to be used throughout most of this study is one with 
a hard-rod repulsive core and long-range attractive tail. A typical 
potential of this type, and the one assumed hereafter unless otherwise 
stated, is a modified Lennard-Jones potential: 2 , 3• 8 







~here ~ is a param~ter fi:(ing tl·e potential depth, while y is a parG-
meter srccifying; the rc.:.ng0 0f 1:he attractb·e potential. For the true 
Lennard-Jon0s pvtcntial y=6; however, other ranges are also itlvestigated 
in this study with results that will be seen to hold considerRble int~r-
est. Figure 1 gives a cornp::.rison of the true Lennard-Jones potentia 1 









I L- ....... 
True Lennard --Jones Pot<:ntial 
---------Modified Len11ard-Joncs Potential 
= R./2 
X 
Cmnparison of True and Modified Lennard -Jones Potential. 
While convenient, adoption of the Lennard-.Jones potential is not es-
sential to this study or its conclusions. What is required is a potential 
·1vith hard core and a long attractive tail. An exponential potential. for 
instance, of the following form would do equally as well: 
8 
V (X~ ·- t L-~exp{-y(X-X.)} ; (X :st/ 2) (3) (X>.Q./2) 
For purposes of determining the interaction potential of the system 
we shall assume that the po.tential throughout a given cell is uniform 
~nd that the int~raction potential of two particles is that which would 
obtain if the particles were perfectly symmetric with their center of 
mass coinciding with the geoinetr ic center of the cell. The following 
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Figure 2. True and Idealized Interaction Between T\vo Particles. 
The idealized interaction is, of course, a function only of the 
separation distance between two particles. We may then write the 
potential as follows: 
(4) 
where 
s = j[XJ1-[XzJI 
9 
and [XI] means "nearest integer equal to or less than X1"· Distances are 
measured from an arbitrary origin coinciding with a cell boundary. It 
will be noted that the potential is defined modulo N because of the 
periodic boundary conditions. Thus we have: 
v = v N+s s (5) 
One observes a lack of symmetry in the potential, as illustrated in 
Figure 3. 
Figure 3. Interaction Potentials of the Typical Ring. 
The potential defined in equation (4) seems to depend on how one mea-
sures distance around the ring. In truth, this lack of symmetry is 
trivial, for the interaction around the "long" side of the ring vanishes 
as N-+oo. However, to preserve symmetry for finite systems we define a 
new potential function in keeping with the symmetry of the system: 
<P = l/2(V +VN ) s s -s (l~s~N-1, mod. N) (6) 
The factor of 1/2 has been included in the definition for convenience. 
\'le have then 
(l~s~N-1, mod. N) (7) 
10 
We have thus far ignored the repulsive part of the potential. Since 
it has been assumed that the cell parameter, R., is equal to the diameter 
of the particlers exclusion sphere (i.e., R. is twice the range of the 
hard-core repulsive potential), and since it was also assumed that a 
particle i3 either in one cell or the other (it does not straddle a cell 
wall), it follows that the repulsive potential is equivalent to an ex-
clusion principle. A cell is either occupied by one particle or it is 
empty. · TI1ere can be no partial occupancy, nor can a cell be occupied 
by more than one particle. It is one of the essential features of the 
model that some cells may be occupied in the system while, in general, 
others are empty. One may then label the state of a cell by its occu-
pation number, n, thus: 
if the kth cell is empty 
if the kth cell is occupied (8) 
Having built the repulsive potential into the model, so to speak, 
we are free to define an arbitrary potential for V0 • It proves most 
convenient to choose 
(mod. N) (9) 
and therefore: 
(mod. N) (10) 
So that all summations over potentials, which occur fairly frequently in 
the theory, may also be carried over the zero cell. There will be oc-
casions in the study, however, when we wish to look explicitly at the ef-
fects of the repulsive potential. It will then be necessary to rescind 
this definition. Such occasions will be pointed out explicitly. 
It is now possible to write down the total configurational energy of 
the system providing we suppose that the total interaction energy of the 
system can be obtained by summing all pair interactions. 




Let U be til•;; 
c 
(11.) 
where the interactions in both directions around the ring have been in-
c ll1ded. While logically necessary, the contribution around the "1 ong" 
side of the ring becomes trivial in the thermodynamic limit of interest 
here. Even for finite systems for which the true Lcunard-Joncs potential 
is used with y=6 (cf. equation (2)) this contribution becomes negligible 
for N larger than about 3. 
Normally it would be necessary to add a term to this expression for 
the configurational energy in order to take account of the interaction 
of the system with the boundary, i.e. the wall of the containers, the 
free surface of a liquid, etc. T'.nis is obviated in this case by the 
periodic boundary condition. There is no interaction of the system ex-
cept with itself. 
The assumption that a particle is entirely in one cell or the other, 
is of course only a mathematical artifice introduced to facilitate \iriting 
the configurational energy and assist in evaluating the partition function. 
The particles will in truth be in constant motion. The total energy of 
the system is therefore: 
where 
H = T+U 
c (12) 
(13) 
is the kinetic energy contribution, and Pr is the momentum of the rth 
12 
particle. It has been assUJi1ed here that there are n particles in the 
system instantaneously. 
We shall suppose that the fluid under consideration is strictly 
classical, i.e. such fluids as helium, a degenerate Bose gas, etc. are 
specifically excluded. Extension of the theory to quantum systems, 
wJ1ile formally possible, would introduce complications which are not 
warranted in view of the small number of systems to ll.'hich they would 
apply. 
Suppose now, that we replace the occupation numbers nk by a cell 
occupation index a , defined as follows: k 




if kth cell is occupied (nk = 1) 
if kth cell is empty (nk = 0) 
The transformation from the nk's to the ak's is thus an isomorphism. 
The energy of the system in terms of the a's is: 




l N N 
= -4 L L (l+a ) (l+cr ) cp 
r:l s=l r r+s s 
(N 1 N ) 1 N N 
- - + -- \ a ct> + -- ). \ a a <fl 4 2r~l r 4r~l s~l r r+s s 
f'.1 







Use has been made of the fact here that 
i.e. 
N 
L crr+s = 
r=l 
N N 
Y 1Js \ CJ 
- L r+s 
s=l r=l 
CJ +cr +•••+a +a +a +···+cr +O s+1 s+z N 1 2 s-1 s 
N 
= I (J 
r=l r 




If we suppose that there are n particles in the system but make no 
other stipulation as to where these particles are, then ~) distinct micro-
states of the system correspond to this specification, since there are 
---:--=-::-N ~! = . (Nn) n!(N-n)! 
ways of distributing n identical particles among N cells. Each of the 
(~)states is characterized by a particular set of cell configurations, i.e. 
by a particular set of values of the parameters {a} for the system. Any 
configuration is acceptable, providing it satisfies the consistency 
condition: 
N 
L nk = 
k=l 




L crk = 2n-N 
k=l (20) 
It will be convenient for later purposes to define a slightly dif-
ferent parameter as follows~ 
where 
We note in passing 
where 
N is the + 
N is the 
1 N 
L - N L crk = 
k=l 
n 











= N -N + 
cells with cr=+l 
cells with cr=-1 
If we also make use of the obvious identity: 
N = N +N 
+ 




Using classical Boltzmann statistics, the probability that the sys-
tern is to be found in the ith configurational state is 
w. = exp{-BH({a}.)}/ L exp{-BH({a})} (24) 1 1 
<a> 
= exp{~BU ({cr.})/Z c 1 n 
where 
zn = l exp{-SU ({cr})} (2Sa) c 
<a> 
and 
B = 1/ (kT) 
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and where r means the sum over all sets of 0 consistent with cond i tit>n <a> 
(20). zn is the configurational part of the partition function. 
Written out explicitly it is: 
1 1 
z = l r expf-eu ({a})} n c al=-1 aN=-1 (J "k = 2n-N] (25b) 
1 1 l N N l N 
= exp{-SN/4~} \ ••• \ cxp{ ~ \ \a a ~ -~) \a } l l - -4 r--ll s-:1 r r+s s 2 r--l1 r a1=-l a =-1 N N ul "k = 2n-N l 
In order to obtain the macrocanonical partition function for a system 
of n particles it is most convenient to consider first the usual integral 
formulation: 
- ~ 
= _l_ {fdp1 • • •fdp exp{ -a/2m r P 2}} {fdxl • • •/dx cxp{ -8U (xu• • •X ) } } n!hn n r= 1 r _. · n c n 
1 n 
. 
= -- {Tf /dp exp{ -8/2mP 2 }} {!dx1 • • ·fdx exp{ -au (x1r • •x ) } } lhn 1 r r n c n n. r== 
= (2 )n/2 -~ /dx1 • • •/dx exp{-BU (x1· • •x ) } B n c ' n 




anJ where it was assumed that the kinetic and configurational parts of 
the energy are uncorrclated. 
Consider now the configurational part of the partition function 
If uc=o, then Z'n=Vn, where V is the "volume" of the system; i.e. V=L 
in the case of the one-dimensional system under consideration. However, 
for purposes of ease in generalization later, when we shall also con-
sider two- and three-dimensional models, we shall use the symbol V, 
understanding that in the _present instance it is synonymous with L. 
Now, we have expressed U as a function of the paramater a. c We 
therefore write the configurational partition function as a discrete 
sum over all sets of o's consistent with the requirement that there be 
n particles in the system, as was done in equation (25). In going over 
from an integral to a discrete summation, however, we must take due ac-
count of the volume of the system: 
= vn~ ~ exp{-au ({o})} n . c <o> 
Where an is a constant of proportionality to be determined. To evaluate 
a , observe that any one of the configurations of the system is character-n 
ized by having a particular set of n cells with o=+l, while in the remain-
ing (N-n} cells o=-1. There are (:) \'lays of obtaining such a distribution 




with Zn defined by equation (25). The canonical partition function is 
therefore (see equation (26)): 
(30a) 
Consider now the following identity: 
and suppose that X=Y/N, then 
But 
The identity must of course hold for any value of the variable Y. We 









= = .£. N N 
Hhere .£. is the cell parameter previously defined. 
For the purpose of the· present problem it is preferable to use a 
grand partition function for t~.,ro reasons: first, we shall be concerned 
with systems subject to phase transitions so that the number of particles 
in the system unJer consideration cannot be thought of as fixed. Secondly, 
the restriction occurring in the sum of a's (see for example equation (2Sb)) 
is awkward mathematically. Transition to a grand-caEonica 1 ense;nble \vi 11 
eliminate this restriction. 
Let g be the Gibbs potential per particle, and let 
E; = eBg (32) 
The grand-canonical partition function may then be written as follows: 
N (R.s]n I - z 
n=O A. n 
= 
N (tsJ n 1 1 1 N N 1 N 
= I ~ exp{-SN/4~} L ·•• L exp{-~4 L La a ~ --2 s~ I a } A r--1 s=l r r+s s r=1 r n=O a1=-1 aN=-1 
For convenience let 
Recalling that n = 
u~k = 2n-N] 
(33) 
(34) 
N 1 N =~-I . 2 2k= 1ak, equation (33) may b~ 
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rewritten as follm..rs: 
1 l N N l N t exp{-~4 r r a u ~ +~2 c~-~J r a > r r+s s 1 r aN=-1 r=1 s=1 r= 
( I ak = 2n-N) k=1 (3Sa) 
It was observed before that for a given n there are ~) terms in the 
(Nn) sums of a's, i.e. there are sets of particular a's that satisfy the 
stated restriction. If it were not for this restriction, the sums of a's 
would, of course, have 2N terms since there are N a's and each can take on 
two possible values. As we now sum over all possible n, we pick up the 
. f 2N . ent1re set o terms, 1.e. 
N 
r ···r 1 a I (~) (l+l)N 2N r = = 
n=o 01 oN n=O 
(~ak = 2n-N) 
Thus we find that 
N 1 1 1 1 
l l 
· · · l F({o}) l • • • a ~-1F({a}) = n=o a1=-1 aN=-1 a1=-1 N ( r ak = 2n-N) k=l 
where the sum on the right hand side is unrestricted. 
The grand canonica1·partition function can therefore be written as: 
1 1 ~ 1 1 N N 1 N QN = exp{~2 c~-~2 )N} L ••• I exp{-~4 l l a a ~ +~2 (~-~) L ar} a1=-1 aN=-1 r=1 s=l r r+s s r=1 (3Sb) 




= --B<P 4 s 
N 
0 = I e 
s=1 s 
1 
= --713~ 4 
In terms of these parameters the partition function is: 
where 
1 
= exp{N(v-0)} I 
a 1=-1 
eN = exp{N(v-0)} 
1 1 
M 
= I ... I 
1 N N N l exp{ I I cr a e +v I o } 1 r=1 s=1 r r+s s r=1 r aN=-
N N N 
exp{ L L a o e +v L a } -N 







This is the fonn in which the partition function will generally be 
used in what follows. It should be observed that each term in this sum 
N 
of 2 terms represents one possible configuration of the system. One 
can think of each term as being a "snapshot" of the system at a parti-
cular instant of time. If one waits sufficiently long~ one will obtain 
such "snapshots" of all possible states. However~ the probability of a 
given configuration is not the same as that of all other configurations. 
Indeed, the probability of a configuration is: 
N N . • N • 
W. = ~N- 1 exp{ l La 1 a 1 e +v La 1 } 
1 r=1 s=l r r+s s r=1 r 
(38) 
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i where crr indicates the occupancy parameter of the rth cell corresponding 
to the ith configuration. Each of these configurations represents a 
microstate of the system. \fuat we observe macroscopically, howcvcr 7 are 
macrostates, i.e. for example a state corresponding to a particular n. 
The probability of observing such a state is: 





where the symbol I means summation over all microstates that are con-i 
sistent with the stated conditions of the given macrostate. The sum in 
(37), thus, represents a sum over all possible system configurations. 
The assumptions on which the partition function in equation (35) is 
based are summarized once more below: 
(1) The system has periodic boundary conditions. 
(2) The system is comprised of N cells, each of length !. 
(3) The cell parameter 1 is equal to the diameter of the exclusion 
sphere of a particle. 
(4) A particle lies entirely in the cell in which its center of 
mass is instantaneously located. 
(5) There is no correlation between the particle momenta and their 
interaction potentials. 
(6) The sum of all pair interactions will yield the total configur-
ational energy of the system. 
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B. Ferromagnet: 
\\11ile this study is concerned primarily with a fluid system, it will 
be desirable occasionally to extend results to the case of a ferromaguet 
or to compare results with known ferromagnetic ones. The appropriate 
ferromagnetic partition function will therefore be developed in this 
section. 
The situation differs somewhat here from the fluid case just con-
sidered. Suppose now that the system consists of N lattice sites spaced 
on a ring and each site occupied by a particle with spin a. Only two 
possible spin states are possible: cr=+l and a=-1. 
Suppose that the exchange energy between two particles at lattice 
sites separated by k lattice parameters is Jk. Again, let us introduce 




We shall also require, as in the case of the fluid, that 
(42) 
so as to exclude spurious self-energy terms. 
Let the magnetic moment of the particles be m, and suppose that B 
is an external magnetic field in the same direction as the positive spin. 
In the ferromagnetic case.we shall neglect all kinetic contributions to 
the energy by supposing that all particles are firmly fixed at their lat-
tice positions. In addition, we shall neglect all energy contributions 
other than the spin interactions. 
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With these assumptions, the energy of the system is: 
N N N 
H = ~ ~ cr o ~ -mB ~ o 
r-_ 1 1 r r+s s 1 r s= r= 
(43) 
The partition f· ... mction of the system is then: 
1 1 
~ ••• ~ exp{-BH({a})} 
o 1=-l aN==-1 
1 1 N N N (44a) ~ . . . L exp{-8 ~ ~ a o ¢ +SmB ~{o } r r+s s r oN=-1 r=1 s=1 r=1 
Now let 
e = -B!P s s (45a) 
'V = BmB (45b) 
The partition function can then be written as follows: 
1 N N N 
. . . ~ exp{ \ ~ a a e +v \ a } = =N l L l1 r r+s s L r . aN=-1 r=1 s= r=l 
(44b) 
'This is the form of the ferromagnetic partition function that l\'ill be 
used in this study. There are obvious similarities between the partition 
functions of the fluid and ferromagnetic systems. These will be explored 
in the next section. 
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C. Com.r.arison of !Ee F~uid and Ferromagn_etic Systems: 
In comparing the partition function of the fluid with that of the 
ferromagnet care is necessary in remembering that the former is the 
partition function of a grand canonical ensemble~ lV'hile in the latter 
the number of particles is fixed. 
Keeping this in mind one finds that 
1 1 N N N 
= exp{N(v-0)} t ••• t exp{ t too e +v to } ~ ~ ~ s; 1 r r+s s r~ 1 r o1=-1 oN=-1 r=l 
(35c) 
- exp{N(v-0)}QN = exp{8pV} 
where 
1 1 N N N QN = r • • • 2 exp{ 2 
al=-1 aN=-1 r=1 
2 a a e +v r or} 1 r r+s s s= r=l (44b) 
= exp{-8F} 
and QN is the partition function of the fluid system~ p is the pressure 
of the system~ V its total "volume" (i.e. V=L in the case of our linear 
model)~ QN is the ferromagnetic partition function~ and F is the Helmholtz 
free energy of the system. Here the well-known relations: 
QN = exp{8pV} (46a) 
and 
QN = exp{ -8F} (46b) 
were used. 
We are therefore led to the following correspondences (see equations (34)~ 






1 2-B (u-<I>) 
= ~[ln(!~)-s<I>] 
1 =-~ (V +V ) 8 r N-r 
v 
r 
In addition we have from equation (35c) and (44b) above: 










where the left-hand side applies to the fluid system and the right-hand 
side to the ferromagnet. Or: 
(47b) 
Another relation· that will be useful later can be derived by consid-N 





= N -N 
+ 
= 2n-N {48) 
where n is the number of particles in the system corresponding to that 
particular configuration. Therefore 
N 






Here <A> denotes an ensemble average of the parameter (or operator) 
A defined as follows: 
<A> = 
L """L Aexp{-SH} 
OJ O'N 
L """L exp{-SH} 
al aN 
(51) 
TI1us, <n> represents the average number of particles in the system, while 
p may be thought of either as a dimensionless density which is related to 
the normal density p as follows: 
<n> <n> <n> i5 = y- = --c- = N.t = pf.t (52) 
Alternatively it is possible to adopt a system of units such that .t=l. 
In this case p is dimensionally the true density of the system. Both 
points of view are useful at times. 
In the case of the ferromagnet we have 
1 N 
-< L a > = N r=l r ~N -N > = N + M/m 
lvhe1·e M is the magnetization per spin. Ute total magnetization of the 
system is: 
~~ = NM = m < (N -N ) > 
+ -
N 
= m < L a > r r=l 
We have the following relation then: 
2p-l = M/m 
or 1 p = 2 (I+M/m) (53) 
One notes ftirthcr~orc that 
N 
< \ a > I.. r 
r::: 1 
( N J N N N I ... \ fa. exp{ \ \a a 8 +v \a } • L ... r 1... L' T r+s s L r ol o r=l r=.t s=t r=l = ·---~----·~--~- -- -~--- ,__ ·-----------·--------------------. --
N N N I ···I exp{ I I a a e +vI a 1 
ol oN r~l s~l r r+s s r=l r 
And using equation (35c) we have: 
d 
== -'"'--( lnq ) -N 
ov N 8 
so that 
2p-l 1 () 
-- ·.--·( ln!J )-1 N dv ''N 





A sur,1r,1ary of the results of this section can be presented in the 

















(TABLE I - Continued) 
P•n·amctcr Flu_!d System Magnetic Srstcm 
pV 
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D. Extension to More General Systems: 
---·· 
. 
The one-dimensional system considered above in which each particle 
interacts with every other one is readily extended to systems embedded 
in spaces of higher dimensionality but with more limited interactions. 
Indeed, it will emerge in what follows that the two and three dirnen-
sional Ising models as they are usually considered are but particular 
applications of this more general one-dimensional system providing one 
adopts suitable boundary conditions. 
To this end, consider first a two-dimensional square array in which 
the particles interact only with their nearest neighbors, i.e. with par-
ticles in adjacent cells. There is no interaction betl~een particles sep-
arated by greater distances. If we continue to use the same interaction 
potential as before, the nearest-neighbor interaction is given by 
(57) 
in the case of a fluid system and by 
Jl = -J (58) 
in the case of a ferromagnet. Here ~ and J are both positive constants. 
Consider now the linear chain wrapped around a torus as shown in 
Figure 4: 
Figure 4. Toroidal Topology of 2-Dimensional Model. 
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Only part of the chain is shown to avoid confusion. The chain in fact 
continues completely around the torus until its end merges again into its 
beginning, i.e. cell N is once more adjacent to cell 1 so that the per-
iodic boundary conditions of the one-dimensional model are preserved. 
However, we now change our point of view slightly from the one-dimensional 
case. Here cells that are contiguous to one another in parallel segments 
of the chain a.re also considered nearest neighbors. Typical of such pairs 
in the example of Figure 4 are 1 and 7, 2 and 8, 3 and 9, 7 and 13, etc. 
in addition to the usual pairs along the chain. If the system under 
consideration is a fluid, then the numbered dots in Figure 4 represent 
cell centers; these cells may or may not be occupied. On the other hand, 
if the system is a ferromagnet then the dots are particles with spins. 
The wrapping of the string around a torus is, of course, only an 
artifice in order to obtain the correct boundary conditions. The two-
dimensional nature of the array will be more apparent if we now unfold 
the array from the torus, as shown in Figure 5: 
~ .... 1 ~, 3 ...... 4 .... , 
I ' I I . )I I ', I ...~-----I I '~-J------1 I 
_ _l----, I . I I 
, I 6 ' I 8 5 1-.. I }, 7 ... , I 
I ', '----'11 I J._ - _.....__- I 
--1------ 1 '~ I I 9 ( I 1 0 1 11 '-.! 12 I ... , I' 
..._, 
I ""- \ 1 I I ' _ .. d 
I 
_--- -1-- """'- :::-1 I I ____ -I- I I ' I 
13 ....-4~-y- . 1h l 15 , 16r)1 
...____ ) A I 4ft I ~ I 
-- ~ _, 
_, --
Figure 5. 2-Dimensional Model in Plane Projection. 
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Figure S must be thought of as a plane projection of an array like the 
one in Figure 4 (note that the systems in the two figures are not idcn-
tical. Figure 5 shows a system of 16 cells, whereas Figure 4 exhibits 
a larger system). The dotted lines in Figure 5 represent boundary con-
ditions introduced by the toroidal topology that are tantamount to 
nearest-neighbor interactions. 
In order to express these conditions in mathematical terms, suppose 
now that the system consists of N cells with m cells per row (m=4 in 
Figure 5) and n rows in the array (n=4 in Figure 5), so that 
N = nm (59) 
We must remember that terms like "row" are merely picturesque expressions 
referring to plane projections like Figure 5. In truth lie have only the 
chain wrapped about the torus as in Figure 4. However, as N~, n~, and 
m~ the distinction just made becomes academic. To creatures living on 
the surface of the torus, the array is indeed a two-dimensional one as 
depicted in the last figure. We now take account of the boundary condi-
tions as follows: 
r· r = 1, m (mod. N) v ·- (60a) r 0, -# 1, m (mod. N) r 
<Pr = l/2(V +VN ) r i -r 
r· r = 1, m (mod. N) J = (60b) ·r 0, ~ 1, m (mod. N) r 
<Pr = 1/2{J +JN ) r -r 
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With the use of the potential (60a) in the partition function (35) or 
of the exchange energy (60b) in the partition function (44) the respec-
ti've partition functions become those of a two-dimensional system. In 
the two-dimensional case, just as in the one-dimensional one, the cells 
provide merely a convenient space grid for locating the particles of 
the system. They must not be thought of as a crystal-type lattice im-
parting a symmetric structure to the system that does not actually exist. 
A three-dimensional system can be structured from the one-dimensional 
one in equally as straight-fon~ard a fashion. llo\iever, in the three-
dimensional case we must think of the linear chain wound on a four-
dimensional "torus" in order to yield the correct boundary conditions. 
It is, of course, not possible to picture this arrangement and we must 
be content \.;ith stating the boundary conditions mathematically. To do 
so, consider the projection of a typical three-dimensional array shown 
in Figure 6: 
Figure 6. 3-Dimensional Array 
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The figure represents a three-dimensional system consisting of 64 
cells whose centers are denoted by dots. Some of the possible nearest-
neighbor bonds are shown; others have been omitted to avoid confusion. 
It must be remembered that these bonds are active only when both cells 
connected by a given bond are occupied. 
If \17e suppose that the general system consists of m cells per row, 
n rows per layer, p layers so that 
N = mnp (61) 
then, letting k=mn, the boundary conditions to be satisfied are: 
cell 1 contiguous to cell N (64 in Fig. 6) 
cell r contiguous to cell r+m (r+4 in Fig. 6) 
cell r contiguous to cell r+k (r+l6 in Fig. 6) 
cell r contiguous to cell r+l 
All of these conditions are, of course, modulo N. In terms of the ap-
propriate potentials these conditions become: 
v = r 
= 
-~ .. r = 1, m, k (mod. N) 
0, r ~ 1, m, k (mod. N) 
-J, r = 1, m, k (mod. N) 




Substitution of these potentials in the appropriate partition functions 
will then yield the correct three-dimensional partition function for 
nearest-neighbor interactions. 
Only the simplest two and three dimensional models have been con-
sidered above. ~-lore complicated interactions can be accommodated also 
within the framework sketched above. To do so we need only include ad-
diti1..mal interactions of appropriate strength. To illustrate this, con-
sider the two-dimensional model once more. Suppose one wishes to treat 
an anisotropic system in which the horizontal interactions are not the 
same as the vertical ones. This requires only the following change in 
the potential: 
-z;l, r = 1 (mod. N) 
v = -1.;2, r = m (mod. N) (63) r 
0, r 1 1, m 
q,r = l/2(V +VN ) r -r 
If we wish to include next-nearest-neighbor interactions also, as 
another example, then the potential can be written as follows in the two-
dimensional case: 
- z; 1, r = 1 
-1.;2, r = m-1, m+l 
v = (mod. N) (64) r 
-1.;3, m r = 
0, r 
-F 1, m-1, m, m+l 
Figure 1 shows this interaction for one set of four contiguous cells. 
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Y+ i"l'li·1 
Figure 7. Anisotropic Nearest-Neighbor and Next-Nearest-Neighbor 
Interaction. 
Clearly, similar changes can be introduced in the three-dimensional model 
if it is desired to consider additional or anisotropic interactions. 
These modifications are, however, of little interest in the model of 
a simple fluid considered ·here. This is because \ve use the cell struct-
ure only as a space grid, as stated before. The particles are not tied 
to lattice sites, hence all sites are equivalent and little meaning can 
seemingly be attached to anisotropic interactions. 
It will have been observed that the method of converting the basic 
one-dimensional system into two- or three-dimensional systems with more 
limited interactions introduces spurious interactions on the boundaries 
of the system. In Figure 6, for instance, such interactions would occur 
between particles 4 and 5, 8 and 9, 13 and 17, 14 and 18, 61 and 13, 
62 and 14, to name just a few. While these have a noticeable effect 
in small systems, as we shall see in Chapter VIII, their effect becomes 
negligible in the thermodynamic limit, for then N, m, and k all go 
simultaneously to infinity. 
(2) ~ultiple Cell Occupanc~: 
Within the formalism of the Ising model cell occupancies other 
than 0 and 1 can readily be accommodated, providing intermediate occu-
pancies are not considered. Thus, let a given cell either be empty or 





~' = \' ,f.. • L ... r, 
r=1 
<Po = average interaction potential of particles ·in the same cell. 




exp{nSu} = (l~/A)n = exp{~u L (l+crr)} 
r=1 
partition function of the system is then: 
1 1 1 N 1 1 1 I I = exp{~Nm(u+~ 0 -zm~J} . . . exp{-~m2 L 
cr1=-1 crN=-1 r=1 
If we now make the following definitions: 
1 
v = ~m(u+l/2(l+m)<Po-m~) 
N -~m2t 0 = L a = r 4 r=1 
N-1 
-iem2t• e• = L a = 
r=1 r 
N 







1 1 N N N 
= exp{N(v-0')} L ••o L 
cr1=-1 crN=-1 
exp{ I L cr cr e +v L a } 
r=l s=l r r+s s r=l r 
The partition function therefore has the same formal appearance as the 
partition function for the case m=l (cf. equation (35)) if we remember 
that in that case ¢o=O so that~=~', 0=9'. 
If we allow multiple occupancy, we must, of course, also increase the 
cell size appropriately. Thus, in the case of cell occupancy by m parti-
cles, a new cell parameter 1 needs to be defined: 
A = m.t 
This entails a serious disadvantage insofar as the present model is con-
cerned, for we reduce the fineness of our space mesh by this stratagem. 
Another very considerable difficulty ensues as well: while one can insure 
that the hard-core repulsive potential is obeyed on the average by the a-
bove choice of 1, we cannot be sure that the m particles inside a given 
cell do not violate this potential. In short, we create in this way a 
type of "nuclear well" as it were t.'lhich presents a hard core barrier to 
particles on the outside but not to particles inside the well. \~1ile 
this may be of advantage under certain conditions, it is not an accept-
able m~lel for the fluid and the potential which we have assumed above. 
TI1e matter of multiple cell occupa~cy will therefore not be pursued 
further in the present context. 
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CHAPTER III 
1'-1ATRI X FOR~mLATION OF THE PROBLEM 
·n1e motivation for attempting a matrix solution of the problem is, 
of course, the success which Onsager achieved in solving the two-
dimensional Ising problem (with nearest-neighbor interactions) by this 
method. Actually, the original matrix formulation is due to Kramers 
and Wannier1 6 who shm~ed that many of the properties of the two-dimen-
sional ferromagnet can be obtained from such a formulation even if the 
solution of the problem is not knO\m. Onsager' s solution was later 
reformulated by Bruria Kaufma~ 9 on the basis of a spinor formalism that 
has its origin in a 2M-dimensional representation of the quaternion al-
gebra developed by Brauer and Weyl a decade earlier .2 0 The matrix form-
ulation of the present problem follows approximately the latter method, 
although important differences are introduced by the full range of inter-
actions considered here and the difference in boundary conditions. 
Let us consider the partition function in the form: 
N N N Q = A l exp{ l lo o e +v L o } {o} r=l s=lr r+s s r=l r (69) 
where 
1 1 
t - l • • • I {o} o 1=-1 0 =-1 N 
{:xp{N (v-e) l (fluid system) 
A :: 
(ferromagnet) 
rN (fluid system) Q = 
QN (ferromagnet) 
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nnd the parameters e and v ar~ as previously defined (see the l~ble I r 
above). 
Let ~- be a state vector representing the state of the ith cell or ~ 
of.the ith particle in the case of the ferromagnet. In order to avoid 
unnecessary repetition in what follows, the language appropriate to the 
fluid system \-Jill be used where no ambiguity results therefrom. Also~ 
let Z be an operator defined as follows: 
z~. ·- cr. }l. ~ ~ ~ 
where ~.=1 or -1 as previously defined. Hence the cigenvalu~~s of Z 1 
(71) 
are 1 c:~nd -1. A possible, though of course not unique representation of 





{~ if i£ 
G if if 
the ith cell 
the ith cell 
the ith cell 
the ith cell 
The two possible states are then: 






Cle~trly lJ. is a two-dimensional spinor. The operator Z can be represented ~ 
in the same space in which the u.'s are the state vectors as follows: ~ 
(73) 
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One confirms readily that in this representation 
+ + Zll. = Jl. 1 1 
Other operators that will be needed in the sequel are i and Y defined 
as follows: 
Xll. + + = J.1 • . XJ.l. = Jl. l. l. , l. 1 (74a) 
+ iJl. -
-iJl. + YJ.l. = . YJ.l. = 1 1 , 1 1 (74b) 
Representations of these two operators in the same space are 
X = (~ ~) (7Sa) 
y - (0 -i) 
- i 0 (75b) 
These operators, in the two-dimensional representation above, are of course 
the well-known Pauli spin matrices. More important in what follows is 
that these operators form part of a quaternion algebra. Their abstract 
properties, which we shall need bel0\11, are: 
[X,Y]+ = [X,Z]+ = [Y, Z] + = 0 (76a) 
[X, Y] = 2iZ; [Y, Z] = 2iX; [Z, X] = 2iY (76b) 
where (A,B]+ AB+BA 
[A, B] AB-BA 
x2 = y2 = z2 = I (76c) 
where I is the identity in the appropriate representation. 
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Let us next define a new state vector as follows: 
I a a a a lJ.!a = ~1 ' ~2 , l13 , • • • lJN > (77a) 
where ~ia is the state vector previously defined, with the superscript 
d t . th h f h · h 11 · a + eno 1ng e at state o t e 1t ce , 1.e. ~. =lJ. or lJ. 1 1 1 depending on 
the state of the ith cell. A convenient representation of ~ is a 2N di-
mensional one as follows: 
(77b) 
The symbol ~ is used to denote a matrix direct product defined as follows: 
a11a12 • • •a1n 


















If A is m dimensional and B is n dimensional, then obviously A ~ B is of 
dimensionality mn. 
Consider now an operator in the space of lJ.! defined as follows: 
(79) 
so that the 2N eigenvalues of Zk are ±1, each being 2N-l fold degenerate. 
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A suitable representation of 7 . th f h 2N d . . 1 ~, 1n , e space o .. t c --, 1r.~ens1.cna stD.te K 
vectors ~ is as follows: 




TI1c I's here are 2x2 identity matrices, while the operator Z is the one 
defined by equation (71) and (73). One readily verifies that this rcpre-
sentation satisfies the definition: 
a a 
• (Pl <3 • • • G J.1 k-1 
a fJ~·-~]J) N 
-- a ~JI f:l II (l Q z,k(X 0 a n (~ (l ]J 1 \0 • • • 'J ... k- 1 '<::' ... L.>:i 11 k + 1 \~ • • • 'CJ ]JN 
= a 1JJ k a 
where use was made of the identity: 
(A@ B)(C Q D)= AC ~ BD 
which follows directly from the definition (78). zk is thus, in this 
(82) 
· 2Nd"· . 1 . representat1on, a -·1mcns1ona sp1nor. The corresponding definitions 
of the other operators that will be needed are: 
a a ... 
a 
J.lk ' • • •, llN > = . .. , llN > 
h "f a + h e - d "f a - h 8 + w.ere 1 llk =lJk, ten llk =llk, an 1 llk =lJk, ten llk =lJk . 
dimensional representation ~f xk is: 






For the third operator the definition of Yk is again the obvious extension 
of (74b). Its 2M-dimensional representation is: 
Yk = I ~ ••• @I 3 Y 3 I @ ••• 3 I 
t 
"'th factor 
The properties of these operators are 





f 11 k h I . h 2N d . . 1 . d . or a . , w ere 1s t e - 1mcns1ona 1 entity. Before we can proceed, 
it is necessary to give these operators the same periodicity as the space 
lattice has. Consequently we require that 
(8Sd) 
Consider now the following exponential operator acting on the state 
vector: 
"" r 
= , e z r,,, 
L rT k '*'a r=O (86a) 
where the usual series definition of the exponential matrix has been used, 
together with equation (79) and the fact that crk2Y=l, (r=O, 1, 2, ···). 
Hence we have the desired result: 
(86b) 
In the same \'lay one can show also that the following identity holds: 
(87) 
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Observe no\-1 that 
(83) 
since ZkZt and zmzn commute. The proof of this is well-known and straight-
forward.*21Using this we find that: 
N N 
exp{ \ \ cr cr a }w l l r r+s s a. r=l s=l 
Each w represents one of the possible states of the system, i.e. it a. 
(89) 
represents one particular choice of the cell parameters cr. Since each 
cell can be in one of tl-10 states and. there are N c-ells, it follO\'w'S that 
N there are 2 distinct state vectors 1/J. These are, of course, linearly 
independent, i.e. 
2N 
I Cawa = o => 
a=1 
c =0, v 
a. a. (90) 
as is show11 readily by induction. Thus we find that there exists a one-
1 1 
to-one correspondence between the terms of the sum I = I L 
{ a} a 1=- 1 aN=- 1 and the state vectors w . Making use of these results we can write the a 
-------
*Let F(>..)=exp{.AA.lexp{A.B}exp{-1/2 i.C} where C=[A,B] is a C-number, 
not an operator. Then aF/c.X=(A+B--1/ZC)F+[F_,B]_. exp{M}B-Bexp{.XA} 
•-o n "" n · 
. "" n-1 
= L ~-(AnB-BAn)= I ~r(AnB-ABAn-l+CAn-l) =···=C.\ L (.\-T)T An-l=C.Xexp{.XA}, n;,onl n=On. oF 
·n=l n • 
. ~o that [F, B] =.XCF. Hence a.x· = (A+B-l/2C +AC)F. Then F (.>..) =exp{ .X(A+B-l/2C 
-+1/2 )..C)}and F(l) = exo{A+B}. Consequently, exp{A+B}= exp{A} exp{B}exp{-1/2 
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partition function. in matrix form as follows: 
2N N N N Q =A L ~ texp{ I···I z z e +v L z }~ (91) 0:= 1 a: 1 1 r r+ s s 1 r a r= s= ~= 
where ~ t=~ * is the hermitian conjugate vector. Since all the elements a: a 
t ~ of ~ arc real, or.e ~otes that ~ =~ • 
a a 
If one defines a matrix S as follows: 
where 
N N N N 
s1 = exp{ I L z z e }= TT exp{ L z z e s=l r r+s s r=l s=l r r+s s r=l 
N 
= lT S1r 
r=l 
N N N 
$2 = exp{v L Z } = IT exp{ vZ } = lT S2r r r 
r=l r=l r=l . 
Then equation (91) can be rewritten: 
2N 













Here Tr(S) means "trace of the operatorS" and A.k is the kth eigenvalue 
of S. TI1us the problem resolves itse.lf into one of determining the eigcn-
values of S. 
Before proceeding with the general theory it is perhaps well to il-
lustrate the matrix formulation of the problem with a specific example 
and to demonstrate how it provides a convenient method for computing 
explicitly the partition functions for small N. Consider the case N=4. 
Here the basis vectors are 
a a a a 
= ~1 s ~2 a ~3 a ~4 
= 
~11 ~21 lJ31 ~41 
lll1 ~21 lJ32 ll41 
llll ll21 ll32 1J42 
• 
• 
lll2 ~22 ll32 ~42 
where the notation 1J.=(ll~l) has been used. 'Ill then, is a lxl6 vector. 1 1-112 a' 
Typical examples are: 
1 
0 


















1Pl6 = = I-, I I -> 
• 
l~ 
The matrix 51 has the form: 











we find that 
= {I, I, -I, -I, -I, -I, I, I} 
·+{I, -I, I, -I, -I, I, -I, I} 
+{Z, -Z, Z, -Z, Z, -Z, Z, -Z} 
+{Z, Z, Z, Z, Z, z. Z, Z} 
= {4, 0, 0, 0, 0, -4, 0, 0, 0, 0, -4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4} 
={I, -I, I, -I, -I, I, -1, I} 
+{ Z, Z, -Z, -Z, Z, Z, -Z, -Z} 
= {2, 0, 0, -2, 0, 2, -2, 0, 0, -2, 2, 0, -2, o, 0, 2} 
where the I 's and Z's are 2x2 matrices defined as before. Now, for a 
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exp{40 2 } 
1 
1 
exp{ -48 2 } 
1 
exp{4e 2 } 
























































Partition ft~nctions for low N derived in essentially this way are tabulc>.ted 
in Appendix I. While one can simplify the process by taking advantage of 
the symm·~tTies of these matrices, the procedure becomes too tedious for 
N>9. 
Addressing ourself once more now to the general problem of obtaining 
a mathematically tl~actable, preferably closed-form, expression for the 
partition function, one can start either directly from the matrix form-
ulation in equation (91) or one can proceed from equrttion (94c). In 
taking the former route first, ,..,.e consider the simplest case where v=O, 
so that s 2 =1 (1 here is the 2N-dimensional identity). We define now an 
operator n as follows: 
(98) 
Noting that 
for all k, R., m, and n, and taking advantage of the following identity, 
which follows in the same way as equation (86): 
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(l 00) 
we can write S 1 in the following form: 
N N 
S1 = exp{ ~ I z z e 
.. r=l s=l r r+s s (101) 
N N 
= 1T TT (Icoshe +n sinhe ) 
r=l s=l . s rs s 
The principal part of the partition function can then be Wi.:-itten in the 
following way:* 
Q = Tr(S) = Tr(Sl) (v=O) (102) 
N N 
= Tr{ n· Tf (Icoshe +n sinhe ) } 
r=l s::::l s rs s 
N N N N 
= [ 1Tcosh e ] TrfTT IT (I+n tanhe ) } 
s=l s r=l s=l rs s 
where the following obvious identity was used: 
Tr(cA) == cTr(A) 
in which cis a number (scalar) and A is a matrix (operator). Writing now 
(103) 
-~----------------------------




N N N N 
= [ Tfcosh ek] Tr{I+ I I nrsc..'s k~1 r=1 s=1 (104) 
N N N N 
+1/2! I' !' I' 2' n n w (.1) 
r 1=1 r2=1 s1=I 52== 1 r1s1 r2s2 s1 s2 
N N N N 
+• • •+1/n! r ~· ~· I' n • • • n c&J • • ·w 
r 1=1 r =1 s 1=1 1 r1s1 r s s 1 s s = n n n n n 
. 
the prime on the summation indicating that in any given term of the sum 
each particular n may occur only once (considering n and n as being rs rs sr 
distinct). 
Since 
Tr(A+B) = Tr(A)+Tr(B) 
. N 
and observing that Tr(I)=2 , we have: 
Q(v=O) 
N 
+ • • • + 1/n! Tr ( l' 
· r1=1 
N 






Tr (n ) = Tr (Z z ) - I 0 




The non-zero result is trivial~ however~ since for S=O, e =0, and thus 
s 
w =0 so that Tr (n tu ):.:0 also. s ' rs s The fact that Tr (Z Z )=0 for s~o is 
. r r+s 
directly obvious from th~ fact that: 
Tr(A@ B) = Tr(A)TT(B) 
Hence: 
Tr(n ) = Tr(Z Z ) rs . r r+s 
N-2 
- 2 Tr(Z)Tr(Z) = 0 (r;ls) 
Consequently all terms in Q with unpaired n's make a zero contribution. 
The only non-vanishing terms are those involving products of n's yielding 








N N N 
I I I 
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The o-proJucts in each term are all possible permutations of subscripts 
such that all subscripts are pair\C!d ;;md non ]s repe3.ted ld<;ntically. 
The multiplicity of succeeding terms obviously increases rapidly and the 
labor of carrying out this type of expansion becomes t.:onsiderable after 
the first few terms, partaking of most of the difficulties of carrying 
out cluster-integral expansions. As in the latter case, graphic tech-
niqucs are possible so that the problem becomes one of topology rather 
than algebraic analysis. 




= z z 
r s 
N N N 
s1 = exp{ 1 L z z e } r r+s s = exp{ ' ' Z Z e }= exp{ \ !. !. r s r-s !. r= 1 s= 1 r= 1 
Q ( \!=0) 
r=l s= 1 
N N N N N 
= [ 1Tcosh ek] (2 +Tr L L prswr-s k=1 r= 1 s= 1 
N 
+• • •+1/n! Tr L, 
rl=l 









(1 0 ~) 
(109) 
'fhe f gives the contribution to the partition function due to ·actor prs wr-s 
the interaction between the rth and sth cell. One may therefore think of 
prs as a bond between these two cells and of .wr-s as determining the 
. strength of this bond. From this point of view, then, the nonzero con-
tributions form closed polygons. All open figures and closed fip-ures with open 
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branches become zero upon taking the trace.* Figure 8 shows typical zero 
and nonzero contributions. 
1 2 4 1 2 3 4 ~ 
• • • • • 5 8 5 6 7 8 0 
• ~11 12 9 10 12 
• • ~0 13 l~ 15 
• 
16 13 14 16 
• • • 
Typical Nonvanishing Configurations· 
(a) 
Typical Vanishing Configurations 
(b) 
Figure 8. Typical Graphs Showing Vanishing and Nonvan~shing 
Contributions 
One can~ of course, assign a direction to these bonds, for example from 
the first index toward the second one. In that case one can say that no 
bond may be repeated in any nonzero figure. 1he cells in Figure 8 are 
displayed in t\>VO dimensions; this is only for convenience in displaying 
the bonds and has no bearing on the dimensionality of the model. 
In terms of such graphs the partition function may then be written 
as follows: 
*Open figures or closed polygons with open branches contain unpaired 
p's. 3y the same argument as that following equation (105) such terms 
make a vanishing contribution to the partition function. One .may .observe 
N . d • that p • • =I, so that Tr(p 1. 1.)=2 ; however, \ie o not perm1t self-interactions 11 . 
of cells with themselves so that such terms are excluded. 
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Q(v:::O) N N N = [2 1Tcosh cek)J[l+ r n 1 
k= 1 { n} n 
where I means ~urn over all figures with n sides, and n represents {n} n 
the appropriate product of w's corresponding to nonzero figures of this 
type. 
r01is method of solution is quite suitable to determine the first 
few terms of the partition function, and can be considered then as a 
low-temperature approximatio~l since only the interactions of small num-
bers of particles are included. If one wishes to include terms involving 
larger cluster~•, the process rapidly becomes very tedious and poses vex-
ing t<)pol ogical problems. Furthermore, one must remember that the as-
~-urnption v:::O eliminated the matrix s 2 • For the solution of the general 
rn:oblcm,. Sz must be included. It can be treated very much in the same 
way as S 1; but. of course this adds additional complications. One other 
difficulty that has been ignored in this analysis is the periodic bound-
ary conditions. If N is very large, this is a trivial matter; but for 
systems of finite size these boundary conditions, which are essential 
to the matrix formulation, result in additional non-zero configurations 
which increase the complexity of the topological problem considerably. 
An alternative method of finding a solution of the problem by matrix 
methods starts from equation (94) and involves determining the eigenvalues 
of the operators S by attempting to establish a homomorphism beth'een S 
and the group of orthogonal rotations. If this were possible, the eigen-
values of the rotation operators involved could readily be determined so 
that the corresponding eigenvalue spectrum of S could be deduced. The met-
hod, which is an application and extension of the Onsager-Kaufman formal-
ism to the present problem# is explored ~n detail in Appendix 2.17~19 
The analysis there shows that in the present problem, where all interactions 
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are active, the simplifications that are possible in solving the two-
dimensional Ising problem can no longer be made. It is found that the 
operator S is not the spin representative of commuting rotations as is 
the case in the two-dimensional nearest-neighbor model. Instead it is 
found to be associated with a tensor transformation. No simple relation-
ship appears to exist between the eigenvalues of that transformation and 
those of S. Indeed, the problem contains all the. difficulties of the 
three-dimensional Ising problem which has also not yet been solved by the 
matrix method. 
The next chapter will therefore develop a different approach that 
does lead to a meaningful and useful series solution of the present 
problem which holds for all values of the activity.* 
*For the purpose of this paper we definc.the activity as (cf. 
equation (36)) : 1, 3 
y = exp{2v} 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF THE PARTITION FUNCTION 
A. General 
The methods of evaluating the partition function examined in the last 
chapter# while of considerable interest in themselves# do not appear to 
offer any complete solution of the problem. A different approach will 
therefore be adopted in this chapter which leads to a useful series form-
ulation of the partition function# valid for all values of the chemical 
potential or external magnetic field. 
The starting point of the present method is again the partition 
function as formulated in the last chapter (cf. equations (91) through 
(S4)): 
(111) 
N N · N 
= ATr{ cxp{ L L Z Z e +v L Z J} . 








To proceed, let us consider the simplest case first. 
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B. The Case v~o 
The partition function to be evaluated., if v=O., is: 
N N 
Q(v=O) = ATr{exp{L L zrzr+sa5 }} 
r=1 s"'-'1 
(112) 
Let us analyze the quadratic form appearing in the exponent, which can be 
expressed as follows: 
u = 
= 
N N I z z a r r+s s r=1 s=l I 
where z; is an N-dimensional vector defined by: 
(113) 
(114) 
while ~ (not to be confused with the ~of equation (18)) is an NxN matrix: 
0 el Sz 83 ... eN-2 eN-1 0 el Sz 83 . .. 8z el 
eN-1 0 81 Sz ... eN-3 8N-2 81 0 el 8z . . . 83 82 
~ = 8N-2 8N-l 0 el 8N-4 8N-3 = 8z 81 0 el ... 84 83 (liSa) 
• • • 
• • 
• • • 
el e2 e3 e4 ... eN-1 0 81 82 e3 84 . .. 81 0 
where use was made of the fact that 8N-r=er (see equations (17) and (36)). 
This can also be written: 
8 .. = 8. . 1J J -1 (llSb) 
remembering that by definition 9o=O. Thus ~ is a doubly cyclic matrix. 
Now let ulk be the kth of t:he N roots of unity, i.e. : 
wk = exp{i(2w/N)k} (k = 




.PV = k 
. ~ . , 





0 1 2 ••• ) 






r N-r 2wk ) since wk +wk. =2cos( N·~. Here [N/2] designates the largest integer < N/2. 
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The factor (1-1/2 or,N/ 2) prevents double counting of the (:,:/2) th tcr1n 
h-hen N i.:; even. 
The -\' s are thus the eigenvalues of 4>. Since 4> is a real and sym-
metric matrix, all its eigenvalues arc of course real, as is also appar-
ent from (119). Indeed, the eigenvalues of 4> are the finite Fourier cosine 
transform of the potential. In order to normalize the eigenvectors of 4>, 
we note that 
<V lv > = k R. 
:::: 
N L exp{-i(2n/N)k(r-l)}cxp{i(2n/N)R.(r-l)} 
r=l 
(120) 
N I exp{i(2n/N)(R.-k)r} = 
r=l 
The l::1st equality can readily be proved by considering that wN=exp{2ni}=l. 
Hence 
N-1 
= (1-wl) 2 wr = 0 
r=O 
But w1= exp{i 2n/N}fl. Hence 
N-1 
2 w r 
r=O 
N 
= I w 
r=l r 
= 0 (121) 
The N Nth roots of unity form a group. Therefore taking the cxth power of 
all group elements results merely in an automorphism of the group. 
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Equation (121) tells us that the sum of all group elements van-
ishes; then also: 
N r w k = 
r=l r 
N L exp{i(2n/N)kr} = 
r=l 
N 
r wkr = 0 
r=l 
(122) 
Equation (120) then follows. 
The normalized eigenvectors of If> are consequently 
(123) 
Knowing the eigenvectors of ~, it is of course possible now to di-
agonalize that matrix. To that end let us construct a matrix S having 
the eigenvectors of ~ as its columns: 
s = ... (124) 
or: 
(125) 
where vkt is the tth component of the eigenvector vk. 1\'e observe that 
<V1IV1 > <V1IV2> ••• <VljVN> 




<VNIVl> <VNIV2> ••• <VNIVN> 
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since <VkiV~>=ok ~· Th f" d h t -l  • us we 1n t.at S =S 7 i.e. Sis a unitary matrix. 
' Let us 110\v perform a similarity transformation on ~: 
* (Al V1 A2V2 vl ---- . . . ANVN 
s+¢s = v2* I (127) 
• 
v * N l 
Al <V1Iv1 > A2 <V1IV2> AN<VllVN> 
= 
Al <V2!V1> A2 <V2IV2> AN<V21VN> 
• 
• 
Al <VNIVl> A2 <VNIV2> ••• A <V IV> 
. N N N 
Al 0 
A2 
= • = D 
• 
• 0 AN 
where D is a diagonal matrix having the eigenvalues of ~ on its main 
diagonal. Thus if we define a vector n as follows: 
r; = Sn (128) 
we can diagonalize the quadratic form of equation (113): 
N N 
u = ~ ~ z z a 
r=l s=l r r+s s 
(129) 
= l;t¢l; = nt(St<PS)n 
t 
= n Dn = 
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TI1e partition fun(:tion is then: 
Q(v=O) (130) 
We must remember that the n's are in fact operators, i.e.: 
N N I v *z 
s=l rs s 
= 1/IN l exp{-i(2n/N)r(s-l)}Z 
s=l s 
(131) 
Consequently we have, using equation (79): 
N 
n ·'· = IliN r"'a l exp{-i(2n/N)r(s-l)}Z w s= I s a (132) 
N l exp{-i(2n/N)r(s-l)}cr aW = X aW s a r a s=I 
Xr is thus the eigenvalue of the operator nr. We can then express the 
partition function in this way: 
Q(v=O) 
N 
=A L g(c)exp{ l lxr(c)I 2 Ar} {c} r=I 
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where the first sum is one over all configurations, i.e. all microstates, 
while the last sum is over all macroscopically distinct configurations, 
g(c) indicating the degeneracy of each configuration, i.e. the number of 
microstates corresponding to each macrostate. 




N N N 
1/N ~ 2 ~ exp{i(2~/N)r(s-t)}a a 
r= 1 s= 1 t= 1 s t 
= N 




Equation (134) is a consistency condition that must be satisfied in per-
forming the sum in equation (133). The geometrical significance of this 
condition can best be understood if we think of the original sum of the 
a's in the partition function as a sum along N coordinate axes from -1 
to +1. The sum, then, defines the corners of anN-dimensional "cube". 
All corners 
N 
are equidistant from the origin, this distance d being given 
so that d=fJN. ·. There arc altogether 2N such corners by d 2 = L a 2 =N, 
r=1 r 
(see Fig. 9 which shows the cube and corner coordinates for N=3). 
G3 - axis 
_L-l _, -1, 





<;"" 1 -- axis 




'Che similarity transformation, equations (128) and. {129), is tantamount 
to a rotation of coordinate axes so as to diagonalize the quadratic form U. 
The following table shows the coordinates of the corners of the cube 
in Figure 9 in the transformed coordinate system. Since the origin is, 
of course, riot affected by this transformation, the distance to the corners 
rcn1ains invariant under the transformation. Hence the partition func-
tion must satisfy the consistency condition in the transformed coordinate 
system as well. 
TABLE 2 
Transformed Corner Coordinates 
9riginal 
Xl lxd 2 X2 lxzl 2 X3 I X31 2 Coordinate 
(1,1,1) 0 0 0 0 13 3 
(1,1,-1) J 1/13-f ;4/3 ;, /1/fl+i' 4/3 1//3 1/3 
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TABLE 2 Continued 
Original 
Xl lx1J 2 X2 lxzl 2 X3 I X3l 2 Coordinate ---·---R- ----
---
---




-2/./3 4/3 1/1"3 1/3 
(-1,1,-1) 
-1/l3+i 4/3 -l/l3+i 4/3 
-1/.'3 1/3 
(-1,-1 .. 1) 
-1/ fl+i 4/3 -1/ 1"3--i 4/3 
-1/.'3 1/3 
(-1 .. -1,-1) 0 0 0 0 -fl 3 
In order to evaluate .the sum in equation (133) let us first consider 




1/IN L w* ( )a 1 r s-1 s s= 
N 








-1/INCt '"rcs-1)) * 
s (136) 
Here use has been made of equation (120) and the result proved in con-
nection therewith. TI1e star above indicates complex conjugation. Thus, 
if we choose as our macroscopic configurations the occupancy states of 
the system and indicate these as the argument of xr we can \~ite the 




This state is clearly non-degenerate, i.e. there is only one microstate 
corresponding to this macrostate. Let us next consider the state of full 
occupancy. This state is, of course, likewise non-degenerate. We have 
now that all a's are +1 so that 
TI1us we find that 
N 






= lx (OJI 2 r 
(138) 
(139) 
Suppose next that only one cell is occupied, say the qth cell. TI1en: 
Hence: 
q- 1 N 
xr = -1/IN[ l w*rcs- 1)+ l w*rcs- 1)]+1/IN w*r(q- 1) (140) s=1 s=q+1 
N 
= -1/IN L w* ( )+2/IN w* ( 1) s= 1 r s-1 r q-









Again we Find that if all b-ut one of the cells are occupied 1.-;c cbt<-:in the 
same result for lv 12 . i.e. 
··r , 
lx (1) 12 r c 14 2) 
Here the Jcgcn,::!r3.cy is N, and C({fl<ltion (140) is t.inaffectcd by 1.;hich 
particular cell is occupied. If, next, we examine states with ttoJo · cells 
occt>}JieJ and suppose that these cells are the ith and jth one, then 
i-1 j-1 N 
xi_= -1'/r~-[ \' lu'" + \' w* + \' w* ] 
-
1 L r(s-1) L r(s-1) L r(s-1) s::::1 s=i+l s=j+l · 
1 I r;.N;-[ * * ] + ¥J ui r(i-l)+w r(j-1) 
N 
::-:-lj/N \' w* ( )+2//N[w* (. )+w* (. ) ] L r s-1 r 1-1 r J-1 s=l 
{
2/ltT[w* (. )+w* (. ) ] r 1-1 r J-1 
·-
4/hf - IN-
so that, for r~N, we have: 
== 4 /N ( 2 + (IJ ( • • ) + w ( . . ) ) r 1-J r J -1 
= 4/N(2+2cos[(2~/N)r(i-j)]) 
2 
= 4/N l 
i::l 
2 l cos[(2~/N)r(q.-q.)] 











We also find in this instance that: 
i.e. I~ 12 is invariant to a change in configuration from occupied cells 
to holes. The degeneracy of this state is, of course, [~); however, 
here 1Xrl 2 depends upon the particular cells that are occupied (or empty). 
By continuing the analysis in this way we find for a state with n 
cells occupied (or empty) that: 
(rFN) (147) 
(r=N) 
= lx (N-n)l 2 r 
where (0 ~ n < [N/2] 
It was assumed here that the occupied (or empty) cells are cells q. · 
. 1 
through qj. The total degeneracy of this state is (~),but as· in ·the 
case n=2, it depends on the particular cells that are actually occupied 
(or empty). 
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i'Je are no,.,. in a position to carry out the sum in equation (133), 
using as the macrostate configurations the total occupancy of the system. 
Before proceeding with this program we can check first that the consis-
tency condition, equa'tions (134) and (135), is indeed satisfied for any 
term in such an expansion. Thus consider the term corresponding to n 
occupied or (N-n) empty cells. For such a term we have: 
N N-1 n n ~ I X (n) 12 = 4/N ~ ~ ~ cos[(2n/N)r(q.-q.)]+(N-2n)2/N ( 14S) r 
r=l i=l . 1 J t~=l J=l 
n n N 
= 4/N I l: ~ 1/2(w +w ) i=l j:::l 1 r(q.-q.) r(q.-q.) r= 1 J J 1 
n n 
-4/N ~ ~ ·1+ (N-2n) 2/N i=l j =1 
n n 
.. 4/N ~ ~No .. -4n2/N+N+4n2/N-4n 
i=1 j=I 1,J 
= N 
TI1us the consistency condition is satisfied in the proposed expansion. 
Equation (133) can then be expanded as follows: 
N 
Q(v=O) = A ~ g(c)exp{ L lxr(c) l 2 ~r} {C} r=l ( 14- 9) 
= 2A{exp{'lx (0) 1 2 ~ }+Nexp{Lix (1) 1 2 ~ } l r r r r r r 
N N 
+I l: exp{IIXr 1 2 ~ l+···J ql=l q2=1 r (ql,q2) r 
(ql<q2) 
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Here the factor 2 results from the symmet1·y of the partition function with 
respect to occupied states and holes (see equation (147)). The sum in 
equation (149) goes to the [N/2]nd term. If N is even only half of the 
last term must be counted to preclude double counting. Using equation 
(147) this can be h'ritten: 
N-1 Q(v=O) = 2A{exp{NAN}+Nexp{4/N I Ar1-~-2) 2/N]AN} 
r=1 
(150) 
N N N-1 2 2 
+ L I exp{4/N I 
q 1=1 q 2 =1 r=l 
I I cos[(2n/N)r(q.-q.)]A i= 1 j = 1 1 J r 
(ql<q2) 
n n I L cos((2n/N)r(q.-q.)]A i= 1 j = 1 1 J r 
The exponent can be simplified by using equation (119): 
N-1 n n 
4/N L I L cos [2n/N r(q.-q.)]A (151) 
r=1 i=l j =1 1 J r 
N-1 n n 
r(q.-q.)]( I cos(2n/N rs)e 5 ) = 4/N L I I cos [2 n/N r=l i=1 j=l 1 J s=l 
n n N N 
= 4/N I I L a { L cos(2n/N rs)cos[2n/N r(q.-q.)]-1} s 1 J i=l j=l s=1 r= 1 
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n 
= z I 
l=l 
n 
= 4 l: 
i=l 
N 
since L 85 =AN, and a_k=aN-k=ek. Use was made of the following identity: s=l 
N N l cos2·rr/N kr cos27T/N R.r= 1/4r __ L1 (wkr +w -kr) r=l 
The entire exponent is then: 
N-1 n n 
4/N r l L cos[27T/N r(qi-qj)]Ar+(N-2n) 2/N AN 
r= 1 i=l j=l 
n n 
= 4 I L e( .- .)+{N-4n)AN i=l j=l q1 qJ 
Making this substitution in equation (150) we obtain: 
N Q(v=O) = 2A{exp{NAN}+ L exp{(N-4)AN} 
ql =1 
N N n n 
+ l 2 exp{4 2 .L e( .- .)+(N-8)AN} ql=l q2=1 i=1 J=l q1 qJ 
(q 1 <q2) +··~+! ! exp{4 ~ i e +(N-2n)A }+···} 
. (q.-q.) N q 1 = 1 qn = 1 i= 1 J = 1 1 J 





where the fact that B0 =BN=O was used in writing the term corresponding to 
n=l. Factoring out the common term exp{NA.N}, we have finally: 
Q(v=O) = 2Aexp{N0}{l+exp{-40} 
N, N, n n 
+•••+1/n! exp{-4n0} ~ ••• L exp{4 l ~a .. q1=l q =1 i=l j=l (qi-qj) n 
N 
since >.. = L a =0 (see equation (~6)). N r::l r 
In the last equation the primed summations indicate that no index may be 
repeated in any one term. Otherwise the summations in that equation are 
no\~ unrestricted. Hence each term must be divided by n! since this is 
its degeneracy. 
If we make the follm-dng definitions: 
(156) 
A = exp{A.N} = exp{e} (157) 
the partition function for v=O can be l«itten in its final form: 
N[N/2] 
(158) Q(v=O) = 2AA L Tn 
n=O 
[N/2] 
= 2A' L T11 
n=O 
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To -- 1 (159) 
A -lfn /• ' 
N, N, n n 
T = .1. r . . . I TT 1Txc _ ) (I-I/2on N/ 2) n q1=1 q ::1 r=l s= 1 qr qs , 
n (r<s) 
rxp{Nv) (fluid) 
' A = (160) 
AN 
= exp{NG} (ferromagnet) 
c. 111e General Case, v;FO: 
In extending the result·of the previous section to the case v#O we 
stact once more from equation (111) 
N N N Q = ATr{exp{ ~ I z z a +v l z }} r r+s s r (111) r=1 s=1 r=1 
and consider the form: 
N N N 
u -- ' ' z z e +v ' z L L r r+s s l r 





and C is defined by eqt1ation (114), while Co is a constant vector yet to 
be determined. <1> 0 is likewise a constant which will be evaluated presently. 
Expanding the form in (161) we have: 
u (163) 
N N t t t 
= L L zrzr+ses-[c <I>so+;o ¢C]+so ~c+~o 
r= 1 s= 1 
N N N 
= L I z z e +v I z 
r=l s=l r r+s s r=l r 
where equation (113) was used. We make therefore the following identification: 
Ct<l>Co t +Co <l>C = 
q>o = 
Observe now that: 
N 





= 11& L z r 
r=l 
VN being defined by equation (123), i.e. 








= 2a;l.N/YN L zr 
r=1 
N 
(a+ilNv/2AN) L Z = 0 
. 1 r r= 
N 
This being an operator equation, and I Z #0 in general, we have: r 
r=1 
N. 
a = -/Nv/2~ = -/Nv/(2 I e ) = -YNv/20 r 
r= 1 
l;o = aVN = -v/2AN II, 1, ••• 1> , 
t 2 t -2 t ~0 = _ro ~ro = -a VN ~YN = a A V V .,. .,. - N N N 







1he problem of diagonalizing the operator Y t ~y is no'" the same as that 
examined in the last section. We let 
Y = (r.:-r;o) = Sn (171) 
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h·hcre S is defined in (124). Then 
yt <llY = 
<:.nd the partition function can be written: 
N 
Q = A'Tr{exp{ I In I2 A l} 
r=l r r 
(170b) 
In a manner quite analogous to equation (132) we define Xz. by the 
following equation: 
a 
= Xz. lila (172a) 
so that Xz. is the eigenvalue of the operator nr, and 11•e can then write: 
(170c) 
N 
=A' L g(C)exp{ L lx (C) I2 A } { C} r=1 r r 
the latter sum being again a sum over macroscopic configurations. Before 
being able to proceed with the evaluation of this sum, it is necessary to 
determine lx (C) 12 , since equation (147) no longer holds due to the re-
r 
definition of ~ and hence of Xr· . Furthermore, it \vill be necessary tore-
check the consistency condition, equations (134) and (135). From equa-








where the orthonormality of the eigenvectors Vk was used. Titus: 
N 
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nr = 1/IIN I exp{-i(2~/N)r(s-1)}Z -a6 N (173) 
s=1 . s r, 
N 
= 1/ ffl L w ( l) Z -a6 N s=l -r s- s r, 
It is now possible to evaluate the eigenvalue in equation (172): 
N 
= [1/IN r (IJ ( l)z -a6 N]tll 1 -r s- s r, a s= (.172b) 
N 
= [1/ flf L w ( 1) a a -a6 N] til 1 -r s- s r, a s= 
so that: 
N a 
= 1/INL w ( 1)a -a6. N s=l -r s- s r, 
l\'e. find then that for r1N, the evaluation of I x 12 is identical to the r. 
case v=O; i.e. 
32 
n n 
= 4/N L l cos[2n/N r(q.-q.}] 
i=1 j=1 1 J 
For r=N we have: 
N 




· I XN (n) 12 = (N+a &-2n) 2/N 
In summary, then: 
n n 
4/N l l cos[2n/N r(q.-q.)], 






The new consistency condition can be obtained as follows: 
where 
i.e. we have rewritten equation (172) in vector form consistent with the 
earlier definitions of wandS (cf. equations (77) and (124)). 
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TI1en: 
t t t t X X= (~ -aVN )(S S)(~-aVN) (175) 
-- N - 4an/YN + 2a& .. a? 
This is the nmoJ consistency condition. In terms of the previous geometric 
picture., there has now occurred first a shift of the origin by the vector 
-aVN' followed by a rot-ation of the N-dimensional coordinate system. Con-
sequently, the distance from the origin to the various corners of the 
"cube" has now c11anged. The distance to all corners is no longer the same 
but depends on n., i.e. the total number of + or - signs in the corner 
coordinates. 
The consistency condi t.ion is satisfied by every term in the expansion 
of (170c): 
N 
L lx (n) 12 r r=1 
N-1 n n 
= 4/N I L I cos[2~/N r(q.-q.)]+(N+a~-2n) 2/N (176) 
1 "1"1 1 J r= 1= J= 
n n 
= 4 I I o .. -4n 2/N+N+a2+4n 2/N+2a~-4n-4an/YN 
i=l j=l 1 J 
Using these results we can write the partition function by summing macro-
. scopic configurations corresponding to total occupancy of the system: 
N 
Q = A' L g(C)exp{ L lx (C) j 2 A } {C} r=1 r r 
= A'{g(O)exp{LI~(O) I 2 Ar}+g(N)exp{LI~(N)I 2 Ar} 
r r 
+g(l)exp{Lix(l) I 2 A }+g(N-l)exp{21x (N-1) 12 >- } r r r r r r 
+•••+g(n)exp{LI~Cn) l 2 >-r}+g(N-n)exp{21~CN-n)l 2 Ar} 
r r 
= A' {exp{ (N+2avN+a 2 ) ~}+exp{ (N-2avN+a2) "N} 
( N-1 +N exp{4/N L >. + (N+a2+4/N-2affl-4-4a/YN) ~} 
r=l r 
N-1 
+exp{4/N L >-r+ (N+a2+4/N-2a...-N"-4+4a/ rif) AN}) 
r=l 
N N N-1 n n 
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(177a) 
+•••+ L ••• L exp{4/N L L L cos[2n/N r(q.-q.)]A } 
i•l j=l 1 J r q 1=1 q =1 r=l n 
(q 1 <q2 < • • ·qn) 
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Using equation (152) once more this can be rewritten as follows: 
(177b) 
N N n n 
• ~ ••• ~ exp{4 ~ ~ e }+···} 1.. 1.. 1.. _I.. (q. -q . ) •. ql=l q =1 i:=l J=l l. J n 
(ql<qz<•••<q ) 
n 
Using the definition of a, equation (169), and that of >.N, equation (119), 
together with equation (68) this can be recast in the form: 
N 
Q = 2Aexp{N0l{cosh(Nv)+ l cosh[(N-2)v]exp{-40} 
ql=l 
(177c) 
N, N, n n 
+•••+1/n! cosh[(N-2n)v]exp{-4n0} 2 ··· L exp{4 2 l e } 
ql=l q :1 i=l j=l qi-qj 
n 
\'/here the primed but otherwise unrestricted summation of equation (155) 
has been introduced once more. Also the definition of A', equation (170a), 
was used to eliminate the a 2 >.N term in the exponent of the common factor. 
If we introduce the definitions of equations (156) and (157) the 
partition function for v#O takes the form: 
(N/2] 
Q = 2A l Tn 
n=O 
(178) 
-~n /2 ) :rh = cosh[(N-2n)v]A tn(l-1 on,N/l 
'. ·,'10 • •• 
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t 0 = 1 
N, N, n 
tn = 1/n! l ••• l TT 




AN = exp{N0} (ferromagnet) 
This~ then, is the desired expansion of the partition function valid, 
in the case of a fluid~ for all ranges of v, i.e. for all ranges of the 
chemical potential and hence all ranges of the density. In the case of 
the ferromagnet the solution is valid for all possible ranges of an ex-
ternal magnetic field. 
It is straightforward, although algebraically tedious, to compute the 
partition function for finite N and check the result against computations 
by other methods which have been tabulated in Appendix I. The agreement 
in all cases is perfect. A typical example is the result for N=9, which 
will serve at the same time to illustrate the structure of the partition 
function. 
Q9 = 2exp{9v}{cosh(9v)+9cosh(7v)exp{-40} (179) 
+9cosh(Sv)exp{-80}[exp{8el}+exp{88z}+exp{883}+exp{884}] 
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+2exp{8 (e 1 +e 2+38 3+ e,J }+exp{8 (e 1 + e2+2e 3+26 4 )} 
Upon letting v=O and rearrangement this \~ill be found to agree with the 
results in Appendix I. 
The convergence and analyticity of the series solution~ equation (178) 
\~ill be examined in the next chapter. The proof given there shows that 
the quantity of interest~ the grand potential2 q defined by 
q = lim 1/N lnQ = SpV 
N~ 
is \vell defined and that the lirni t exists. Furthermore, the series 
lim ql/N 
N-+<» 
is absolutely convergent. 
It will be observed that in summing equation (170c) in terms of macro-
scopic configurations corresponding to total occupancy of the system we 
have in fact carried out the sum by taking account of successive deviations 
from the perfectly ordered state. Thus~ the first term in (178) corresponds 
to having all cells occupied or empty (all spins up or down); the next term 
reflects states with one cell occupied or empty (one spin deviating from 
the perfectly ordered state); etc. Consequently, if we wish to approximate 
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the solution of the problem by considering the first terms only of the 
series in equation (178), we find that this consti tutcs in :fa...:t a low-
temperature approximation. This will be seen explicitly in connection 
with the nearest-neighbor two and three dimensional series approximations 
developed in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONVERGENCE -~D ANALYTICITY 
We examine in this section the convergence of the series solution 
developed in the last chapter: 
Q = 2A T ( v , 0) 
(N/2] 
= 2A ~ T 
n=O n 
T - cosh[(N-2n)v]exp{-4n0}t (1-1/26 I ) n n n,N 2 
t 0 = 1 
(178) 
Let us consider initially the case v=O. We are then concerned with the 
convergence of 
T(0,0) = 
[N/2] I 1/n! 
n=O 
N • N • 
exp{-4n0} ~ ••• I 
ql=l qn =1 
• (1-l/26n, N/ 2 ) (181) 
Ne shall not restrict consideration here to a Lcnnard-Jones type potential 
but permit any. attractive potential with a }larci core, i.e. any potential 
such that 4>r-<0; (rFO) (see equation (6)). Then \ve have by eo_uation (36) 
that (182) . 
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sir.ce S~O. Consider the exponent in { 181): 
n n 
4 I L e(q q )-4n0 = 
r= 1 s= 1 r- s 
n n [N/2] 
= s[ I I a I e Cl-1/26 ~ 1 
r=l s=1 (qr-qs)-n r:::l 't' :r,N/£) 
{r>s) 
We wish to deterlltine the sign of this expression. This depends clearly on 
how many times a given e occurs in the first (positive) s·~t of terms. Of 
course, '"e are interested in this only as N-?<"',. since fol:' any finite sys-
tem Tis just a finite polynomial and thus olfviously e.onve1·ges. However, 
as N~=, symmetries due to boundary conditions disappear .. and likewise the 
difference bet\-:een N even and N odd becomes teivial. 1!1 that case it iS 
;.1pp;;..rEmt that the greatest multiplicity of O's in the positive set of 
terms is obtained for a setting of the indices q1 in (178) such that the 
difference between q's is constant. As a typlcal example, consider a 
sct"t:ing of th~ indices such that cll=l, q 2 :::2, q3:::::3, ···, q =n. Then 01 n 
occurs (n-1) times, e2 occurs (n-2) tir.1es .. 03 occurs (n--3) times, ••• , 
0 1 occurs once. One readily verifies that this yields the correct n-
nunber of a's in the sum, i.e.: 
1 (nl "(n-l)+(n-2)+·•·+2+1 = zn(n-1) ~ 2). 
In the particular case considered e1 occurs most frequently in the pos:i.tiVe 
terms. The total number of e 1 •s in the e>cpon<:!nt: is 8[(n-l)-n]=-8. TlllJSa 
using equation (182), we conclude that in this case the exponent is ne~~tive, 
A similar conclusion holds for other choices of the q' s; the highest rn\ll ti-.. 
plicity {barring symmetries due to the ring boundary conditions) is alw~ys 
-' " 
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obtained for a constant setting betl<leen q's. Depending on how this con-
stant is chosen, different 8's are singled out, but none occur with a 
frequency greater than (n-1). The conclusion then holds in general for 
an infinite system that the exponent (183) is negative. For finite systems, 
the matter is slightly different and somewhat more complicated, since we 
are then faced with symmetries introduce;..'<~ by the boundary conditions, and 
we must distinguish between N even and N odd, as was done in equation (183). 
One finds in that case that the highest possible multiplicity is not (n-1) 
but n. However, as stated this circumsta.."'lce, while it will not alter the 
conclusion that follows, is of no consequence in determining the converg-
ence of T. 
We conclude then that: 
(183b) 
One may verify the above results and conclusions readily by checking 
the partition function for N=9, equation (179). It is also possible to 
check the conclusion in a more general case. Suppose that all potentials 
are equal, i.e. that the range parameter y defined in connection with 
equation (2) goes to zero. Then: 
e: = el = e2 = . . . e: ~ o. 
Equation (183) becomes in that case: 
n n N ( ) 4[ ! ! e -n! e ] = 4[2 ~ -n(N-l)]e: 
r=l s=l (qr-qs) r=l r (184) 
= 4n(n-N)e: ~ 0 
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since n ~ N/2. 
Noting also that all the terms in T are positive~ we find that 
0 ~ T(0,0) = 
< 
[N/2] N, N, 
~ 1/nl ~ .~·· 2 ·l(l-l/2o N ) 
n=O q1=1 q =1 n, /2 
n 
[N/2] (N1 
= ~ . (l-I/2o N/2 ) n;=O n n,, 
N r ) 
= 112 n~o l~ = (185) 
In arriving at this result one may either carry out the primed summations 
explicitly noting that one of the q's, say ql, can be summed over the full 
range, q2 has then a range of only (N-1), etc. Or one may simply use the 
fact, remarked on in the last chapter, that the degeneracy of the state 
corresponding to n occupied cells or· (N-n) vacant cells i.s (~) • We have 





0 < lim Q(v=O)l/N < 2Al/N f2 





Thus we conclude that for v=O, Q1/N converges absolutely, and hence 
so does the grand potential q (cf. equation (180)). 
If VfO, we have: 
[N/2] N 1 N 1 n n 
0 < T(v,0) = I 1/n! cosh[(N-2n)v] I ···I exp{4[ I 2 e,9 .,.-~,, 
n=O q 1=1 q =1 r-=1 s=1 
Consequently, 






< I 11 cosh[(N-2n)v](l-l/26n N/ 2 ) 
n=O ' 
[N/2] r ) ( ] 
= 1/2 11~ 0 l~ exp{(N-2n)v}+exp{-(N-2n)v} (1-l/2on,N/ 2 ) 
= 1/2 exp{Nv} ~ (~) exp{ -2nv} = 1/2 cxp {N·v} (l+exp{ -2v}) N 
n=O 
N 







o <lim Q(v,e) 1/N 
N-+<» 






The series solution, equation (178), consequently has the following 
properties under the conditions stated:6,22 
( 1) 1 . 1/N . 1m Q eX1StS. 
N~ 
(2) q = lim 1/N ln(Q) exists 
N~ 
(3) The series representing these functions is absolutely and uni-
formly convergent for all finite values of the Gibbs potential (external 
magnetic field). 
The cone lusions hold for any attractive potential with a hard repul-
sive core. Antiferromagnets and other systems with interaction potentials 
greater than zero have not been considered here, since they have no direct 
counterpart in the fluid case. 




[N/2] I T :: n 
n=o 
(N/2] 
I an(0) cosh[(N-2n)v] 
n=o 
N N n n 
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(19la) 
- exp{-4n0} ~ •·• I exp{4 I I 8( )}(1-1/26 I) 
q1==l q =1 r=l s=l qr-qs n,N 2 
n 
(19lb) 
The pr~)pcrty of these coefficients that •.d11 be required in discus-
s:h:.g the ;.malytic.i ty of the partition function are the following: 
a = a * (l92a) 
n n 
a > 0 (192b) n 
a < (~J (192c) n -
ao = 1 (192d) 
a = a (192e) n N-n 
The first two properties follow directly from the fact that the poten-
tials are real. The third property was proved in the preceding section, 
while the last two follow from the construction of the partition function 
·in the last chapter (cf. equations (133), (148), and the analysis following 
the latter equation). 
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I a cosh[(N-2n)v] n 
n=o 
= l/2(Nf21a0 (exp{(N-2n)v}+exp{-(N-2n)v}J 
n:..:o 
N 
1/2 -N/2 L ' n (a' -= d"ll / (i - dn, N/z)} = y any 
n=O 
= 1/2 -N/2p (8 ) y N _,y 
(193a) 
y = exp{2v} (194) 
PN is thus an Nth degree polynomial in y. Alternatively one can 
write T as follows: 
T(v, 8) 
N 
= 1/2 exp{Nv} L a exp{-2nv} 
n=O n 
N/2 _l 
= 1/2y PN(8,y ) 
By virtue of equations (178) and (181), we see that 







Thus in the fluid case the partition function is analytic through-
out the entire finite complex y plane, but has a pole of order N at the 
ideal point at infinity. Specifically, the point y=O is a point where 
QN is analytic and where limQN exists, i.e. Q (y=O)=l. This is in keeping y~o N 
with the expected behavior of a fluid system. As we shall see later the 
point y=O, l~hich corresponds to a negatively infinite chemical potential, 
represents a system of zero density, i.e. a system with no particles. 
By equation (180) one has then: 
q (y=O) = lim 1/N lnQN = Sp\' = 0 
N-+oo 
which implies, for nonzero temperature and volume, that the pressure is 
zero. Conversely the point y=oo corresponds to a positively infinite chem-
ical potential and represents a system with every cell occupied, i.e. '"ith 
a density of one. Hence one would expect the pressure for such a system 
to be infinite. 
The partition function for the ferromagnet, on the other hand, is 
analytic everywhere in the complex y plane except at the origin and at the 
.ideal point at infinity. It is not analytic at these poin·ts but has poles 
there of order N/2. In order not to deal with fractional poles it is pre-
ferable to examine the behavior of the function in a complex w plane re-
lated to the y plane by the transformation 
In that plane the ferromagnetic partition function has tl\'O poles of 
order N. This is also in keeping with the expected behavior of such a 
system, ·for the point y=O corresponds to a negatively infinite external 
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field and the point y=oo to a positively infinite one. Since the direction 
of the coordinate axes is arbitrary, one would expect the behavior of the 
system to be the same at both points. In the ferron1agnetic case the par-
ti tion function is a macroc:anonical one; hence one finds that the Heln~hol tz 
free energy per spin is given by: 1 2 
F = -1/8 lim 1/N lnQ 
N-+«> 
One finds, then, that the free energy diverges at these two points. 
We ,.,·ish now to examine the zeros of the partition function in the 
complex y(or \t) plane. While the partition function is analytic at these 
points, they are of interest, since lnQ diverges there and thus is not 
. analytic. Consequently, if we define "pressure", in the case of the fluid, 
as (1/BVN)lnQ we can say that the "pressure" diverges at these points. 
While this makes no physical sense when we are dealing with complex or 
negative real values of y, it becomes meaningful when such zeros occur 
on the positive real y axis, as pointed out by Yang and Lee. 5 One can 
then associate such points with a transition of the system from one phase 
to another. In a heuristic way one can think of points where the "pres-
sure" formally goes to negative infinity as particle sinks where part1cles 
leave one phase and enter another one which represents a mathematically 
disjoint system. 
While one can no longer speak of pressure or particle sinks when zeros 
occur away from the positive real axis, it may perhaps still be meaningful 
to think of them as representing some sort of virtual transition state. 
If we write 
y = exp{2v} = rexp{i~} 
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we have., using equations (32), (34), and (36): 
g = [1/Bln(r>-/R.)+~]+i 4>/B 
so that we c:an think of g as a complex "chemical potential" at these 
points. But 
g = u+pv-Ts 
Hence, considering u, pv and T as real quantities, we find that the 
entropy is complex there also: 
s = [1/T(u+pv-~)+k ln(R./r>.)]-ik~ 
Or, in view of the \\'ell-known relationship between entropy and probability: 2 
S a: k ln W 
we can write: 
W a: (r>./R.)exp{-B(u+pv-~)}exp{i~} 
The complex probability density at such zeros m11ay from the real 
axis in the y-plane is therefore in keeping with the intuitive notion 
regarding such points as some sort of virtual transition state, the prob-
ability density becoming real as these points close in on the real axis. 
To obtain some information about the distribution of zeros of the 
partition function we observe, as suggested earlier, that y=O is not a 
1.3£905. 
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zero (cf. equations {193) and {195)). Hence the zeros of Q are the roots 
of PN. Since PN is an Nth degree polynomial in y, Q has exactly N roots. 
By property (192a) the roots occur in complex conjugate pairs. Also, 
since y=O is not a root, we find that the roots of PN coincide with the 
zeros ofT. Hence, from equations (193a) and (193b) we have: 
T = l/2y-N/ 2P(y) = l/2yN/ 2P(l/y) = 0 
which implies that if yk is a root so is yk- 1 Thus the zeros of Q occur 
in quadruplets: - 1 -1 if yk is the kth zero, then yk*' yk , and yk* are also 
zeros. It follmvs at once that if N/4 is not an integer at least two of 
the roots must merge on the unit circle. Furthermore, if N is odd one set 
of zeros must lie on the unit circle and on the real axis, i.e. at y=±l. 
By property (192b) none of the roots can lie on the positive real 
axis. Hence for N odd one root must lie at y=-1. The property that for 
N finite no roots lie on the positive real axis has important consequences. 
It means that for a finite system the grand potential q=l/N lnQ is analytic 
everywhere except at y=co and, in the case of the ferromagnet, at y=O. 
Hence such a system can have no phase transition. While there may be be-
havior suggestive of an incipient transition, no actual transition can 
occur as long as N is finite, i.e. as long as the volume (meaning of 
course length in the one-dimensional case) is finite. 
It is easy to find the roots of Q in the particular case when all 
potentials are zero except for the hard core repulsion. This corresponds 
to the Tonks' fluid of hard rods. 2 3 The polynomial coefficients are then 
an = (~], and so: 
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Thus y=-1 is an N-fold degenerate root. This system will be examined 
in more detail later. 
One can obtain further information about the distribution of roots in 
the x-plane by letting W=re_xp{ i<P} and writing T in the form: 
and 
[N/2] 







l a sinh[(N-2n)lnr]sin[(N-2n)<P] 
n 
n=O 
[N/2) . l a cosh[(N-2n)lnr]cos[(N-2n)<P] 
n 
n=O 
One can then select suitable contours in the x-plane such as the one 





Figure 10. Contours for Locating Zeros of T. 
(196) 
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In that instance we find that 
~Arg(T) = N~/2 = 2~(Z-P) 
where Z is the number of zeros and P the number of poles enclosed by the 
contour, using a well-known theorem of complex analysis.6 ButT is ana-
lytic inside the region R. Therefore T has N/4 zeros in the first quadrant 
of the finite x-plane outside the unit circle, which implies that there are 
N/4 zeros outside the unit circle in the finite upper y-plane, in agreement 
with the previous analysis concerning the pairing of roots. 
In making the above analysis care is necessary on c 3 ; one must assume 
there that N is even so as not to pass through the zero at W=i '""hich cor-
responds to the one at y=-1 for N odd. The case N odd can then ah-vays be 
recovered by recognizing that PN(y)=PN_ 1 (y)(l+y) where (N-1) is even. 
Using the property that zeros of the partition function occur in 
inverse pairs, it would follmi' at once that all zeros lie on the unit cir-
cle in both the x and y planes if one could show that 
(k=l, 2, • • • ,N) 
where yk is the kth root of PN. Yang and Lee in fact proved this property 
of the zeros for an interaction potential of the type used in this study. 5 
It follows then that all roots of PN and therefore of the partition func-
tion lie on the unit circle in the y-plane. As N~ the density of these 
roots will become such that one has a conti.nuous distribution which, under 
suitable circumstances, i.e. when T~Tc' will close in on the positive real 
axis causing a nonanalyticity there in the grand potential. This occurs 
, at y=l, i.e. zero chemical potential, which corresponds to a density of 
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one-half. This is, of course, precisely where one \·:ould expect a phase 
transition to occur from physical intuition as well as the behavior of 
actual systems. 
We shall see later, in studying particular systems, how the zeros 
distribute themselves on the unit circle and hm-J they approach the real 




In this chapter an approximation to the true intermolecular potential 
\vill be examined and applied to one, two, and three dimensional systems. 
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where {r•} is a prescribed set of integers. In addition, we sltall retain 
the hard-core repulsion which has been built into the model, but shall 
assume formally as before that v0 = VN = J 0 = JN = 0. This approximation 
is usually referred to as the nearest-neighbor approximationS,ll,l
2 , since 
only bonds between nearest-neighbor particles are nonzero, while all other 
interactions are considered to vanish. While perhaps not realistic phys-
ically, the approximation is not a bad one if one considers that the 
strength of the interaction bet\veen next-nearest neighbors is only 1~% of 
the nearest-neighbor interaction if the Lennard-Janes potential with y~6 
(cf. equation (2)) is used. 
This approximation has the advant_age of permi tti_ng complete evaluation 
of the partition function in the one-dimensional case which allows compar-
ison with the closed-form solution attainable by matrix methods, thus 
cst:11,lishin)~ the validity of the ;n·esent solution. In the tNo and 
three dincnsional c:-~se the approxin1at io!l allO\.JS expa!!sion of the 
.,nrtition function in a l01v-tenpcrature series by a com'Ci1icnt 
:1lr.c·1)r::~ic nethod. Ar:<dn, cor'T'lrison \dth expansions oht<1incd in 
other ,,•nys shoHs excellent 0~~recnent. 
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A. One-Dimensional Sy~ 
In the case of the one-dimensional fluid the potential in 






The ferromagnetic case will not be treated separately since it 
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parallels identic<'lly the fluid case. We have then from equations 
( 6), (36), and (156) that: 
where 
= exp{4e:~ 1 } r, 
2e = 2e 1 N-1 
1 
= - 131; = 4 
~ = 6 + 6 (mod. N) 
r,s r,s r,N-s 
(198a) 
1 
= - - B<P 
2 N-1 
(cf. equations ( 6) and (36)). It is more convenient to use the 
following form of X r• which follows from (19 8) ei thcr by inspection 
or series expansion of the exponential: 
a = (x - 1) 1 
. 
' 
The partition function, equation (178), is then: 
~!J 1 Q = 2A I cosh[(N-2n)v)exp{-4nE} tn(l - i on,N/~) 
n=O 
1 N N n n 
tn = ~I • • • ~I TT 1T {1 + all ) 
n! q =1 qN=l r=l s=l (qr-qs),l 
1 (r<s) 
.. 
.1 N N n n 
:::: 






The last a-function fnctor }H\S been introduced here to cl iminate 
the primed suMmations. Before proceedinr. lvith the evaluation of 
~ . 
equation (199), it is desirable to expand the pr1mcd sums in terms 
of unprirned Stlf.'lMations not involving a-functions. Noting that the 
functions to be summed (i.e. X(o -Q ) in r.eneral and l+aAn _ . 
·r ·s '!r qs 
in this instance) are symr.etric in the indices qr and o 5 , \ve wish 
to exnand: 
N N N N n n 
I' ···I' fCq1 ,qz, ... ,qnl=I ···I . TT Tf f(q ,q l 
q 1 =1 qn=l q 1=1 o 0 =1 r=l s=l r 5 (r<s) 
'"here 
We shall use for convenience the abbreviated notation 
and shall designate a contracted index 
N 
as follo, ... s: 
N N N N 




q =1 qi=l q-=1 q0 =1 
2 {q. =q. i 
N 




~ q. ,q. 
1 J 
For n=l the primed sum is trivial, yicldin~ just N. For n=2 we have: 
Lqlq2Cl - o~l.~2l rcql,q2) = {Iqlq2- Iqlq2l f(q~,q~) 
. L_J 
= Lqlq2 f(ql,q2) - N (200b) 
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And for n=3: 
3 3 
(200c) 
= { 1: - 3 ' + 3 ' nlq2~3 Lr1~?q3 L~l~~ 
• f(q ·9 ) f(q ,q ) f(q ,q ) 
1 2 1 3 2 3 
where the dummy nature of the indices was used, i.e. contraction of 
any two indices is equivalent. For n=4 a direct expansion of the 
5-f"unction products yields the correct sums, although the tedious 
al~ehra can be avoided by arguments analo~ous to those used helow in 
the case n=S. One obtains in either way: 
4 4 
Lq q o q Tf Tf (1 - 00 ,q ) f(qr,qs) (200d)' 
1 2 ,3 4 r=l s=l ·r s 
(r<s) 
= {}: -6}: +8}: +3}: qlq2q3q4 ?1~2q3q4 ?lj2qfq4 1.:_327314 
4 4 
-6}:q q o q } TT 1T f(qr,qs) 
Il (2 j314 r=l s=l 
(r<s) 
4 4 
= Lq n q q Tf Tff(q ,q) -6In1q2q3 f(ql,q2)2 f(ql,q3)z· 
1'1 2 3 4 r=l s=l r s ·1 
(r<s) 
•f(q2,q3) + Lqlq2 [8f(ql,q2)3 + 3f(ql,q2)4] - 6N 
Direct expansion of the a-function products is very tedious for n=S. 
and hip,her order terms. One can obtain the correct expansion of the 
primed suMs much norc conveniently by the follo\'>'inp, considcra tions. 
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Nrite L~ 1 Cl 2 ct 3 '14 q 5=}:q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4q 5 +correction terms. As a first 
correction it is necessary to subtract all coincidences of pairs of 
indices. There arc (~)=10 such coincidences, all of them e11uivalent. 
Hence corrected to first order we have L' -}: q1q2q3q4q5- 111q2q3q4qs 
-lOtn 0 n q 0 + other terms. We note nm.,r that we have over-
-l!__:,l,,3 4 ·5 
compensated for double coincidences; e.g. the contraction L r 1 Cl,2, 3 Clj/ls 
has been subtracted once with the contraction L and once 0 lq2q3q4q5 
with the contraction Lq q 0 q q • 
1 2 l.l:!J+ 5 
of this type have been suhracted, 
so that we have: 
5 3 L!.....i 
Thus (2)( 2)= 30 double contractions 
whereas only 15 should have heen 
+ other terms 
Considering triple contractions next one observes that each single 
contraction gives rise to three triple contractions whereas we should 
have subtracted only (~)=10. Hence 
l'qlq2q3q4qs=Iqlq2q3q4qs- 10Iqlq2q3q4qs 
Lj 
+ 20}:q q q q q + ••• 
[1 ,2 r 4 5 
Contractions lil;:e Lq g q fl q. have also been overcompensated for. 
I 1J2J3~5 
There should have hcen (~)(~)=10 of these subtracted. Instead \ve 
subtracted 40 (each single contraction 1rives rise to four douhle-triple 
and Lq q 1 a 1 ). ~ 3r'+ ~ 
of forming a double-triple contraction, '"hile each triple c~mtraction 
allows one double-triple contraction. There has been a net addition 
of 10 such contractions; to cor.tpcnsate·ror thislve must write: 
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+ ••• 
Furthermore, there shoulJ have been (!)=5 quadruple contractions. 
Actually '''e have added 25 of these llnd nust now subtract 30 of them. 
Finally" as regards total contractions 25 ,.,.ere subtracted .Hhereas one 
should have hecn. \':e have then, altogether, the folloHine expansion: 
5 5 TT TT f(q ,q l = 
r=l s=l r s 
(r<s) 
5 5 
= L TT TT f(qr,qs) - lOL f(ql,q2)2 qlq2q3q~q5 r=l s=l qlq2q3q~ 
(r<s) 
As a quick check on the expansions, equations(200a) through (200e) 
one may observe that when the interaction potentials go to zero, 
f(q ,q )=1 for all values of the indices qr and qs• In that case the 
r s 
sums reduce to N!/(N-n)! (n=1,2,3,4,5) as they should, so that tn=(~). 
It is now possible to determine explicitly the terms in the 
partition function, equation (199). Clearly: 
t =' •l=N 1 l..q 
l 
t2 = (l/2){Lq1q2(1 + a~n o ) - N} 
'11- •2'1 
= (1/2){ N2 + 2aN- N} = (N/2)[N+2X 1 -3) 
- 3}:n n (l+a~q q 1) 2 + 2N} 
. '\ 1 ' 12 1 - 2. 
Now, 
Lq q 0 (l+a~n -q 1 )(1+a~q -n 1 )(1+a~n -q 1) 1 2 3 ' 1 1 2' 1 ' 13' "12 35 
= Lq q q {1 + 3a&q _0 1 + 3a2~q q 1 ~ 1· +a3~ 1 2 3 1 ·2' . 1- 2' q1-q3, q1-q2,1 
·~q q 1 ~a -q l} = N3+ 6a N2 + 12a2N + 0 1- 3' '2· 3' 
= N[N2 + 6(N-4)X 1 + 12X 1 2 + 6(2-N)] 






since all o-function products in this sum are incompatible. This 
Stirn will be needed again later in determining higher order terms. The 
following \·lill also be needed: 
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Corr:l>in:in~ t>csc results 've have: 
t3 = u:/3!) [(,x 1 2 + 6UJ-4)x + UJ-s) CN-4)] 1 
The CJ 110\d ng cor.muta tions are reouircd for t : ~ - • 4 
Equation (202) was used in connection with c~uation (204). One 
(20ld) 
(203) 
cnn also arrive at this result by a topological argument '"hich \vill 
i ~ useful l:1tcr. It is app<ucnt Iron the construction of the 
rS-fl·nction!; (cf. C(1UCltions(l98a) and (198b))that they arc ~ssoci~ted 
\-:ith the Boltz.n:1nn factors representing nonvnnishing interactions, 
i.e. nearcst-ncighhor interactions. We can therefore think of 
A as representing a bond between cells qr and qs. From that (q,. -9s), t 
point of vic\oJ equation (202) can be interpreted as saying that any 
trianp,lc of bonds makes a vanishing contribution to the partition 
function. Equation (204) broatlcns this result by statin~~ th<l.t any 
npen four-sided ·figure of bonds \·:hich includes a trfangle <ll so n:-tl:~s 
a vanishing contribution. Fis:urc 11 illustrates this, as well :::1s 
so1,le of the other confi.~urations renuired in the evaluation of t 3 
and t 4 • Thus we have (c f. equation (200)): 
u:; 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) 
Non-Vanishing Contributions V::mishing Contributions 
Figure 11. TypJcal Bond Configurations for t 3 and t 4 • 
4 4 
1T TICI+Clt"l(CJ -q_) 1) 
r=l s~l r ~ ~ 
(r<s) 
r:ow, 
\" (l+(X 3 1).. ] - N(!--!+2(X 3 -1)] = L · - Ll (n -n ) 1 -
<1} CJz 1 ·1 ·2 ' 1 
Similarly: 






•[l+atc - ) Il = La q q [J+(2XI2 + xl - 3)~(a - ) 1 
q2 <13 ' . 1 2' 3 ·1 q2 J 
+ (Xl'+ + 2Xl3- 4Xl2- 2Xl + 3)~( -c ) 1 ~( -a )-1 (h 1.2 J ql •3 II 
+ (Xl2- l)(Xl-l)A(ql-~2),1 A(ql-q3),1 A(q2-q3),~] 
/. (l+all. )(l+a~ ) ••• (l+aA ) qlq2q3q4 (Ql-q2),1 (ql-q3),1 c~3-q'+),1 
= L {1+6ah + 1Sa2~(~ ) ~ qlq2q3q'+ (ql-q2),l ql-q2 • 1 (ql-q3),1 
(209) 
+a6~ ) ••• fj, ) } = i\[N3 +12(X 1 -l)N2 (ql-q2 ,1 (q3-q~ ,1 . 
+ GO(X 1 2 - 2X 1 + l)N + 18X 1 '+ + 56X 1 3 - 276X 1 2 + 312 X1 - 108] 
Considc·rations leading to equation (209) were as follows: There are 
(~)=20 ·Nays of distributing three bonds among a four-cell system; of 
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these four arc trian~ular an~ hence vanishing confinurations leaving 
16 nonvnnishing contributions like Fir.ure 11.(1) or variations thereof 
while 12 confir,urations include tri<mr.les and thus vanish (cf. 
Fir.. 11 ( 4) • All combii1ntions of five and six honds anon{! four 
cells include triangles and therefore vanish. 
In this way we obtain: 
N [24X 3 + 36(N-S)X 2 + 12(N-6)(N-S)X + (N-7)(N-6)(N-S)J 
4! 1 1 . 1 (201e) 
The next terr.1 in the partition function expansion is: 
s s· 
r!I:s!I (l+a~(qr-qs).l) - 10Lq1q2q3q~ 
(r<s) 
The folloHing results ,.,.ill he needed to evaluate this term: 
m fl1 k L (k)a 
k=l 
m m-t 
= >: .x1 1L 
1=1 r=O 
.m 1 










Nhich follO\·ls directly from the dcfini t ions of the fa.ctoria 1 
S}'l:Jbol and providing we further define 
(b) ::: ~! (a) (a-1) • • • (a-b+l), if a<O • 




+ zero terms] = N[N2 + 2N(2X 3 + X -3) 1 1 
+ 4(X 6 + 2X 4 -4X 3 - 2X +3)] 
1 1 1 1 
(216) 
~ N[N2 + 2N(X 4 + 2X 2 - 3) + 4(2X 6 -X 4 - 4X 2 + 3)] 1 1 1 1 1 . 
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(:?.17) 
• (l+a"'Co -o ) 1) (I+a!lc~ - ) 1) (l+af!C - ) 1. ) 
'2 '3 '· ~2 ~4 '. q3 (\ , 
= N(N 3 +2N 2 (3X 2 + 3X -6) + 4N(3X 4 + 9X 3 
1 1 1 1 
12X 2 
1 
1 sx + 15) 
1 
+ 2(13X 6 + 6X 5 - 9X 4 - 84X 3 + SIX 2 + 71X 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 55)] 
5 5 
Lq n, 11 n '! Tf TTCI+all( _ ) 1) -= 
1 '2 ·3 4 ·5r=1 s=1 "r qs ' 
(r<s) 
(21R) 
ll A rr 4A 
• (q -f} ),1 (q -o ) ,1 + _,a 0 (n -a ) 1 '"'('l -r1 ) 1 1 3 '1 4 •l ·2 J ·1 4 , 
• !I(~ -o ),1 !1(11 1-q 5),l A(0 -11 ),1 ll(q -q ), ~(q -q ),1 14 2 3. 3 4 3 5 
+ zero terms) = N(N 4 + 20N 3 (X - 1) + 1RON2 (X 2 - 2X + 1) 
1 1 1 
+ 10N(9X 4 + 52X 3 - 210X 2 + 228X - 79) + 20(SX 6 + ~X 5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
- 5X 4 - 140X 3 + 315X 2 - 2SOX + 69)] 
1 1 1 1 
The arguncnts used in arrivinr, at equation (217) arc conparablc to 
those discussed follmving Cfluation (209) and \vil1 therefore not be 
repeated. In connection with equation (213) the considerations l•:ere 
as follO\~s: 
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The sum includes ( 1 ~)=10 e~uivalent single ponds, ench 
yielding 2N4 • 
There are ( 1 ~)=45 Cfluivalent sets of tlvO bonds, each of which 
yields 4N3. 
Altogether there are( 1 ~)=120 triple bonds. Of these 10 are 
triangles, which vanish in the sun, since there are (~)=10 ways 
of arranging such a figure on a lattice of 5 cells (cf. Fig. 12(a)(1)). 
TI1erc are then 110 non-vanishing eouivalent triple bonds each yieldinr. 
No.nvanishing quadruple bonds consist o~ either a closed quadri-
lateral and variations thereof or of an open confip,uration of four 
bonds (cf. Fig. 12(b).(2),(3), and (4)). Of the forr.1er there are 
three enuivalent forms. 
q~ (1) 
(1) 
q2 \ q2 • q4 q .. q .. q4 
(2} (3) (4) (5) 
(a) Typical Vanishing Configurations , I 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
(b) Typical Non-Vanishing Configurations 







For each there are five \.:ays of arranging the free corner. lienee 
altogether one has 15 such nonvanishin5! tlttadrilaterals, each contrihuting 
£N' 2 • Th b f ~ \ 1 e num er o. open type rour-bond configurations e'1uivalent to 
Fi~.l2{b)(~ is most readily determined by observing that there are 
( 10) . 4 =210 ~ua<.lruple bond conf"i.r:urati~ns; 15 of these have been r:tccounted 
for. Vanishing ctuadruple hond configurations are those involving 
triangles like Fig.l2{a) (2) and (3). Of the fortner there are 60 altogether, 
since the open corner can be arranged in five ways, and for any given 
1 ( 43 )=4 f . 1 open corn(;r t ere are ways o arranging the tr1ang e; once the 
trianr!le has been fixed the open side can be attached in three Nays. 
5 Of the second type there are ( 2 )=10. Hence·the sum includes 
(210-15-60-10)=125 equivalent open quadruple-bond configurations, 
each of which has the value 2 4N=l6N. 
~tost of the quintuple bond configurations involve triangles 
and thus vanish by a straight-forward extension of e~uation (204). 
The -pentagon configuration i~ zero also, as a simple com::mtation shm..,s; 
after carrying out the sums involved one has incompatible o-functions 
as in the triangle case. Nonvanishing c,uintuple bond configurations 
are of the type shm-~<'n in Fig.l2(b) {5). For each such configuration 
one can attach the free bond in four \vays. There are three topo-
logically -eauivalent configurations_ of the closed quadrilateral. 
Finally, the open side can be chosen in five \'w'ays. Thus there are 
altogether 4x3x5=60 non-zero quintuplet bond configurations. By a 
straight for,-m.rd .extension of equation {205), each of these_ yields 
2:6N=l2N. 
Sextuplet bond configurations arc nearly all zero .except for 
the type shown in Fig. 12(b) (6) and its topologically equivalent 
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variants. The number of these non-zero configurations may be 
determined by observing that in all of them t'\'O subscripts are 
repeated three times, while the others are repeated twice. or. 
topologically • t\10 corners each have three· bonds entering. \vhil e 
all others have t\·m bonds each. Thus the total nuMber of such 
configurations is (~)(~)=10. All these configurations-are 
equivalent, each contributing: 
. /). /). (q3-q4).I . (q3-q5),1 
= Lqlq2q3q4 /).cql-q2), l 6 Cq1-q4),1 6 Cq2-q3),1 /).Cq3-q4),1 
(219) 
Fin~11y, all configurations '"ith more than six bonds contain 
either triangles or pentagons and consequ~ntly do not contribute to 
the sum. 
One obtains then for the entire term: 
t 
5 
= ~ [120X 4 + 240(N-6)X 3 + 120(N-7)(N-6)X 2 + 20(N-8)(N-7) 5! 1. 1 1 




The nearest-neighbor partition function correct to this term is: 
{ -1 N -2 Q = 2A cosh(Nv) + N X cosh[(N-2)v] + -2 X (2X + N-3) cosh [(N-4)v] 1 1 1 
N x- 3 [£.>X 2 + 6(N 4) ) +- . l: - X + (N-S)(N-4) cosh[(t\-6)v] 








[24X 3 + 36(N-5)X 2 + 12(N-6) (rl-S)X + (N-7) (l':-6) (N-5)] 
1 1 1 
• cosh[(N-S)v] N X 5 [120X 4 + 240(N-6)X 3 + 120(N-7) 
1 1 1 
+-
. 5! 
• (N-6)X 2 + 20(N-R)(N-7)(N-6)X + (N-9)(N-S)(N-7)(N-6)] 
1 1 
• cosh [(N-lO)v] + ••• } 
Ex~mination of the partition ~tnction in equation (220) suggests 
strongly that one should be able to write the one-dimensional 
T'.e;trest-neighbor solution in the follm-1inp.: form: 
rN; 21 
Q ~ 2 A I T 11 
n=O 
T11 = N cosh[(1'l-2n)v] n ~ (~)(N~n-l)x -k (l _ 1 L k k-1 1 ~ 6n,N/2) k=1 
(njlO) 
/ 
N ~ (~)(N-H-l)X n-k 




l'.'hile explicit praof of this conclusion docs not a!)pear feasible, 
the follo\ving numerical ana lysis lcnves 1i ttl e douht that the JJarti tion 
function in equation (221) is in fact correct. To this end~ the 
contputer program at Appendix IliA. written in P'L 1 language, computes 
the cocfftei~1lt~-·;p;f a= (X. · •l) ; (ji'te.<:.~ly frotl1 ~qu(l.f-i()Jl· ( 199) : .. 
• .. '. . '. . -'" ·.· . . .. <1 },'' 
N 
::: 1 \I 
tn n! L. 








n- TT (l+aA ) 




As /\~1pendix I IIA shoHs, coefficients Cr were cor:1puted 'for systems 
r::ut~~in.~ from ~=10 to ;-\=20 l'lnd for various n·• s. 
Tl:e second 11r~..lrram wri ttcn in a forn of f-ORTRAN IV, and 
exhihi ted in Appendix III13 conputes the sar•1e coefficients frorn 
e<luation (221c) in the folloHing form: 
(22lc) 
N n (~) (N~~;1) (1+a) n-k (l 1 
= 
- I on,N/ 2 ) n k=-=1 2 
N n n-k ( ~ )(~!~~~ 1 )( n ik )a !l-
= I I 
n k=l 9.=0 
N n-1 n-!l- (n)(N-n-1 )(n-1() l_ 
CX) 
I I I c.v. 
9. 
= k l:-1 9. a - a n !l-=0 k=l t=O 
so that 
N n-l (n) (N-n-1 )(n""k) 
CR. = I k k-1 1 n k=l 
(222) 
Comparison of the results of these t'w pror,rans sho\\'S that the 
cocffic ients comymted hy these tHo methods agree cortpl etel y. 
Coefficients \vcrc not computed for N>20, since computer time became 
excessive for the PL 1 program. 
Computer analysis thus provides very persuasive evidence that 
the nearest-neighbor 1)artition function as given b)' Cfluation (221) 
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is correct. It is possible to rewrite the srlution in (221) so that 
the summation indicated there can be carried out and the partition 
function can be exhibited in closed form. To do so it is desirable 
to introduce a change in the order of SUI"!mation: 
Q = 2A 
[H/ 2] 
l Tn = 
n=O 
[N/z] ~ 
N ~ ~ _1 l·~)(N-n-l).x -k 2A{cosh(Nv) + !.. L. . 
n=l k=l n k k-1 1 
Consider now the case v=O first. Then we have 
N-k 
• ~ (~-1)r.N-n-1) 
L. k-1 t k-1 
n=k 
(221 d) 
Here the symmetry of the summand Hith respect to the substitution 
n+N-n was used in order to eliminate the a-function term. Using 
ec!ua tion (212) this can be put in the form: 
whe~c ~ and 8 are parameters to be determined. We choose: 
a = R + N-n . 
' 
13 = P + n 
so that 
N-k ( R ) / P ) 




[(k-1)!] 2 (n-k)!(N-n-k)l 
If we now let R = P = -k, this becomes: 
Let w=n-k, then: 




(-l)N-2k(. -k )( -k) N-k-n n-k 
Here we let ~=tJ-2k. Also, equation (212) \·J<lS used a 




which is, proved readily by considering the identity: 
N 





Recognizing now that this must hold for arhitrary x and lettinf! 
m+n=N, equation (224) follows. 
Equation (222) th~n becomes, usin~ (223): 
[N~2] N X -k N~k (n-l)(N-n-1) 
L 2k L k-1 k-1 k=l 1 n=k 
= [N/2]( N) X -k I 2k 1 k=l 







[N/ 2] N 
X -k 
N N k X -k/2 Q(v=O) = 2A k~O (2l) = A ~ (k)(l+(-1) ) 1 k=O 1 (225) 
= A [ (1 +X - 1 I 2) N + (1 X _l/2)N] 
1 - 1 
N · . N N 
= 2" A exp {-Nc}(cosh c + sinh c) 
For the ferromagnet A=exp{Nc} in the nearest-neighbor case. 
so that 
0 2N ( l N . hN ) 
-N = cos 1 c + s1n c (226) . 
Equation (226) agrees Nith the partitjon function for the 
onc-dincnsional ferromagnet with ncarcst-neir,hhor interflctions and 
in the absence of an external nagnetic field (v=O) as developed by 
P1atrix methods in Appendix IV. The preceding expansion consequently 
shm"s the validity of the solution, equation (178), by proving that 
it yields the correct partition ft1nction appropriate to the present 
approxination. 
Extension of the equivalence proof to the case \..rhen v~O, i.e. 
Nhen there is an external field present in the ferro!'Tlagnetic case. 
is rather laborious. The proof is given in Appendix V and sho,..rs 
the complete equivalence of the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor 
solution obtained from equation (178) 'vith that derived by the matrix 
method in Appendix IV. The equivalence proof thus establishes the 
validity of the solution. equation (178), nt least in the nearest-
neighhor approximation. 
While the derivation in Appendix IV is of course much _shorter 
and more direct, it is not applicable to the tHo or three dimensional 
case. '\'thereas the above derivation, '"'ith minor modifications. is 
applicable as will be seen in the next section. The partition 
function in c~uation (178), furthermore, is capahle of dealin~ 
'"i th the full range of i nternolecular interactions, l·:hereas the 
method of Appendix IV applies only to nearest-neighbor inter-
actions in one dimension. 
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B. Two-Oinensional System 
It is the purpose of this section to develop a series 
expansion for the partition function of a t\\'0 dinensional system 
with nearcst-nei~~lor interactions of the type discussed in 
Chapter IID(l). The first feN terms of this series '"ill he computed 
explicitly. 
Let the two dimensional system under consideration have N cells 
with m cells per row and N/rn rows (cf. Fig. 5). The potential 
assumed '"ill be that given in equation (60): 
{ -t (r=l ,m) (nod. N) vr = 
0 (r#l ,rn) (mod. N) 
{ -J (r=l ,rn) (mod. N) Jr = 0 (r#l ,m) (mod. N) 
(see also equation (197)). l'!e have then (cf. equations (198) 
through ( 2.0 0)); 
e: = 
1 





X1 = exp{4e:} 
~r = or,l +.or,rn + or,N-1 + or,N-m• (mod. N) 
The appropriate partition function is then: 
[N/2] 









*The definition of the ~-symbol in e'luation (230) involves a slight 
change in notation from that used in equation (198). This is to 
avoid ver)r cumbersome subscripting. 
Tn = cosh [ (N-2n)v] X -2n t n(l - 1 0 ) 1 T n N/2 .. , 
1 N N n n 
tn = n! 
~ I ••• >' 1T TT (l+aAr 0 _ )) -~ OJ 
'\ =1 q =1 r=l s=l "·r qs n (r<s) 
In (231) the factor x1- 2n results fron the fact that: 
N 






so that the term exp{ -4n9} appearinp. in T n hecor.1cs exp{ -Sn& }=X1 • 
Using noH the priw.ed sum expansions developed in equations 
(199) through (200) it is possible to write down the successive 
terms of the -rartition function in n \·:ay that generally parallels 
the one-dimensional case except for the differences introcuccd by 
the nc'" definitions of the A-symbols. We shall assume in the 
expansion that follows that the system is sufficiently large (i.e. 
N-KO) so that m<<N. We find then: 
to = 1 
tl = N 
t2 = .!. { Lq q (1 +a A ( · ) ) - N} = ~N2 + 4aN - N} 2 1 2 q1-q2 2 • 
= (N/2)[N + 4X1 - 5] 
since 
N N 
Lq~~2A(q1-q2) = ~1=1 q;=l Coq1-q2,! + oql-q2,m + oql-q2,N-1 
N 
+ Oo -q N-m) = I 








In this connection it must be renenbercd that ·the a-functions 
are defined modulo N 8 s are the notential s l·Jhich they represent. 
1 
t3 = 3T { I<l1q2~3 (l+aA(q1-q)) (l+at.(ql-q3)) (l+aA(q2-q3) 
- 3La q [1 + (2a + a 2) t.(q _n )1 + 2N} 
·1 . 2 1 '\2 
= 1 [N3 + 12aN2 + 48a2N - 3N2 - 12N(2a + a2) + 2N] 
3! 
= N [36X 2 + 12(N-8)X1 + N2 - lSN + 62] 
3! 1 
The follmving results were used in this evaluation: 
= 4t0 q t.(q q ) = 16N 





The last rcsul t follolvS imnediately by expansion of the c-funct ions 
involved. As in the one-dimensional case, then, triangular bond 
configurations make a vanishing contribution. 
In computing t 4 the follo\-.ring sum is required: 
This corresponds to the closed quadrilateral in Fig. 11 (2). Direct 
evaluation of the products involved is possible but very tedious. 
A Tilore convenient method is the follO\'-'inp,, Hhere only the effect of 





+2m +(rn+2) 3 
+(m+1) 2 +(m) 9 +1'!1 
+(m-1) 2 +(m-2) 3 
-rm +2 +3 
+1 +(0)4 +{1)9 +1 
ql = q2 = q3 = q4 = <l~t 
• -1 • -2 • - (1) • -1 9 
• • • 
• 
• -rn • - (n·-1) 2 • -3 • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
- (m+.1) 2 • -(rn-2) 3 • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
-2m • - (rn)9 • -m 
• • 
• • 
• • • 










-(2m+1) 3 • 
(sum on 'h) (sum on q2) (sum on q3) (sum on q3) 
-3m 
The small nunbers at the lOlV'er right of the parentheses indicate 
the deJ;eneracy of each state. Thus, q4 +(2m+l) 3 indicates a state 
characterized by a bond between two cells separated by (q4 +2rn+1) 
cell parameters, whatever the current value of q 4 may be in the 
sum, 
Nhile the small subscript 3 indicates thRt there are 3 pairs of 
cells in this state. The last summation on q 3 is nonzero only 
~1ere 
the states (i.e. subscripts) arree. Where they do agree, one obtains, 
of course, a contribution of one for each terM. Thus the sum yi
elds 






+ 3 (1+a~( )) ] - 6N} ql-q2 (233) 
The terms to be evaluated are: 
Iq q (l+a~( )) 3 = l [1+(3a+3a2+a3)A ] 1 2 ql-q2 qlq2 (ql-q2) 
3 
= N ( N + 4 (x 1 - 1 ) ] (239) 
.. .. L (l+a~( )) -= N(N + 4(x - 1)] q q ql-q2 1 1 2 (240) 
lq q q (l+aA(q -q )J (1+a~( _ )) 2 (l+a~( _ )) 1 2 3 1 2 ql q3 q2 q3 
= lq1q 2q 3 [1+(2x1 2 + x1 ~ 3)~(q1 -q2 ) + (x1 4 + 2x1 3- 4x1 2 - 2x1 + 3) 




Here the expansion of equation (209) was used. While the actual 
sums are, of course, different the considerations leading to the 
various ~-factor combinations are identical to those discussed in 
connection with equation (209). Combining these results \ve have: 
t4 = ~ [N3 +6N2 (4x -S)+N(l92x 2-S04x1+323) + 24(x1~+l8x1 3 -8Sx1 2 +l88x1 ) 4! 1 1 
-1254] 
N -
=- [24x1 ~+432x1 3 +24(8N-8S)x1 2+24(N2-21N+ll8)x1+N3 4! 
-30N2 +323N-1254] 




This is a pentagon configuration, which makes a vanishing contribution, 
just as in the one-dimensional case. Direct expansion of this 
~-function product is very tedious, but an analysis like that leading 
to equation {237) yields the desired result very readily, particularly 
since the subscript display used there has mirror symmetry, so that 
only half need be used. This type of analysis also makes it obvious 




=Lql~2q3~(ql-q2)A(q2-q3) {40~l,q3 + 26q1,q3+m+l + ••• 
+ 0 )2 ql,q3-2m 
+ zero terms) 
= 100 N 
This sum corresponds to the bond configuration in Fig. 12 {b)(6). 
(233f) 
Results needed to evaluate this term are: 
.. .. r {l+aA ) = N(N + 4(x1 - 1)) qlq2 (ql-q2) (245) 
(246) 
134. 
~ 3 3 ~4Jq2q3(l+a~(ql-q2)) (l+a~(ql-q3)) (l+aA(q2-q3)) 
3 3 
= Lqlq2q3[1+(2xl +xl-3)~(ql-q2)+(xl -1) A(ql-q2)~(ql-q3) 
3 
+ 2(x 1 -l)(x 1 -l)~(q -q )~(q -q )] 
1 2 2 3 
(247) 
llere equations (215),(234),(235), and (236) were used. 
4 2 2 Lqlq2q3(l+a~(ql-q2)) ( 1 +a~(ql-q3)) (l+aA(q2-q3)) 
(248) 
(cf. equation (216). 
L ( 1 +a A lo +a~ ) 2 ( 1 +a~ ( ) 2 (1 +a A ) qlq2q3q4 (ql-q2) (ql-q3) ~~-q4) (q2-q3) 
(249) 
+4(43x 1 6+42x1 5-27x14-372x1 3+213x1 2+330x 1 -229] 
The expansion is comparable to that leading to equation (217). 
5 5 
Lqlq2q3q4q5 r!I sii(l+aA(qr-qs)) (250) 
(r<s) 
= Lqlq2q3q4q5[1+10a~(ql-q5) + 45a2A(ql-q2) A(ql-q3) 
+ zero terms] 
= N5 +40aN 4 +720a 2N3 +7040a3N 2 +540a 4 N2 +32000a4N+8640a5N+lOOOa6N 
2 
= N[N 4 +40{x1 -l)N 3+720(x1 -2x 1+l)N2+20(27x 14 +244x13-894x1 2 
The ana~ysis leading to the expansion above is identical to 
that given follOt-Jing equation (218). In the evaluation of the 
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~-function products equations (234) through (237),(243), and (244) 
were used. The entire term is then: 
(233f) 
Combining these results we can write the partition function for a 
two-dimensional system with nearest-neighbor interactions as follows: 
Q = 2A{cosh(Nv) + Nx 1 - 2cosh[(N-2)v] 
N 4 
+ 2! xl- [N + 4x1 - 5] cosh[ (N-4) v] 
+ ~ x 1- 6[36x 1 2 +12(N-8)x 1+N 2 -1SN+62]cosh[(N-6)V] 3! 
+ ~~ x 1- 8[24x} 4+432x 13+24(8N-85)xt 2+24(N 2-21N+ll8)x 1 
+ N3-3oN 2+323N-1254]cosh[(N-8)v] 
Or: 
•cosh[(N-lO)v] + .••• } 
Q = 2A cosh(Nv) + Nx1 - 2cosh[(N-2)v] 




+ N x 1 - 8 [N3 +6N2 (4x 1 -S)+N(l92xl 2 -S04xl+323)+24(x 1 ~+18x 3 
4! (251b) 
-8Sx1 2+ll8x 1 ) - 1254]cosh[(N-8)v] 
cosh[(N-lO)v] + ••• } 
This is not the most useful form of the partition function, since the 
series clearly diverges as N~. For determining the thermodynamic 
properties of the system (cf. equation (180)) a series expansion 
of Q1/N \vill be of far greater utility. This will also permit 
comparison with the results of authors Nhose series are generally 
\vritten in that form. In order to obtain such a series, Ne first 
expand the partition function again as a pOlver series in y if 'IJfO 
or y~ 1 if v>O, exactly as in equation (193a) or (193b). Asst~ing 
for the moment that v~o. the partition function is then: 
13"1 
{252) 
where A is defined by equation (178), y by equation {194), and 
an= aN-n= an(N,xl) = Xl-2n tn(N,xl) (253) 
The tn' s are, of course, given by the above expansion, i.e. 
equation (233). Designating: 
a.nd assuming that K can also be expanded in a po,.,.er series 




[K(y,xl)}N = [Al/N y-1/2 (ao + L arYr)]N 
r=l 
Ay-N/2 
N co s N ~ (~)( >: a· yr) ·- ao 
s=O r=l r 
Ay-N/2 
N n 
= >: any 
n=O 




N N 1 
a [I + N( L 6 yr) + ( 2 )( I arl) + 
o r r r 
; (a = oc,.- ) 
r Ofo 
Comparing the first term we sec that a 0 =1. Hence: 
N r 2 N (\' r 3 
N(L Bryr)+ (2) L 6.,.y )- +( 3) L B-tY ) + •• • 





One can now use a very convenient technique due to Domb for evaluating 
the coefflcle~ts Br. 12 ·Observe that if we let N=l in equation (257) 
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all terms on the left-hand side of the equation vanish except the 
first, since (;)=0 for r>l. Therefore: 
so that, since y is arbitrary: 
(258) 
A more tedious procedure is the comparison of powers of y in (257). 
Both methods will, of course, give the same result as a quick 
check shows. In this way one obtains: 
-5 _ 6 -7. -a -9 -1o 5 
+{Sx 1 +44x 1 -370x 1 + 799x 1 -706x 1 +225x 1 )y + ••• 
'~here 
= 
exp { v_}=y1/ 2 } 
exp{2£ }=x 1 112 l 
(fluid) 
(ferromagnet) 
For ~)0 equation (260) remains unchanged except that we must 
replace y by y- 1 and factor out a factor of y 1/ 2 in 1 ieu of y- 1/ 2 • 
Comparison of the two-dimensional partition function series 
derived above with that given by Hill {ref. 3, equation {44.37)) and 
obtained by entirely different methods shows complete agreement with 
equation (260) above. Allowance must, of course, be made for the 
difference in notation*. Dornb also gives an expansion of Q itself 
(cf. ref. 12, equation (141)) which shO\'lS perfect agreement with 
equation (2Slb) above, although Domb's expansion does not go as far 
as the one here. 
*Hill's x 1 corresponds to x1- 1 in .this paper. 
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It should be noted that the series expansion given is in 
terms of deviations from a perfectly ordered state. This is 
obvious from the derivation of the partition function, equation (178). 
Consequently, the series expansion derived here may be considered a 
lo\v-temperature expansion of the partition function. Hill shows hmo~ 
a high temperature expansion may be obtained directly from the low-
temperature series, at least in the tuo-dimensional case of a 
1 . 3 S'1ttare att1ce. 
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C. Three-Dimensional System: 
The method of derivi.ng a series expansion for the partit.ion function 
of a three-dimensional system closely parallels the two-dimensional case 
treated in the last section. The procedure will therefore only be pre-
sented in outline form with emphasis on significant differences from the 
two-dimensional derivation. 
We suppose, as in Chapter II D (1), that the system consists of N 
cells arranged in p layers \V"ith m cells per row and n rows per layer 
(cf. F.ig. 6 where N = 64 and m = n = p = 4), so that equation (61) holds. 
The potential is that of equation (62): 
(mod. N) 
(62a) 
(r~l,m,k) (mod. N) 
(mod. N) 
(62b) 
(r~l,m,k) (mod. N) 
where for convenience in notation 
k = rnn 
We have, anal.ogous to the two-dimensional case: 
e: = 2e 1 = 2em = 2ek = 2eN-l = 2eN-m = 2eN-k ~ } Br; (261) 
/). = ~r 1 + 8r m + 8r k +<5 r,N-1 +or N-m +8r,N-k r , , , 
' 
(262) 
a = ,Cx1 - 1) (263) 
4e:A 
xr = 




G = l: 6 = el \ r L 
r=l r=l 
(6 1 + 5 + 6r k + 6 . + 6 (265) r, r,m , r.N-1 r N 
- . ' -m 
The partition function is then: 
[N/2] 












(l+at\ (qr-qs)) (266b) 
(r<s) 
In order to evaluate the expansion terms the following sums are rC'qnired, 





= 216N (268b) 
= 0 (269) 
~ ~ = 90N 





rqlq2q3q~q5~(ql-q2) 6 (q2-q3) ~(q3-q~) ~(q~-q~) ~(ql-qS) = O (271) 
r ~ A A A A A 318N qlq2q3q~qs (ql-qz) (q~-q~) (ql-qs) (qz-q3) (q3-q4) (q3-qs) = 
(272) 
Equations (269) through (271) are most readily evaluated by a scheme 
similar to that illustrated in connection with equation (237). They 
correspond respectively to a triangular bond configuration, a closed 
quadrilateral, and a pentagon. The last equation represents a bond 
configuration equivalent to that of Fig. 12(b)(6) and can be 
evaluated in the same way as equation (244). In determining these 
sums it '~as assumed, as in the two-dimensional case, that N-+co so 
that m<<N and k<<N. 
It is now possible to evaluate the terms of the series by 
expanding the products as in equations (233d),(239) through (242) 
and (245) through (250), but inserting the values of the A~product 
sums appropriate to the 3-dimensional model that were computed 
above in equations (267) through (272). TI1e considerations leading 
to these expansions .are, as in the two-dimensional case, identical with 
the topological argtments examined in connection with the one-dimensional 
system. One obtains in this way: 
to : 1 (273a) 
tl = N (273b) 
!.{r c1 +a A N (273c) t2 : - N}= 2[N+6x1 -7) 2 qlq2 (ql-q2) 
t : 1 {r (l+aA )(l+aA ){l+aA l 3 ~! qlq2q3 (ql-q2) (ql-q3) (q2-q3) 
-3I (l+a~c )) 2 + 2NJ qlq2 ql-q2 
: t1[N2+3N(6x1-7)+99x12-216x1+128) (273d) 
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+ Lq1q2[8(l+a6(q1-q 2))3 ~ 3(l+a6(q1-q2))4] - 6N} 
N 
= ~! (N 3+6N 2 (6x1 -7)+N(468xl 2-1116x 1 +659) +72x 1 4 +1992x 1 3 
1 . 5 5 
ts =- {' Tf ITC1+a6 ) (273f) 5! l.qlq2q3q~+q5 r=l s=l (qr-qs) 
(r<s) 
2 2 2 
-10Lq1 q2q 3q4 (l+a6(q1 -q2)) (l+a6(q 1 -q3 )) (l+a6(q1-q4)) 
•(l+a6( ))(l+a6( )(l+a6( ) + \ [lS(l+aA( )
4 
q2-q3 q2-q4 q3-q4 L.qlq2q3 u ql-q5) 
2 2 3 
•(l+a~ q )) {l+al\( )) + 20(1+a6( )) (l+a6(q 1 -q3)) 3 l 1-q3 q2-q3 ql-q2 
The three-dimensional partition function, correct to this term. 
is then: 








{ exp{Nv}= y 
- 3 4N 
exp{3Ne}= x 1 I 
(fluid) 
(ferromagnet) 
One can derive a series expansion of Ql/N from equation (274) 
in the same t'lay as in the t''-lo dimensional case with the following 
result: 
(276) 
The series is valid for y~l. i.e. v~O. As in the two-dimensional 
series, y is replaced by y-1 and y-1 / 2 by the factor y 112 to obtain 
the corresponding series valid for y~l or v~o. 
1 
It is also possible to obtain a series expansion of N ln Q. 
To do so, we write, as in equations (254) and (255): 
Then: 





Q = exp{N ln (J<J} N = C exp{N L anyn} 
n 
= eN [1 + N r a yn + !.. N2(L n 2 + ••• ] any ) n 2 n n 
Ay-N/2 
N 
= [1 + I a ynl 
n=1 
n J 
Identifying CN with Ay-N/2 , we have then: 
where Tn is the coefficient of Nn in (274). Consequently, since 
N is arbitrary: 






That is, we can obtain the coefficients an by comparing powers 
of y with the coefficients of N in (274). In this way we obtain: 
1 -3 -5 7 -6 2 q = N ln(A) - v + 1 + x 1 y + (3x 1 - "2 x1 )y (282) 
10 11 12 -13 1'+ 
+ (48x~ + 426xi - 2804xi + 5532xl - 4608x~ 
Comparison of these results with those obtained by other authors 
by independent methods based on a true three-dimensional model shows 
perfect agreement in every detail. Thus, Hil1 3
 {cf. equation (45.1)) 
gives a low-temperature expansion for the three-dimensional cubic 
lattice in powers of x 1 .* There is complete agreement· between his 
~The same remark regarding notation applies that was made in the 
.discussion following equation {260). 
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series and equation {276) above. Hill likewise gives an expansion 
of K for the three-dimensional lattice (cf. equation (45. 6)) which 
agrees completely ;dth equation {276) above. although he does not 
include the coefficients of yS. Likewise. llill•s expansion of q 
(cf. equation (45.3)) is in agreement with equation (282). One must 
note. hm"ever. that Hill's expansion is for y=l and that the last 
term in his series includes contributions from higher powers of y 
than are included in (282). Domb 1 2 likcNise gives series expansions 
for the three-dimensional model which agree with those above. The 
most complete series expansion for a three-dimensional ferromagnetic 
lattice is given by Wakefield2 4 • ~is expansion likewise agrees 
term for term with equation (276). In making these comparisons due 
allowance must. of course. be made for the difference in notation 
of these authors. 
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D. Conclusions: 
The series expansion of the one-dimensional model with nearest-
neighbor interactions shO\·Js, by its agreement wi t:h the known closed -form 
solution for that model~ that the partition function, equation (178), is 
indeed a valid solution of the problem posed in Chapter I, or at least one 
which is valid in the nearest-neighbor approximation. 
The expansion furthermore lays the groun(h:ork for equivalent series 
expansions in higher dimensions, showing how a series solution may be 
obtained by identical algebraic techniques in all dimensions. 
The two and three dimensional series computed by this standard alge-
braic method from the partition function, equation (178), are in complete 
agreement with the series expansions obtained for such models by other 
entirely independent methods. This serves as confirmation, then, of the 
applicability of the present model and its solution to systems of higher 
dimensionality but with more restricted molecular interactions, as dis-
cussed in Chapter II D (1). The present solution has the advantage of 
permi tti.ng a unified approach to problems of this type regardless of 
dimensionality. The solution of the series problem, furthermore, was 
accomplished basically by algebraic techniques. While topological 
~rguments were used to simplify some of the more tedious computations, 
this is not strictly essential. The method does lend itself to the 
computation of series expansion coefficients by electronic computer, as 
Appendix II illustrates. This may prove a useful tool in obtaining 
solutions to the three-dimensional Ising problem to any desired degree 
of approximation. 
One further advant.age of the present method lies in the fact that 
while the molecular interactions in h.igher dimensions must be restricted 
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in order that the present method apply~ it is not necessary that inter-
actions be restricted to nearest neighbor ones. One can readily take 
into account next-nearest neighbor interactions, interactions with neigh-
bors thrice removed, etc. The only restriction is that the number of 
such interactions remain limited or else the ~-function products will be 
too tedious to evaluate. The technique of solution is still identical; 
the coefficients of the parameter "a" remain invariant to such a change. 
as do the ~-products. All that will change is the definition of~~r and 
the values of the various sums of ~ products. To illustrate this point 
briefly, examine equation (209). This expansion is the same in models 
of all dimensionality and will not be affected by the inclusion of 
additional bonds. However~ the value of the sums of ~-function products 
involved varies, viz. equations (203), (205), (235) and (237), (268b) 
and (270); these are fairly readily evaluated. The crux of the problem 
is then'the finding of the coefficients of a; once they are available 
the problem is essentially solved for all dimensions and all reasonable 
interactions. 
One other interesting conclusion emerges from this analysis: If 
next-nearest ne_ighbor interactions are included in the two-dimensional 
square lattice the ~-functions resulting therefrom assume formally the 
same appearance as those of the three-dimensional system with nearest-
ne_ighbor interactions. This gives further insight, then, into the rea-
son why this augmented problem is not tractable by the Onsager matrix 
method (cf. Chapter III) and why the addition of such bonds introduces 
- 11 12 
a "nonlinearity" reminiscent of the three-dimensional problem. ' 
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Chapter VI I 
THER~!ODY~X•1ICS OF INFINITE SYSTDIS 
In this chapter the thermodynamic beh.:wio"Y"' of infinite sys terns 
\vill be investigated., i.e. of systems \-lhich have been solved by l':'lCans 
of the partition function., equation (178) 11 and Nhich are infinite in 
the sense that the solution is valid for N + ~ TI1is means, of course., 
that either the volume of the system becomes infinit0 or else the cell 
parameter goes to zero. These tli~ 1 imi ts arc not equivalent as the 
fi-rst t1v-o systems investi~!ated \iill illustrate. 
A. Ideal Gas 
Let us assume that the interaction potential bctHcen particles of 
the system is zero., i.e. 
(r:::-:0., 1., ••• , N-1., N) (283) 
!·ihilc we formally set V0 =VN=O together with all the other inter-
action potentials., ~tis docs not actually affect the hard-core potential, 
since that has been built into the model (cf. the discussion follov.ring 
equation (11)). It will be seen presently how this repulsive potential 
is affected by the process of taking the limit N -+ ""• 
The partition function is then (cf. equations (178)): 
CJN=2eNv{cosh(Nv) + Ncosh[(~-2)v] + 1/2 cosh 
N, N, 






. . . 
N, N, 
+ 1/n! cosh((N-2n)v]L ···}: •1 + ••• } ~ 
ql =1 ~1=1 
==· 2 }iv,~Nf~l (N )cosh [ CN.:2n) v] (1-1/2 cSn, N/2) -
· · ·n=O n .. · . ·. . ·. 
(284) 
2N N"V 1 N 
= e COS1 'V = (1 2v)N + e 
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The last result follows directly from a derivation analogous to that in 
equation (188). Thus (cf. equations (27),(32),(34),(36)): 
QN = (1 + t)"/~)N = (1 + Vr/A.N)N (285) 
Where V is the volume of the system. If the system of interest is 
strictly the one-dimensional chain, then V=L. But as we sm.,r in Chapter 
III and the last chapter, it is po5sible to construct two or three 
dimensional systems from the one-dimensional one by using proper boundary 
conditions. Since all interactions are zero in this instance, the 
boundary conditions are trivial. Consequently, QN in equation (284) or 
(285) may represent a one, two, or three-dimensional system, provided 
that we choose V and A to have the proper dinensionality*. 
Since we wish all interactions to go to zero, including the hard 
core repulsive interaction, \ve shall simply keep the volume V large but 
fixed as N-+«>. This results in r~ducing the cell parameter .t to zero, 
so tl1at we are dealing then with point particles without physical dimen-
sion. This corresponds, of course, to the concept of an ideal gas. In 
the limit N-+= the repulsive interaction becomes trivial also. Thus we 
have: 
lim QN = lim (1 + (Vl"/A)/N]N = 
! N~ N~ 
exp{V f/A.} = Q 
00 
(286) 
lienee (cf. equation (180)): 
ln(Q) = SpV = Vf/A = Vesg/A 
OQ 
From the definition of a grand canonical average or expectation value 
'~e have: 
co 
= L n(I/A.)n Zn/Q 
n=O oo 
*The A of equation (27) must be generalized in that case to 
A=(Sh2/2nm)n/2 where n is the dimensionality of the system. 
Combining this \vi th equation (280) we have: 
SpV = <n> 
or 




which is the \vell-known equation qf state of an ideal gas with <n> 
the number of particles of the system anJ m the number of moles. It 
should be observed that in obtaining this equat~on of state ~e were 
obliged to let the particles become ideal point particles so as truly 
to eliminate all interactions. 
The thermodynamics of the ideal gas arc well known and will not 
be explored further here. 
B. A Fluid of Hard Rods 
Suppose that the particles of the system ha~e a finite length 
d and that insofar as any interaction between them is concerned the 
core contained within this length is absolutely impenetrable. We 
choose the cell parameter 1 equal to the particle length, as before. 
The interaction potential is then: 










\Ye have then for the partition function: 
Q = 2eNv[Nl2) 











= 1/n! N(~-l)···(N-n+l) = (~) 
N N 
= 1/n!I' ···L' 
q 1=1 n=l 
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The evaluation of the o-function sums is equivalent to the expansion 
of the primed suns in the last chapter (cf. equation (197) through (200)) 
\vi th f (qr, qs) =-=1. This shows once more the \vay in which the primed 
summation arises from and is synonymous with the hard-core repulsive 
potential. Thus •.ve can \vrite for the partition function: 
N (N/2] -
= 2e v L (~)cosh((N-2n)v](l-1/2o11 N/i) 
n=v ' 
N 
= (yN/2)(y-N/2)L (N)yn = 
n=O n 
= (l+e2v)N = (l+!~)N ). (287b) 
which is of the same form as that for the ideal gas, equation (285). 
However, there is one vi tal difference: in the ideal gas case, in 
deriving the equation of state we let the cell parameter go to zero. 
In the present instance tl1is is not permissible, since we have specified 
that the particles are of finite length, having a repulsive core. The 
effect of this upon the derivation of the equation of state is decisive. 
Before proceeding it will be observed that the intermediate step in 
the derivation of equation (287b) has an obvious physical interpretation: 
N 
:: L (~)exp[2nv] 
n=O 
N 
= L (N)Ci/>. exp[Bg])n 
n=O n 
N 
= L 1/n! N(N-l)(N-2)•••(N-n+l)i0 A-n exp[nSg) 
n=O 
N 
=I 1/n! N!(N1-t)(Nt-2!)•·•(N1-(n-1)1)l-n exp[nBg] 
n=O 
N 




which is seen to be the grand-canonical partition function of a system 
of hard rods \oJi th the usual "volume" term L n replaced by the corresponding 
free volwne dquivalent. 
It is also possible to show in this connection that adoption of a 
cell parameter smaller than the particle dimension d is a trivial 
variation of the scheme used here, i.e. of letting the cell parameter 
1 equal the particle dimension. Suppose, then, that t <t and that 0 . 0 
each particle occupies 
m' = -[-d/t ] (288) 0 
cells, loJhere [] means "nearest integer equal to or less than". The 
entire system has now N/t0 =K cells, ~1ere K>N. Assuming for convenience 
that m' is odd, we have: 
m = l/2(rn'-l) 
and can \'lri te the potential in the form: 
(r=O,l,2, ••• ,m) 




Xr = (1-or,O- 0r,l - ••• - 0r,m- 0r,N-l - ••• - 0r,N-rn) 
K K 
tn = 1/n! I ···I 1-oq q - oqr,qs+l- oqr,qs+2- •••. 








= 1/nl r ... 1/nl K(K-m 1 )(K-2m')••• 
ql=l 
• (K- (n-l)m') 
Since ::~11 IS-functions are equivalent in this sum. J.etting now K=~m' 
this becomes (\V'e shall require that N be an integer by choosing R.0 
so that m• is a factor of K): 
tn = 1/nl Nm'(Nm'-m')(Nm'-2m')•••(Nm'-(n-l)m' 
=(m')n/ni N(N-l)(N-2)~··(N-n+l) =(:)Cm') 11 
The partition function is then: 
where 
n = m'y = m' exp[2~] = m'R.0 /A 1 =(d/A)l 
Observe that (~ )=0 if n>N. Since m'>l, the upper 
greater than N. Thus '"e can write 
N 





limit of the sum is 
(296) 
But this is the same result as (287b) above, \\lhich we obtained by 
choosing the cell parameter R. equal ta the particle diameter d. 
Consequently a choice of cell.pararneter R. smaller than the particle size 
is a trivial variation of the present choice, as asserted. 
From equation (287b) one obtains then: 
in QN = N 1 n ( 1 + .~ s} 
" Therefore (cf. equation (281)): 
Or 





Tiw quantity p JiliiY be thought of 
occupied by particles, for we can write 
p ;: <n>/N <n>i/Ng_ ;: L /L 0 
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(300) 
\~here L0 ::::<n>Y...=<n>d is the total length of the line of total length L 
occupied by particles. .:\1 ternativoly, one can think of p as a dimensionles
s 
density, related to the normal d·~nsity p=l/v by (cf. Cf1Uations (SO) and 
(52)): 
p = t/ ( L/ <n>) = 9../ v 
From ectuation (299) h'e lu.ve then: 
d/>- r = p/(1-r.) 
Substituting this in (297) one obtains: 
And 
tr ~Jl <n> . N l11 r2N == lnr:.l+p/1-p) j::: ln[(l + ~-····-··--::-<\') J N(l-PJ 
lim ln QN --
N-+<» 
= li1il In [(1 + _ _::~--::-\-)NJ = lnexp[<!l>/1-p] 
N~ N(l-pJ 
= <n>/1-p = SnL L 
ConScip.JCntly, the equation of state is: 
pL(l-p) = <n>KT = mRT 






The factor p, as observed above, represents the proportion of the line 
occupied by particles. Consequently (1-p) is the pro~)ortion of the 
line not occupied by particles nnd hence L(l-p) is the net "volume" 
(i.e., length of line) available to the system. 
1\.s in the perfect gas case,. the thermo<.lyn:u;lics are sufficiently 
well knmm that it is not lvorthwhilc to derive thcrn again. 
Before leaving this system let us inquire what would ch3nge in 
the preceding derivation if the fluid under consideration were a 
* The symbol p used above corresponds to (} in Tonks•· equation of state. 
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two or three dimensional one. To be specific, consider a three-
dinens ional system. \•le again choose the ce 11 parameter equal to the 
particle size, in this case the particle diameter. Since the hard 
core repulsive potential is still the only interaction in the system, 
this is also given by equation (285). Hence the.partition function in 
equation (287) remains valid, i.e. the sum of (1-6 ) products or qr,qs 
the equivalent primed sums still account for the interactions of the 
system. Consequently the rCJnainder of the dcri vat ion holds as \oJell. 
Only the cell itself has changed. Since we are now dealing with a 
three-dimensional system, the basic particles are three-dimensional 
and so is, of course, the basic cell, being a tiny cube of dimensions 
txtx1. As previous analysis pointed out, the three-dimensional system 
is formed by "wrapping" these strings, (i.e., cs~cntially one-dimensional 
systems but with the string having breadth and depth) around a four-
dimensional torus. Equation (303) holds unchanged, but in equation 
(304) ,.,e must now substitute V for L as the volume of the system, 
giving as the equation of state: 
pV(l-p) = <n> KT = mRT (306) 
The partition function, equation (178) '· thus leads to the correct 
equation of state for a fluid of hard rods, hard disks, or hard spheres. 
C. A One-Dimensional Fluid with Nearest-Neighbor Interactions 
Tltis section deals with the thermodynamic properties of a one-
dimensional fluid comprised of particles with a hard-core repulsive 
potential and nearest-neighbor attractive interactions. While such a 
fluid may only have limited applicability, it has the advantage of 
being mathematically tractable. The analysis points up several 
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intoresting parallels with real fluids. 
In Chapter VI the lJartition function of this system \vas derived 
in the form: 
[Nf2] N 
Q 2 [N ] ( I ( " ) \"' (:--J) (N-n-1) -K } N = exp :v cos1 .... v + L N/n K-1 x1 cosh[(N-2n)v] 
n=1 k=1 n 
•(1 - 1/2 on N/2) , (221) 
It is proved in Appendix V that this is equivalent to (cf. 
C'luation (V-17): : 
Then 
QN = exp[Nv] coshNv{(l + ll+w)N + (1- ll+w)N} 
w = (x1- 1 - 1) sech2v 
lim (1/Nln Qn) = q = v + ln(coshv) 
N-+e:o 
= v+ln(coshv)+ln(l+/l+w) = 13p.t 
(307) 
(308) 
The density (cf. equations (48) through (56) and (299)) is then: 
= 1/2 (3q/3v) 13 = 1/2 (1 + tanhv/ll+\i) 
v = 1/2.1n(.tX1 /'A) + 1/2 In l' = v(r, x1, 'f) 
rCaq/av) 8(av/a}) 13 
(309) 
Equation (309) gives the density.parametrically as a function of v, 
\vhich in turn is a function of the interaction potential, chemical 
potential, and temperature. For fixed T and x,. p thus varies with the 





p 0 1/2 1 





It is then possible to consider v as a parameter and ~o plot 
pressure versus density from the two parametric equations (308) and 
(309). Instead, it is more convenient to plot.q versus P, since for a 
given temperature q is directly proportional to the pressure. The 
computer program at Appendix Vlcomputes q and P for a range of values 
of the parameter v and for variou~ potentials of the Lennard-Jones type 
(cf. equation (2)). The results are plotted in the graphs, Figure 13. 
For comparison, the corresponding q-P curve for the Tonk's fluid • 
• 
i.e. for Xi=l, is also shm>~n. The graphs indicate clearly that for 
given temperature and density, the pressure of the system is reduced by 
an increase in the attractive interaction potential. It is also 
apparent from the graphs that the one-dimensional fluid with nearest-
neighbor interactions only has no phase transition. This is, of course, 
a well-known result. 1 • 3• 11 • 12 
We wish next to compute the isothermal compressibility of the system. 
This is given by 
KT = - 1/v (av/ap) a = - p/t ( a~~P 
= 1/p (ap/av)~['Cl/at) (aq/av) 8 ]= 
where equation (309) was used. Now, 
(3p/3v)a 
Hence 
) = 1/p (ap/3p) 
a a 
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This quantity is of interest, since it reflects the fluctuations 
j n the density· of the t • sys em • 
Or 
N 
L c~t/A)n L exp[-(Nq+SUC)] = 1 
n=O {a} 
N 
r [n-N~(aq/aJ) ](!J/A)n I exp(-(Nq+8U) = 0 
n=O 8 {a} c 
N 
5 a/~I{L (n-Nr(aq/()J) ] (~}/A)n I exp[-(Nq+SU J} 
n=O B {a} c S 
N 
= I { -Nt 
n=O-
a/a:t[rCaq/a~)o] ... [n-Nr(aq/aJ) ] 2 (1}/A)"ft ~ ~ s 





N~a/al(t(aq/ai) 6 ] 6 = N/2 (ap/av)~ = <(n-<n>) 2> = <n 2 > - <n>2 (3lld) 
Consequently: 
Kr = (B!/Np 2)(<n2>- <n>2) = 
= BL(<(n/N) 2>/p2 - 1) (312) 
Density fluctuations are, of course, intimately associated with phase 
transitions where the density in both phases changes discontinuously. 
Thus the compressibility provides a sensitive indicator of phase 
transitions. This is also apparent from the fact that 
Slope of p-p diagram= 1/(pKT) 
and thus the compressibility h'ould be expected to sh0\'1 a discontinuity 
at the transition point. 
Graphs of KT versus p, plotting values computed by the program at 
Appendix VI, appear in Figure 14A. Figure 14B contains similar graphs 
of KT versus T. Both sets of graphs shm.,r that the compressibility is 
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system, thus confirming once more that a one-dimensional system with 
only nearest-neighbor interactions cannot have a phase transition. 
The internal energy of the.system can be determined as follows: 
N 
u = <H> = lim I (1}"'/>-)" I H exp[-(Nq+Sll)] = -N(aq/as) N~ n=O {a} t (313a) 
so that the internal energy density, i.e. the internal energy per cell 
U = U/N = -(3q/3B)t = -[(3q/3v) 8(av/3S) + (3q/3B)v] (313b) ~ t 
= -2p(3v/3S)t + (3q/3S)v 
(3v/3B)t=(l/2)(3/36i[ln(112mil);, 1/2 ln B.+ 1/2 lnt + (l/2)Sr;] 
. h 
= - 1/48 + r;/2 
(aq/3B)v= - (r;x1- 1 sech2v/ [2/l+w(l + ll+w)) 
Therefore 
'U = pKT/2 r;[p - xi- 1 sech2v ] 
2/1 +W ( 1 + /1 +W) (313c) 
Figure.lS is a plot of internal energy versus temperature, while 
in Figure 16 internal energy is plotted versus density. Computations 
\oJere made by the program at Appendix VI. It is apparent from this 
equation as well as from the plot that the ground state of this fluid 
is u 0 =-r;p. 
The follO\oJing considerations serve to check the validity and 
\.-
meaning of the last term. Let us define a long-range order parameter (cf. 
equations (48) through (53)): 1 
* Let q=q(v,B) ; v=v(B,t>· Titen dq=[(3q/3v) 8]dv + [(aq/aB)v]dB ; 
dv=[~3v/3B)J]dS+[(av/af;·) 8]dt. so that dq=[(aq/3v) 8][(3v/as)1 JdB 
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L = 1/N < r crK > =(1/N)(N N_) = 2N+/N - 1 
K=l + 
= 2<n>/N - 1 = 2p-l (314) 
where N+ and N have the me~ning defined in connection with equation 
(22). The term long-range order parameter seems ap~ropriate since 
ILl is an indicator of the order of the system: if ILl = 1, the 
system is either completely occupied or empty. If half the cells are 
occupied, then ILI=O. Values of ILl such that O<ILI<l indicate inter-
mediate states of order. We define next the following quantities: 
N++ = Total number of nearest-neighbor cells \'lith both cells 
occupied. 
N __ = Total number of nearest-neighbor cells with both cells 
empty. 
N = Total number of nearest-neighbor cells \'lith one cell 
+-
occupied and one empty. 
The followin~ relations hold between these quantities, as is 0 
readily seen: 1 
2N __ + N+- = 2N_ 
And, of course: 
where 
+ N = N +-
Let us define also a short-range-order parameter: 
cr = 1/N < r . aK crK+l > =(1/~ (N++ + N __ - N+_). 
K=l 






a, as is readily seen, reflects the proportion of neighboring 
cells that are occupied (empty) if the central cell is occupied 
(empty). It can be determined from the partition function as follows 
(cf. equations (35) through (38)): 
a = 
N N N } 
CN/N ~- {(~ aKaK+l) exp[cL aKcrK+l +vi aK /Q 
· {aJ K=l K=l K=l · N 
= ~ a! (ln =N)v = ~ a! (ln cN-lQN)v 
2x1 - 1 sech2 v 
= a;ac {c + ln coshv + ln(l+ll+w)} = 1 - ---~-------
v /l+\'1(1+/l+w) (319) 
The configurational energy of the system is given by equation Cln: 
\'I here 
N N 
uc = 1/4 r ~ 
r=l s=l 
(l+a )(l+a ·)4> 
r r+s s 
$s = 1/2 (V + VN ,) = -~/2 (~ + os. ,N-1) s -s s, 1 
(320) 
(321) 
Substituting (321) into (320) and carrying out the summation over s 
one obtains: 
(322) 
The energy density of the systemuc = Uc/N is therefore exactly the 
configurational part of the expression (313c). i~e observe also that in 
equation (322)(cf. equation (317) and (318)): 
N 
N/4 + Np - N/2 + 1/4 < L arar+l > = -N/4 + Np + (N/4)a 
r=l 
= Nn = N ++ 
so that 
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U = -r. N c .. ++ (323) 
represents just the interaction of all nearest-neighbor occupied cells, 
as one would expect on physical grounds. 
From equation (313) it is now possible to compute the specific 
heat of the system. We have for the specific heat at constant volume: 
(324) 
ivhere* 
u 1 = p KT I 2 - p l; 
u 2 = r;x 1 - 1 [sech 2v]/[21l+w(l+h+,..,)] (325) 
For the various partial derivatives one obtains: 
sech2 v tanhv [ 2 (l+/l+w) + w] 
2 (1 +w) 3(.& (1 +/1 +w) :2 . 
(326a) 
(326b) 
(l+w)3/ 2 (l+ll+w) 2 
C3v/asJ = - 1/2 ~ tanhv 
p 
/4) [ 1 +w+tanh2v (1 +2/l+\..,)] (326c) 
(326d) 
Combining these various results, one has for the specific heat: 
C = Kp/2 + ~ K (8t;)2x -1 
v 4 1 
(327) 
The specific heat, like the compressibility, is of interest as 
an indicator of phase transitions. In the case of the specific heat 
* TI1e relationship between partial derivatives that was used here follows 
directly from the footnote on page166. Taking the derivative of the 
second equation there we have: (3q/38)(=(3q/3v) 8 (av/aS)~ + (aq/3S)v 
which is equivalent to (324). 
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the connection lies in the fact that this paraJ~tcter is directly 
proportional to the energy fluctuations of the system, as a derivation 
akin to eqtw.tion (311) will readily sho,..,. 2 ,3,l2 Such fluctuations 
are likely to be large near a transition temperature, as is obvious 
frt)m physical considerations. Onsager' s solution of the th'o-dir:tensional 
Ising model shows also that the specific heat has a logarithmic 
singularity at the Curie temperature. 11 • 12117 Experimental evidence 
seems to confirm that there is a singularity of this tyl?e at the 
critic3.1 point. 
In the present model we find from equation (327) that for a density 
p=l/2, the specific heat reduces to: 
or, letting B~/4=~: 
Or 





SiLlilarly, as T-~, ¢-+o, <tnd so (Cv/K - 1/4) is zero at T=O and T=co. 
Since ¢2 sech2¢~0, it follows that (Cv/K - 1/4) has a maximum. This 
maximum is_ found b)' solving the equation 
• 
4> tanh<:> = 1 (329) 
as a quick calculation shows. Numerical approximation indicates tl1at the 
equation is satisfied to a very good approxi~at ion by ¢=1. 2, '"hich 
corresponds to 
Tm = 0.208l,;/K (330) 
For the potential l,;/K=64 which will be used fre~tently later (cf. 
Chapter VIII) this_corresponds to a temperature of 13.3oK. Figure 17 
shows a qualitative plot of the specific heat for P=l/2. Accurate 
hn = 0. 2 0 8 J/k 
til- _f 
\ - 2.. 
T 
Figure 17. Specific lleat Versus Temperature. 
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graphs of the specific heat versus temperature and density are shown in 
Figures 18 and 19 respectively. The data were computed by the program 
at Appendix VI from equation (327). 
While the specific heat exhibits a maximum, there is no phase 
transition at that temperature, as the corresponding q vs. p diagram 
shO\'IS; nor is there any indication of unusual behavior in the compres•· 
sibility. Thus, in the one-dimensional system with nearest-neighbor 
interactions, the specific heat maximum reflects large energy 
fluctuations, but is not associated with a phase transition. 
It is possible to eliminate the parameter v in the equation of 
state and to write the pressure as an explicit function of the density, 
temperature, and potential. We start from equation (309): 
p= 1/2 [1 + tanhv I .li +v1] 
Hence, using equation {307): 
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sinh2 v ~ (p-1/2) 2/[x1p (1-p)] 
cosh2v = ap-l/2) 2 + 'xlp (1-p]/[xlp (1-p)] 
ev = (!p-1/2) + /(p-1/2)2 + ·x1p., (l-pl]/£x1 1/2 I (1-p)] 
By substitution in (308) one obtains then: 
BpL = lim ln(l + (p-l/ 2)+/(p-l/2) 2+xlp(I-p) )N 
N-+<x> X (1-p) 
::: lim ln[l + (<n>-L/2_q,)+l(<n>-L/2t)Z+x1<n>(L/_q,-<n>) N 
N~ x 1 (1-p) ] 
= [ ( <n>-L/2.t) +/(<n>-L/2tj""Z+xl <n> (Li .t-<n> -]I [x (l.;.p)] 1 
so that 
pL {1-p) = pLeff = KT x 1-l [ ( <n>-I./29..) 








It will be observed that (334a) and (334b) reduce correctly to the 
equation of state of a fluid of hard rods (cf. equation (305)) when 
the potential goes to zero, i.e. xr+l: 
(335) 





so that p "''f is an effective density which merges into the true <lensity OJ 
as the interaction potential goes to zero. Conversely, as the strength 
of the interaction increases, the effective density decreases, thus 
·. ·:.·· 
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reducing the pressure of the system as compared with the pressure of 
a system of hard rods at the same temperature*. Figure 13 shows 
clearly that this is indeed the case. 
It is also possible to write the equation of state of the one- · 
dimensional nearest-neighbor fluid in the form of a van-der-Naals 
equation of state. ~e have from {334a) 
(pl.) (l-p)/{x 1-1 [(l.:_L/2L0 )+1(1-L/2L0 ) 2 +x 1 (L/L0 -1)} = <n>KT 
\vhere L0 = <n>9.. is the actual average length of the line occupied by 
particles of the system. Then: 
(p+a)(L-b) = <n>KT (337a) 
\vhere: 
b = Lp = <n>t = L0 
(337b) 
(337c) 
The effect of the hard-core repulsion is contained in b, while a 
reflects the effect of the attractive potential. It is readily 
shO\vn that a~O. 
This form of the equation of state also lends itself to a 
virial expansion. Ne can write: 
oo 1/z.) n 
l(p-l/2)2+x 1 (1-p) = 1/2 11+4ap(l-p) = 1/2 L ( [4ap(l-p)) 
n=O n 
= l/2{1+2ap(l-p)-2a2 p2 (1-p) 2 
+ 4a3p3(1-p)3-10a4p4 (1-p) 4 + ••• ·1 (333) 
\'lhere 
Therefore: 
*The term "pressure" is used here and in Nhat follows to simplify 
comparison with systems of higher dimensio~ality. Actu~lly, one must 
remember that the pressure of a one-dimens1onal system 1s a f~rce. 
Or 
p = (KT/£)(x 1-l)[(p-l/2)+/(p-l/2)2+x1p(l-pJ ] 1 (1-p) 
= p KT [ 1 + ( 2- X 1 ) p + ( 4-5 X 1 + 2 X ;L ) p 2 
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(339a) 
+ (8-18x1 + 16x1' - Sx 13)p3 + (16-56x1 + 82x 12- ssx 1 3 + 14x14)p4 
+ (32-160x 1 + 340x12- 36Sx1 3 + l96x 14- 42x 1 S)p5 + ••• ] 
co k co 
p = pKT[l + x 1-l L (1 + 2L L (-l)m+1 
k=2 n=2 m=n 




n k-1 (2n-3)!a p 
(n-2)! (m-n)! (2n-m)! 1 
(399b) 
It is easily verified that when the potential vanishes, i.e. \o/hcn 
x1+l, this reduces correctly to 
p = pKT(l + 
co 
I pk) = KT (p/1-p) 
k=l 
Figure 20 is a plot of the second virial coefficient in the above 
expansion versus temperature. Also shown is a graph of the true virial 
coefficient for a three-dimensional fluid. 3 , 26 The resemblance between 
these two curves is rather surprising in view of the difference in 
dimension. 
The internal energy density of the system, expressed as a function 
of the density takes the form: 
u = pKT/2- pt; {1- 2(1-p)/(1+2l(p-l/2) 2+x 1p(l-p) ]} (340) 
While it is, of course, possible also to express the compressibility 
and specific heat as a function of p, ~he forr.t of these expressions is 
more complicated than the parametric equations. For the specific heat 
one has, for instance: 
p(l-p) )2 ( x, ) 
C = 1/2 kp + 2k(Bt;)2( . 
















For p=l/2 this reduces once more to the previous expression. 
Cv(p-=l/2) = K/4 + K/16 (St;)2sech2(Sr;/4) (328) 
This can be rewritten in a way which shows explicitly that the specific 
heat a~Jpraachcs zero as T-+0. We have: 
co 
= .KD- 2exp[-l/~]l (-l)r+ 1 .r exp[-(r~l)/D] 
r=O 
• K/D 2 exp[-1/D] (1-exp[~/D]) 
• K/ n2 exp [ -1/n] (n <<1) 
n = 2KT/t; 
(342) 
Thus the specific heat is seen to approach zero exponentially as T-+0, 
i.e. faster than the T3 law of Debye.27 
The chemical potential of the system is readily obtained from the 
relation (cf. equations (32), (34), (36), and (332)): 
exp[2v] = ((p-l/2)+/(p-l/2)2+x 1p(l-p)] 2/[x 1p(l-p)] 
= (tx 1)/A exp(Sg] 
Hence: 
(343) 
g = KT ln(A/!) + 2KT ln[(p-l/2)+l(p-l/2) 1+x 1 p(l-p)V~ 1 {p(l-p)] (344a) 
It is easily verified that this explicit relationship between chemical 
potential and density is in accord with the range of values shown in 
Table 3. One can also verify that as the interparticle potential. 
vanishes, the above expression reduces to 
g(1=0) = g~ = KT(ln(A/t)+ln(p/l-r:8)' (345) 
which is tho correct· form for the Tonks fluid of hard rods. Equations 
(344a) and (345) are the chemical potential per particle. Tl1e chemical 
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potential for the entire system is then given by 
G = <n>g (344b) 
while the chemical potential density is 
Y- = pg (343c) 
·r11.. entropy of the s t b d t · d f 1 1 · 1 2 3 ~ ys ern can e c er~1ne rom t e re at1on: ' ' 
s = 5/N = 1/T (u + p1 - y) = ksu + kq - kSy 
= ksu + ~q - 2kpv + kpln (1/.X) + kBp~ 
= k[l/2p + v(l-2p) + ln(coshv) + ln(l+/1+\'t') 
sech2 v 
2 /I+W ( 1 + /I+W) + pln(.!!./.X)] 
where equations (308), (313), and (343) ,.,ere used. In terms of 
(346a) 
tiquation (334) and (340), the entropy can also be written in the form: 
s = 1/2 kp + 2KB~ ( p(l•p) ) 
1+2l(p-l/2) 2 +x 1p(l-p) 
+ k ( Pet£ ) ~ 2kPln (Peff//p(l-P) ] + kPln(.!!./A) 
1-p 
(346b) 
\·lhere er1uation (336b) was used. The entropy of the entire system is, 
of course, 
.S = Ns 
while the entropy per particle is given by 
S = S/<n> = s/p p 
(347a) 
(347b) 
As the interaction goes to zero, i.e. as x ~1, one recovers from 1 
equation (346) the entropy density of a fluid of hard rods: 
S0 = 1/2 kp + k(p/1-p) - kpln(p/1-p) + kpln(t/.X) 
The entropy per particle is in this case (using (347)): 
Sp0 = 1/2 k + k(l-p)-1 - kln(p/1-p) + kln(1/.X) 
It is readily verified.that 
(348a) 
(348b) 
lin spo = 
p-+o 
+ CD 
By virtue of the rclationl•2•3 
W a: exp[-5/k] 
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(W being the probability of finding the system in a given state), the 
entropy in equation (348b) gives the correct probability of finding 
the system in either of these extreme states. From the same equation 







yields Pmax=l/2, as one '"ould expect since there are more microstates 
available to the system at p=l/2 than at any other density. With an 
attractive interaction potential, however, it becomes energetically 
advantageous for the particles of the system to cluster closer together. 
This tendency is, of course, partially offset by rapid increase in 
pressure experienced by the system at higher de~sities resulting 
from the kinetic interaction. One would nevertheless expect that l~Fith an 
attractive interaction, there \vould be a shift in the maximum probability 
toward higher densities. Figure 21A presents a plot of specific entropy 
(entropy per particle) versus density for a hard-rod fluid (x1 - 1 =1) 
and for a fluid with an attractive interaction potential. The figure 
shows that such a shift in maximuM probability to\o~ard higher densities 
does in fact occur. 
Figure 21B is a plot of entropy density (entropy per cell) versus 
system density for three different interaction potentials. The curves 
were computed from equation (346a). One easily finds from equation (346a) 
that 




Figure 21B reflects this behaviour and also shows a shift toward higher 
densities of the entropy extremum as the attractive interaction becomes 
stronger. 
The preceding analysis of the one-dimensional system reflects many 
parallels with the behavior of real fluids. But there is, of course, 
no phase transition except for a degenerate one at T=O. Thus, equation 
(310b) shoNs that the p-p curve has a horizontal tangent at T=O, while 
(334) indicates p=O at T=O for all values of the density except p=l. 




p = lim p = KT (2v) = lim KT [1/2- lnT + '/KT + g/KT] 




+ finite terms = lim 
T+O 
= ClO 
KT T lnT + lim 
g-+oo 
g/t + finite terms 
At T=O the system therefore behaves as if it were actually undergoing 
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These conclusions arc supported by an analysis of the analyticity of 
this system. In accordance with the discussion of Chapter V, this 
analysis cnvolves finding the zeros of the partition function (cf. 
equation (307)): 3 ' 5 
N r.-:-N ~N QN = exp[Nv] cosh (v)[(l+vl+w +(1-~l+w) ] = 0 
But exp[Nv]~O except for v+-~; and since one finds readily that 
lim QN=l, equation (349) requires that 
N · N N 
cosh (v) [ (l+ll+w) + (1-11+\v) ] = 0 
Or, writin3 w out explicitly (cf. e~uation (307)): 
coshNv[(l+ll+(x 1 -I-1)scch2v).N + (l-ll+(x 1 - 1-1)sech 2v)N] = 0 
Let 
Tllen the above equation can be rewritten: 





- N/2 _l)~/2 
= (l-x 1 1) (cxp(Nn] + exp(-Nn]) = 2(1-x1 cosh(Nn) = 0 
This equation is clearly satisfied by 
cosh(Nn) = 0 
' 
or Nn = (2k-l);i; (k= 1, 2' 3' ••• ) (353) 
If \'le define 
n = i41 (354) 
the zeros of the partition function are given by: 
41k-~ 
- 2N n 
(355) 
From equation (351) we have then: 
lcosh(vt<ll = /1-xl-II c?shnkl = 11-xl-11 cos¢kl ~ 11-xil ~1 (356) 
B I ) I · 1· · · · Therefore we have immediately, us cosh(vk ~1 1mp 1es ~k=1Vk• 
Yk = exp[2vk] = exp[2ivk] (357) 
•. 
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in consonance ;.,rith the theorem of Yang and 'Lee quoted in Chapter V , 
5 
i.e. the zeros all lie on the unit circle in the complex y-plane. It 
follows from the above relations that: 
(358a) 
or 
vk = cos-l [/1-x~ cos( 2 ;~l n )J , (k:l,2, .•. ,N) (353b) 
\'Je must observe that the angle Vk 1 ies in what in Chapter V was called 
the complex x-plane. The corresponding an}~le in the complex y-nlane is 
related to vk by: 
(359) 
It is now immediately apparent that the zeros on the unit circle in 
the y-plane cannot approach arbitrarily close to the real axis. 
Thus 'VJe have for kr:l, lim cos(l/2N n)=l, so that the value k=l gives 
N-+<» 
the value of ¢ which permits the closest a?proach to the real axis 
from above. Likewise, for k=N we have lim cos[(l-l/2N)n]=-1, so that 
N~ 
this value permits the closest approach to the real axis in the y-plane 
from belo\v (which in the x-plane corresponds to approaching the 
negative x-axis from above). Thus the an~le of closest approach in 
the y-planc is: 
(360) 
One notes ·that for xil=l, ·ak=n, which agrees with the earlier analysis 
in Chapter V that all N roots of the Tonks fluid are degenerate and lie 
at y=-1. The positive .real y-axis can be reached only if xi 1-.. o. But 
this implies either that T+O, which corresponds to the degenerate 
phase transition examined above; it can also be satisfied by an infinitely 
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deep potential well. This leads to the same type of degenerate phase 
transition, as is apparent from equation (334). As the size of the 
system increases, i.e. as N-+<><>, the density of zeros on the unit circle 
increases until in the limit it becomes continuous. This is shO\-m in 
Figure 23. It becomes possible then to define a distribution function 
g(cx) such that 
lim 
N+oo 
2 g(a) dcx = 1 = 
N 
g(a) da (361) 
where the symmetry of the zeros, resulting from their occurrence in 




- Z eos-'</1- x.-i) 
Distribution of Zeros of the Partition Function 
on the Unit Circle. 
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Since in the li1~1it as N-~.., we can think of the index k .i.n (358) 
as a continuous variable, \>'e can write: g(a)::ak;aa. And from (358) 
one has: 
-sin (v) av 
-aa· = - lf:.x1 ,....r sin(4>) (2-r.-/N) 
so that 
g(a) = N sin(v) = N sin (oC/2) -~= 




2 1T (2P-1) 
where ertuation (309) was used. If we now \vritc the partition function 
in terms of its roots, we obtain: 
. N [N/z] 
QN = A TTC1-y/exp(id.k]) = An (1-y exp[iak]) (1-y cxp[-iak]) 
k=1 k=1 
(N/2] (363) 





(N/2] L 1n(l-2y cos(ak) + y2) 
k=l 
ln QN = lnA + 
N 
= lnA + I ln(l - 2y cos(ak) + y 2) 1/2 
k=l 




1 N lnA, 
a + lir.t 
N-+<» 
2 f1T 1/2 g(a) 1n(l-2y cosa+ y 2 ) da 
N o (36~ 
and equation (361) was used. Substituting the 
distribution function, equation (362) and taking account of the angle 
amin shown in Figure 23, we have: 
p~/KT ·- a + sin(a/2) 
lsin2 (a/2) -x 1.-l 
Letting cos(a/2)=bw, this becomes: 
P~/KT = a + b/1r 
•ln(l + 2y + y2 - 4yb2w2] 
Choosing u=/1-xl -I=cos (1/2 «mtn.) we have 
where 
1 
pt/KT = a + l/1T jl 
0 
I 1 = 1/n fol 
I 2 = 2/w ln(l+y) s: 









Integral I~ is elementary, while It can be integrated (cf. ref. 28, 
p. 562, (29)) to yield: 
One obtains then: 
Pt/KT =a+ ln(l/2(1+y) + 1/2/(1+y)2-4y(l-x1 - 1)] 
=a+ ln{exp[v]coshv(l+ll+(x 1-..!1)sech2v } (367) 
which is the partition function given by equation (308) with a=O, 
i.e. A=l. By considering the analyticity of the partition fu
nction 
one thus obtains valuabie insight into the thermodynamic beha
vior of the 
system, as pointed out by Yang and Lee, and can determine the
 partition 
function and hence the equation of state providing the distrib
ution of 
5 
zeros is known. 
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D. ~-Fluid \11it_l1 Infinite-Range Interact_i~~ 
In this section we shall consider a fluid with an attractive 
potential of infinitely long range~ i.e. a potential where the range 
parameter; . y, (cf. e1uation (2)) goes to -zero. A comparable magnetic 
potential in which all exchange inte-ractions are identical has been 
aprlied by Kittel to a Heisenberg ferromagnet.29 In the case of a 
fluid~ such a potential has no physical counterpart; however, it 
constitutes an interesting limiting case to systems with interaction 
potentials of increasingly longer range. l'le noted in the preceding 
chapter that in considering systems with nearest-neighbor interactions, 
additional full-strength nearest-neighbor interactions appeared as 
wa increased the dimensionality of the system, i.e. as we"added more 
nearest neighbors. The system to be considered now could be thought 
of as a limiting case to a sequence of nearest-neighbor systems of 
increasingly higher dimensionality. Alternatively it can be viewed 
as the limit of a sequence of one-dimensional systems Nith intermolecular 
potentials of increasingly long range, i.e. with Lennat·d-Jones potential~ 
where the range parameter, y, approaches zero. 
TI1e potential we wish to consider is: 
V(x) = [ + co 
- l,; 
(x < f.) 
-
(x > f.) 
·The corresponding periodic, discrete potential appropriate to the 
partition function, equation (178), is: 
ct (r=O) (mod. N) v = r (r;'O) (mod. N) 






xr = exp[Se ] = cxp[-S(Vr + VN-r) r (370a) 
, ( r:-:0) (mod. {:xp[2$~] N) = (rjO) (mod. N) 
N 1 0 = ~ e = - S(N-l)c,; 
r=l r 4 
(370b) 
The partition function, equation (178), then t::~kes the form: 
(N/2] 
QN = 2 A ~ cosh((N-2n)v]exp[-Sn(N-l)c,;]t (1- ~ 0 N) 
n=O n 2 n' 2 
to = 1 
1 N N n n 
th = 
- ~ 1 ... ~· TT lT X n! ql=l qn=l r=l s=l Cqr-qs) ( v ~s> 
1 N N n n 
= ~· ... I• exp [2 ~ L Be;] n! ql=l q =1 r=l s=l n (r<s) 
1 N N 
=(N) = n! exp[n(n-1)8~] ~· ... L' ·1 n ql=l qn=l 
lienee we have for the partition function:* 
QN 
N (~) = A~ exp [ -n (N-n) B~ J cosh [ (N-2n) v] 
n=O 
N 
= AI (~) x-n(N-n)cosh[(N-2n)v] 
n=O 
N 
= Ay-N/2 L (N) yn x -n(N-n) 
n=O n 
where y is defined by equation (194), and 






Although the sum in (373) looks suggestive, it is not readily 
evaluated. One can, however, deterMine the thermodynamic paramet~rs 
of interest numerically. For a fluid (cf. equation (178)) A=2 exp[Nv], 
so that: 
*since QN is invariant to the substitution n+(N-n) 
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/KT 1 [ 1 { 2~ (tn~) n(N n) } q = p.e.. = N ln QN] = v + N ln 1.. x- - cosh[(N-2n)v] 
n=O (375) 
The density is given by: 
~= 1/2 (aq/av) 8 = 1/2(1 + T..,/NT] (376) 
,.,.here: 
N 




The compressibility of t~ system can be found as follows (cf. 
equation (310)): 
(ap/av) 8 = 1/2 ( Tvv 









IC.r = (SR./ 4p 2) [ ~~ - (2p ,1)2 N] (380) 
The internal energy is (cf. equation (313)): 
u = - [ Caq/av) 8 Cav/as)F; + Caq/~sl) (381) 
= 1/2 pKT - (~-l)p~ + ~(Tx/NT) 
= 1/2 pKT 1; [ (N-l)p - (T X/NT)] 
= 1.11 + u 2 
\'I here 
N 
x-n(N-nlcosh((N-2n)v) T = -(aT/ax) = L (N) n(N-n) (382) X \) n=O n 
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1 
u1 = -2 pKT - (N-l)pr , (383a) 
u2 = ~(Tx/TN) (383b) 
The specific heat is found as in equations (324) through (327): 
Then: 
cv = - ks2 [(au1/as)P + (au2/av) 8(av/3B)P + (au2/as)~] 




(2 p-1) (NT xiT)] 
N 
= - [a 2T/axav] =I (~) n(N-n)(N-2n)x-n(N-n) 
n=O 
• sinh[(N-2n)v] 
( I [{2p-1) NTX - Tx.,) av as) = ... 
P ~ ((2p-l) NTv - T~~] 
(au2/as)v = (~;2/N)((Tx/T)2 - 'fxxiT] 
N 
T = Ca 2T/a 2) = I c:Jn2(N-n)2x-n(N-n)cosh[(N-2n)v] XX X n=O 
2 
1 k(S~) 2 {.!. ( (2p.-l)NT X - T ) 
cv = - kp + 
xv 
2 .. NT ((2p-l)NTV - T ] vv 
1 . [T T - T! J} + -NT2 XX 










system have been computed from equations (375), {376), (380), and 
(384b) by means of the computer program at AppenJix VII. Computer 
runs proved feasible for systems with up to 240 cells. Figure 24 















ran.ging from 10 cells to 240 cells. It ·tp c r f tl · · 
. 
, p a s rom 1e grapns tnat 
the maxima. tend tow:-tnl some sort of limit, although it is not clear 
from an inspection of the graphs \\'hat this li1.1it is. i{owcver, analysis 
of the following table suggests that lim ;'~13.,'J ~ 2. 
N4<0 
TABLE 4 
N T ~~; :: N~/KT m m 
~ 
~(N3y)/6N 
10 193.95 3.30 0.038 
20 438.35 2.92 0.0076 
50 1233.76 2.69 0.0052 
100 2637.53 2.43 0.0013 
200 5558.49 2.30 0.0005 
240 6729.81 2.28 
The validity of this surmise '"ill be examined further belmo~. It is 
also apparent from Figure 24 that the specific heat curves assume a 
characteristic shape. A typical experimental specific heat curve is 
shown qualitatively in Figure 25. It is based on curves for 13-brass and 
Au Cu 3 obtained by Nix aml Shockley*. 2 5 One sees that such a curve 
rises at first gradually, then more steeply to a maximum (which ideally 
is probably infinitely high, although t~is has not been proved exper-
imentally); the curve then drops off very much more shar?lY and very 
gradually tails off to an asymptotic value at infinity. It is quite 
apparent that the curves in Figure 24 approach such a shape. As the 
*The t\vO alloys to· which this curve applies exnibit typical order-
disorder phase transitions that are akin, mathematically. to the phase 
transition of a ferromagnet and hence also to those of a fluid. All 
of them, like any order-disorder transition, are amenable to analysis. 
by means of the Ising formalism. One would therefore suppose that the 





Figure 25. Typical Experimel_ltal Specific Heat Curve. 
size of the system is increased, the curves rise to higher peaks, 
then fall off more sharply and thereafter gradually approach an 
asymptotic value.* 
The grand potential of the system, q=pMKT, is IJlotted against 
density in Figure 26. The curves are in fact isotherms of pressure 
versus density, since the pressure is directly proportional to the 
grand potential \oJhen the temperature is constant. It is obvious from 
the graph that the isotherm of the larger system is to all intents 
and purposes that of a fluid undergoing a IJhase transition. Nhile 
the slope of the horizontal portion of the curve is not quite zero, it 
is very nearly so. The isotherm of a smaller system, N=20, is sho\rn 
for comparison; it shows plainly how a true phase transition is 
approached \'lith increasing size of the system. Isotherms for systems 
of intermediate size arc not shown in order not to make the graph 
confusing, Such isotherms occupy intermediate positions bet\veen the 
* The asymptotic value of 0.25 arises, of course, from the term 
~n equation (384b), with p = 1/2. 
1 
- kp 2 
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two shown. It is interesting to note that the present model leads 
to the correct isotherm for a phase transition without the necessity 
of using the Maxwell construction. 1 
Figure 27 is a plot of the compressibility versus density for 
the 240 cell system. The compressibility curve t.;:xhii.Jits anomalous 
behavior that is in consonance with the incipient phase transition 
visible in Figure 26. The computer data do not give the height of 
the maximum·nor the exact shape of the intervening curve. 
It is possible to generalize and confirm the comimter results 
by an analysis of equation (373). To do so we wish to find the 
maximum term in the series: 
QN = A~ (~)x-n(N-n)cosh[(~-2n)v] 
n=O 
N 
= AL T11 (x.v) 
n=O 
Let us designate this term by Tm; we can th~n \vrite: 
m-1 N 
QN = A Tm[l + L (Tr/Tml. + L CTn/Tml 1 
n=O n=m+l 
so that: 
q = 1 im .!. ln QN = 
N-+<» N 
v + lim ~ ln Tm + R 
N-+<» 
\..rher!J R is a remainc.lcr term: 
1 R = lim - ln (1 + L 




There are N terms in the sum appearing in ti1e argument of the 
1 I R I = lim N I ln (1 + ·JLl 
N...-
Tn ) ~~ lim .!. 1n N = 0'(0) 
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In the 1 imit N-.oo He can therefore neglect ti1c re1aaindcr tt~rm, and 
thus have thatl,2 
q - v + lim 
N-~ 
(3871>) 
It therefore suffices to find the maximun term of the series (373) in 
order to be able to determine the thermodynamic behavior of the system, 
and in particular the phase transition of interest here. \'I~ sa\lf in 
Chapter V t~at such transitions occur in the vicinity of the point 
y = exp (2v] = 1, i. c. v=O whic~1 by virtue of equations (376) and 
(377) corresponds to a density of p=l/2. Thus we can confine our 
attention to finding the maximum term of the series 
The combinatorial symbol is not very convenient to use in \·;hat follows, 
and we shall replace it by the Stirling approximation. For this to 
be valid, \ve assume that the index m \vi 11 turn out to be such that 
r.l--)<0 as N--l<O, and confirm later that this condition is met. \'!e must 
then maximize: 
Tn(x,O) • exp{N ln N - N - n ln n + n - (N-n)ln(N-n) 
+ (N-n)-n(N-n)a~) (389) 
Clearly the exponential is a maximum \'/hen the exponent is a maximum, 
so that it suffices to maximize: 
F(N, n,a.~) = N InN - N - n ln n + n - (N-n)ln(N-n) 
+ (N-n)-n(N-n)a~ 
which requires that 
af/an = 1n(N/n - 1) + (2n - N)a~ = O (390a) 
Let n/N=r,.then 
·1n(1/r'• 1) ~ (2r- 1) Na( = o (390b) 
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r == (1 + exp[-(2r-l)N3~])- 1 exp[l/2(2r-l)Ns~] = -e-xp--,-.[ 1~/'""2""7'(=2 ..,.::..._-.;;r:..;:).;;NB7]+-e-x-p-;.[--.;;-1 /+2=--=c 2"'""r---=l~).,...,N-B-~ -1 
(391) 
= 1/2 { 1+ tanh [l/2(2r-t)NBc] 
so that 
(2r-1) = tanh [ 1/2 (2r-1) NS~l (392) 
This is a transcendental equation for r. One obvious solution is 
(2r-1)=0, i.e. r.::l/2. By virtue of equation (387), all thermodynamic 
pro~)erties follow from the maximum term Tm in the li1nit N-kO. Thus 
in that limit: 
lim r = lim n/N = lim <n>/N == p (393) 
N~ N~ N~ 
Consequently, the solution (2r-1)=0 corresponds to a density p=l/2. 
This (cf. equations (376) and (377)) is the normal density corresponding 
to v=O. If the system is to have a phase transition, however, the 
density must be a multiple-valued function of the pressure and hence 
of v. If there is a phase transition, therefore, there must be other 
solutions of equation (392). Let us \vritc the equation in the form 
x = tanh(ax) (394a) 
and attempt to solve it graphically f~om the two equations 
y = X 
y = tanh(ax) (394b) 
Figure 28 is a qualitative plot of these two equations. Intercept I 1 
is the solution corresponding to p==l/2, i.e. (2p-l)=x=O. It is clear 
from the figure that there can be two other solutions corresponding 
to (2p-l)=!x 1 ,i.e. p=l/2! 1/2 x1• The graph shows these additional 
solutions can exist if and only if the curve y=tanh(ax) has a slope 





Figure 28. Graphic Solution of Equation (394b) 
require that 
y'= a sech2 (ax) 
lx=O 
= a = !_ NSc; > 1 
2 
Consequently, if !. NSt;<l there can be no phase transition, 2 . 
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(395) 
while if !. NSt;>l, there arc three values of p that correspond to 2 I 
v=O. In the latter case there is then a phase transition ,..,ith the 
isotherm having the qualitative appearance shO\m in Figure 29. It 
is apparent that tht3 critical, or Curie temperature must be defined by: 
Or: 
1 
a = - Ns t; = Nc;/2KTc = 1 
c 2 c 
NScc; = Nc;/KTc = 2 
This confirms the earlier surmise based on analysis of Figure 24 
that the sequence {NSct;} has a limit ~2. Equation (396b) shows 











Nt;/2k = oo 
p 
Consequently, a macroscopic system (system with infinite volume, 
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(396c) 
i.e. an infinite number of cells) ,.,.ould exhibit a_phase transition 
at any temperature. For finite systems, the preceding conclusions 
hold only approximately, since then Tm (cf. equation (387)) is no 
longer the only significant term; one must also consider the remainder 
term. For ~<oo the critical temperature is finite. The following 
table shows the critical temperatures determined by computer and the 
corresponding temperature from equation (396a) if that equation held 








































An analysis identical to that leading to equation (390) shows 
then that the quantity to be maximized is: 
Then 
f = N ln N - K ~ n ln n + n - (N-n)ln(N-n) + {N-n) 
- n(N-n)S' + 2nv 
af/an = ln(N/n - 1) + {2~- 1) NS' + 2v = ln {1/p - 1) 




p = 1/2 { 1+ t~nh[(p-1/2)NS' + v]} 
(p-1/2) = 1/2 tanh[(p-1/2)N8' +v] 
2x = tanh[ax + b] 






Equation (399) permits determination of p for any given value of the 
parameter v. It is apparent from an inspection of equation (399) 
that the phase transition is a degenerate one '~hen N--, for then 
p=O and p=l are the only possible solutions. The isotherms then look 
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like the one in Fi-gure 22, sinec from equation (387b) in that limit: 
q~ = pln(l-p/p) - ln(l-p) - p(l-p)NBc + 2pv = 2pv,(p=O or p~l) 
(400) 
The interaction considered in this section represents an 
interesting limiting case which lies at the other end of the spectrum 
from the nearest-neigl1bor approximation considered earlier. It can be 
thought of either as a one-dimensional system with interaction 
forces of infinitely long range, or alternatively as an N-dimensional 
syst~m in \-.rhich all cells are nearest neighbors. The analysis above shows 
that such a system is subject to a change of phase at all finite 
temperatures. The moJel, furthermore, depicts th~ transition correctly 
\vi t hout recourse to the ~,ax,,.re 11 construe t ion. 
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A:~ALYS!S OF FINITE SYSTE:·iS 
In the preceding chapter certain fluid systems were considered 
for which the partition function could be summed explicitly so that 
it \'IUS possible to investigate the thermodynamic limit, i.e. )1-)<o. 
This is not possible for an arbitrary potential. However, the 
partition function, equation (178) is •.-Jell suited to nuiilc.rical 
analysis. The present chapter .. is therefore devoted to a consideration 
a f finite systems for \>Vhich the thsrmodynamic properties uere deter-
wined by high-speed electronic computer. It should be said ~ ... t the 
outset that these results are not a~proximations; they are exact 
computations based on the complete partition function and are 
approximations only in the sense that the entire model is an approx~ 
ination to a real system. 
The computer used for this \vork \vas an IH\l 360, model 40. 
Despite the high sqeed of this hardware it proved feasible to 
analyze systems \vith less than 16 cells only. Computer time increased 
very rapidly lvith increasing system size, and became prohibitive for 
systems larger than N=lS. Despite this rather stringent limitation 
on size, fluid systems based on the present model exilibit many of the 
features of real fluids and fo~m a convenient medium for testing 
theories and determining, at least qualitatively, th~ behavior of 
classical fluids~ 
A. Formulation of the Problem for Numerical Analysis 
From equation (178) \ve have for a fluid: 
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q = pt/KT = ~ 1n QN = v + ~ 1n(2T) (401) 
\1/hcre (cf. Cfluations (4). ( 6)., (36), and (156)): 
T(v,a,:-J) = 
[N/zJ L cosh[(N-2n)v] exp{-4ne} t 11 (1- .!.. o ) 
n=O 2 n,N/2 
( 402a) 
N n n 
L' TT Tf Xcq -q ) 
qn=l r=1 s=l r s 
1 
= nf.O) ••• (402b) 
(r<s) 
to = 1 
Xs exp{8G5 } 1 VN-s/k)} = = exp{- T (Vs/k + ( 402c)" 
vs = -r;./s Y (402d) 
e 
N 1 N 
= L er = - - 8L v 
r=l 4 r=l ~ 
(402c) 
The density of the system is then given by (cf. equations (56) 
and (309)): 
p = 1/2 (aq/av) 8 = 1/2 (1 + Tv/NT) (403) 
\vhcre: 
(N/z] I (N-2n) sinh[(N-2n)v] cx?{-4ne} 
n=O 
(404) 
Usin!t equation (310) one obtains for the compressibility: 
KT = (St/2p 2 )(3p/av) 8= (Sl/4p 2)[Tvv/NT- ~ (Tv/T) 2 ] (405) 
\'lhere: 
= 
[N/2] L (N-2n) 2cosh[(N-2n)v] 
n=O 
(406) 
The internal energy density of the system is (cf. equation 
(313)): 
where 
u = -(aq/as)~ = -[(aq/av) 8 (av/as)~ + (aq/as)v] 
1 N 
= 2 pkT + P L v - Ts/NT 
r=l r . 
1 
n! 
(N/2] L cosh[(N-2n)v]exp{-4n0} 
n=O 
N 1 







(~=1 ~=1 V(qr-qs) + V(N-qr+qs)) 
(r<s) 
For the specific heat we have, using equation (324): 
Cv = -ks2 ((au 1/38)P + (iht 2/3v) 8(av/Cl8)P + (au2;as)v] 






term in (407). For the various partial derivatives required one 
finds: 
(410a) 
(au 2/av) = (TS T /!\T2) - (T 0 /NT) = (2p-1) (T 8/T - T ov/NT) (410b) B v [N/2]pV .., 
T av =(a 2T I a sav) = L (N-2n) sinh [ (N-2n) v] 
n=O 
(au2/a B) = v 
T()~ 
N 1 
• exp{-4ne}[tnL Vr+(tn) sl (1- 2 on N/ ) 




N N n n n n 
ca 2t /as2) (tn) 68 = = (1/n!) }:• }:• }: }: r }: n v ••• ql=l ctn=l r 1 =1 r 2 =1 s 1 =1 52=1 
(rl<Sl) (r2<S2) 
n n 
• 1T Tf 
r3=l s 3 =1 
(r3<s3) 





(2p-l)N[Tv(a /as)P + T 6] = Tvv(av/as)P +Tva 
so that: 
= (Tva - (2p-l) NT 6 ) 
(2p-l) NTv - Tvv 
= 
(Tva -(2p-l) NT 6 
(2P-1) 2 N2T - 'Tvv 
(410f) 
) ( 410g) 
Combining these results, the specific heat of the system is found to 
be: 
+ kS2 [(T~g) -(2p-l)NT 6] 2/[NT(2p-l) 2 N2T- T )] 'V'V (409b) 
l'le wish next to find an exprcssi~:m for the pair correlation 
function that is amenable to numerical analysis. For this purpose 
we define an average correlation parameter as follO\'ls: 







a . > 
r+1 
(411) 
We observe that Si=l if all cells in the system separated by i cell 
parameters are either occupied or eJllpty. There is then -perfect 
correlation between th~se cells. If now one of the cells is occupied 
while the other is empty for every pair of such cells, then Si=-1. 
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This corresponds to n_ erfect anticorrelat1"on. F1"n~11v 1"f •m .. . , ~, ..onP, 
all such cell pairs as many are correlated as are anticorrclaten, then 
Si=O, so that this value of the coefficient corresponds to lack of 
any correlation (for a density of p=l/2). 
In order to find the relationship between the pair correlation 
parameters and the usual pair correlation functions it is necessary 
to express the probability that two cells separated by i cell 
parm'leters are occupied in terms of these coefficients. The a. priori 
probability that a given cell is occupied (or empty) is, of course, 
the same as the a priori probability that a given cell h;we its 
occupation index equal to t:l. Call this probability \\'(ci). If 
there arc <n> particles in the system, the probability that a particle 
. 
15 in a given cell is 
W(ai) = <n>/N = p (412) 
The joint probability that cell i and j be occupied is: 
W(ai,aj) = \1/(ai/aj)\\'(aj) = pl\'(ai/aj) (413a) 
where W(ai/cj) is the conditional probability that cell j have 
occupation index a~, given that cell i has occupation index ai• Let 





From equation (413b) we read that the probability of cell j havin~ 
the same occupation index as cell i is p(l + Cij). Now, the 
probability of cell j having the same occupation index as cell i 
and the probability of its having the opposite occupation index are 
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mutually exclusive events. Hence the latter probability is 




1 J = (probability that cells i and j have the same occupation index)(+l)+(probability that cells 
i and j have opposite occupation indices)(-!) 
= p(l+C .. ) + (-1)[(1-p)-pC .. ] lJ . 1J 
= 2p(l + c .. )-1 lJ 
1 + cij = (l/2p) (1 + <oi<r;>) 
Consequently, using equations (413c) and @14), we find that 
W(cr.,o.) = p2 (1 +C .. ) = p/2 (1 +<a.~~>) 
1 J 1J 1. J• 
Fror.t t~hich one concludes, using equation (411) that: 
N N 





It is readily verified that this relation ~ives the correct limitinp 
values for Si commented on above: if there is no correlation, then 
Si = (2p-l) 
= 0 (p=l/2) 
(416b) 
If the correlation is perfect, then W(or,or+i)=p, so that for perfect 
correlation: 
s1 = +1 (416c) 
Finally, if there is perfect anticorrelation, then W(or,or+i)=O, 
so that 
(416d) 
The usual pair correlation function (cf. Hill, ref.·3, 
equations (29.20)) is defined in terms of the present model as: 
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W(a.,a.) = W(a.)W(cr.)cr 2la a ) = p2cC2)(a.,a.) 
1 J 1 J i' j 1 J (417) 
Combining eouations (416a) and (417) \\~e have that: 
N N 
si = 1/N < L crrar+i > = 2p/N ~ cCz)(ar,ar+i)-1 
r=l r=l 
(418) 
In terms of the Kirk\\'ood correlation functions, which are more 
COJ1<monly used in connection with fluids, we have the following relat-
. h. 3 J.ons 1p: 
(419) 
If one adopts the point of view generally taken in dealing with fluids, 
that the correlation functions can depend only on the separation of 
the two cells and not on the location of these cells, i.e. that all 
cells in a fluid are equivalent, then each term in the sum (419) 
\.Yi 11 yield the same 
N 





We can therefore l..rri te: 
= <a a .> o o+l 
= (2p/(1- V~)J g(z) (Xi) - 1 
(420) 
\vhere Xi =(it),· R. being the cell parameter. Here g(x) is the usual 
radial distribution function. As a convenient check that this is the 
correct relation, we observe that: 
N N. N 




= (2pN/N-l) r = (2p-l)N i=l 
where equation (29.31) in Hill3 and equation (49) above were used. 
1\'e may also observe that Si =a, \"/here a is the short-range order 
parameter defined previously by equation (314). 
' ~ . . 
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llavinv, now established the connection between the Si's and the 
corrclat ion functions as usually defined, 1ve shall refer to the former 
simply as "correlation functions" from no1-1 on. 
The correlation functions can be computed from the partition 
function (cf. ef1uations (35) and (37)) as follows: 
N 
•exp{v I or } (422) 
r=l 
TI1e factor 2 comes from the fact that ei=0N ·*· Therefore: 
-1 
(423a) 
= {l/2N)(a/ae 1)[1n(cxp{N0}T)] 
CN being defined by equation (37) and T by (402a). Thus one 
finds that 
(423b) 
'"here: (N/2] I cosh[(N-2n)v]cxp{-4ne}[(tn)e. - 8ntn1 
n=l 1 
1 ( 423c) 
• (1 
- - .S N/2) 2 n, 
N N N N 
(tn)ei = (at /ae.) = 8 I' . . . I, I I ca/ae.)Ceq -q) n 1 ql=l Q =1 r=l s=l 1 r s 
·n (r<s) 
(423d) 
The relationship can readily be checked in some limiting cases. 
Thus for e1=•• i.e. Vt+-•, Tn+O for nFO (cf. the discussion in 
1 It is assumed for simplicity that N is odd. 
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Chapter V, Section A), so that T 0 .=a/a8 . [cosh(Nv)] =0. Consequently, 1 1 . v 
Si=l in this case, so that there is perfect correlation. 
The infinitely 
strong attractive potential has effectively caused the two
 cells to 
merge into one. Some ca~e is necessary in establishing the value of 
S0 • Observing that V0=~, i.e. e0=-~, one would expect that two cells 
connected by such a potential become separate and disjoint entities 
with perfect anticorrelation between them, i.e. S\=-1. Th
is conclusion 
beinr, independent of the index i holds for S0 as '"ell. Th
is is another 
facet of the exclusion principle that has been built into 
the model. 
This same conclusion can be reached by observing that tn i
s not a 
function of e0 in vie\i of the primed summation. Hence Ctn) e =0 so 0 
that 
(N/2] 
T8 = -s 0 L 
n=l 
1 
n cosh((N-2n)v] exp{-40}tn (1- 2 6n,N/ 2) 
In the limit as e0~-=, the dominant term in the sum is n=N/2 so 
that (Te /2NT)=-2, which then also leads to S0 =-1. 
0 
The various thermodynamic functions of systems with up to 
15 
cells were computed by means of the program at Appendix V
III. The 
results are presehted and analyzed in the next section. 
B. Presentation and Analysis of Computer Data for Finite 
Systems 
1. One-Dimensional Systems 
Specific heat curves for systems ranging in size from tl>JO 
to fourteen cells were .computed for various interaction po
tentials 
from the program at Appendix VIII. Figure 30 shO\.,rs the re
sulting 
curves for an interaction potential having a depth parame
ter 1,;=64 k 
and a range parameter y:::6 (cf. equation (402d)). Not all curves 
_j 
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are shown in order not tb make the p,raph confusinp.. The specific 
heat curves exhibit a clear maximum which becomes steeper with increas-
ing system size and moves toward lower temperatures. The follo,o~ing 
table sumnarizcs this information: 
TABLE 6 
N Tc r;JKTc 
--(ok) 
2 26.68 2.395 
4 20.90 3.060 
6 17.99 3.560 
9 15.64 4.090 
10 15.14 4.220 
11 14.74 4.340 
12 14.33 4.440 
13 14.08 4.550 
14 13.76 4.650 
It is apparent from the graph and the table that the maxima 
approach a 1 iMi t. The sequence of maxima seems to he a noni12 creasin~ 
one, bounded of course from below. llo\vcver, the 1 imi ted number of 
systems on '"hich data could be calculated does not allow determination 
of this limit with any degree of certainty. If one attempts to 
expand t;;/l<Tc in inverse pm·1ers of N thus: 
t;;/KTc = a + b/N + c/N2 (424a) 
and fits t1te parameters a, b, and c to the above data, one finds that: 
t/KTc ~ 6.43 - 31.16/N + 87.36/N2 (424b) 
218 
The following table gives a comparison of the values obtained 





True F.qu. (146) 
14 4.65 4.65 
13 .4 .55 4.55 
12 4.44 4.44 
11 4.34 4.32 
10 4.22 4.18 
9 4.09 4.04 
6 3.56 3.66 
4 3.06 4.10 • 
2 2.39 12.69 
It is seen that the fit is excellent for systems of six or more 
cells, but is not reliable for very small systems. If equation (424) 
\'lerc to remain approximately correct for large systems, one l'>'ould 
conclude that: 
Or: 
lim ~/KTc ~ 6.43 
N..-




where tl1e Neon or Helium-like potential with t=64k, (y=6) was used on 
which fig. 30 is rosed. \\1tile the temperature is of about the right 
order of magnitude, one cannot be sure, of course, that equation (416) 
will continue to hold for large systems. One can also not say with 
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any certainty whether the system will undergo a phase transition in 
the thermodynamic limit (N~..,). Althour.h the specific heat curve 
maxima become . higher and steeper with increasing system size, it is 
not clear \vhcther the specific heat curve ldll actually have a 
singularity in the limit N-+co. The analysis in Chapter VII, 
where the corresponding system was discussed in the limit y-+0, 
snr.~ests that this will be the case. 
Figure 31 affords a comparison between the specific heat curve 
of the same system, N~l2, for different interaction potentials. It 
will be observed that the maximum of the curve corresponding to the 
deeper potential will occur at a higher temperature and is some\.;hat 
broader than that of the curve corresponding to the lower potential. 
The curves are in excellent agreement\vith equat'ion (424), inasmuch 
as the extremum of the curve corresponding to y=l28k occurs a~ very 
nearly tlvice the temperature of the maximum of the r;/k=64 curve. 
In view of the broadness of the maxima, this result is certainly well 
within the accuracy of the data. 
Specific heat curves for various range parameters and depths 
for a system of ten cells are compare~ in Fi~ure 32. Figure 32A 
displays curves for a Neon-like interparticle potential, y=64k; 
while in Figure 328 similar curves are plotted for an Ar~on-like 
potential of y=S12k. One again observes that a deeper potential 
well shifts the maxima of the specific heat curves to higher 
temperatures. The graphs also show once more that equation (424) 
is obeyed within ~he range of accuracy of the data. The effect 
of increasing the effective range of the interaction, i.e. of decreasing 
the parameter y, is apparently similar to that of increasing the depth 
-: ' ~· 
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of the potential well in that the maxima of the specific heat curves 
are shifted to hl.f!her te111peratures. In addition, the height of the 
maxima increases pradually with increasing range of the potential. 
The followinR table swnmarizes the relationship bet\'t'een temperature 














One can incorporate they and 1.; dependence into equation (424) 
by a slight modification: 
(r;/KTc) = ay exp{(m-1)/ 100} (1.53- 7~42 + 20~~0 ) 
''"here m is p.iven by: 
and 
ay = y- (y-l)(y-2)(y-3)/(18 + 2y) 
This equation fits the computed data with quite ROOd accuracy. 
(424c) 
The compressibility of systems of various sizes is plotted versus 
temperature in Figure 33. The behavior exhibited in these _plots accords 
1dth what one would expect on physical grounds: high compressibility 
at low.temp~ratures when thermal activity is small, and decrcasin~ 
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compressibility with increasing temperature because of the increased 
thermal activity of the particles which make reduct1"ons 1"n 1 vo ume mo~e 
costly ener~etically. The increase in compressibility with incrcasinR 
size of the system also is in keeping with physical intuition; i.e. 
the attractive interaction becomes more effective '~ith increasing 
system size. For a given density and temperature, this results in a 
reduction of the pressure as the size of the system is increased 
(see below), and this in turn makes it less costly energetic~lly to 
reduce the volume of the system. 
In Figure 34 the compressibility versus temperature curves for 
interactions of varying ranges are compared. All curves are for a 
system of ten cells. It is seen that compressibility increases with 
range, as one would expect. The interaction becomes more effective 
as the ran~c is increased, thus reducing the pressure; this makes it 
easier, energetically, to reduce the volt~e of the system. Hence 
compressibility l.s increased. No anomalous behavior is evident in 
the compressibility curves, nor would one expect to find any such 
behavior in a plot of compressibility versus temperature. 
Pressure-temperature data are graphed in Figure 35 and 36. 
Figure 35 compares systems of varying size, while Figure 36 shows the 
effect on pressure of changing the range of the potential. It is seen 
that the pressure decreases as the size of the system increases or as 
the potential range is increased. 
Pressure-density curves for systems of various sizes are shO\oJn in 
Figure 37. One observes that the curves exhibit the behavior expected 
of a fluid, but sho\4 no evidence of any phase transition. As the 
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isotherm flattens out. The pressure-density isotherms for a system 
of 12 cells in Figure 38 also exhibit normal fluid behavior, hut 
no evidence of any phase transition below the "critical" temperature 
of 14.33°k. There is, however, a noticeable flattening of the 
pressure-density curve below that temperature that is somewhat 
reminiscent of the behavior'in Figure 26 of the N=20 subcritical 
system. This characteristic behavior is brought out more clearly by 
Figure 39, which shows the "critical" isotherms for a system of ten 
cells ,.,i th various interaction potentials. Tt.,.o potential well depths, 
64k and 512k, are considered with range parameters from zero to six. 
These are the same potentials and ranges for 111hich the specific heat 
curves are shown in Figure 32. The plot shows once more the marked 
flattening of the pressure-density curve and the characteristic 
inflection 111hich could presage a phase transition as the 
size of the system is increased. It is found interestingly enough 
that all critical isotherms fall inside the narr0\11 band bordered by 
the t,.,ro curves marked A and B in Figure 39.. In fact, most of the 
isotherms coincide with the upper curve to a very good approximation. 
As the size of the system increases it appears likely that all of the 
curves will actually merge into a single one. This behavior suggests 
that t11e law of corresponding states applies approximately to the 
system under consideration. One surmises that it 1o~ill probably hold 
d • 1" . 2,3 exactly in the thermo ynam1c _1m1t. At the critical density, 
p =1/2, Ne find from the upper curve, 1o1hich coincides with all but two 
c 
of the isotherms, that pt/KTc=Scp~1=0.135. Consequently: 
(426) 
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Hill sho\"S in Table II, p. 232, that the mean value of tl.is parameter 
for Ne, N2 , A, and CH4 is 0.292. The potentials giving rise to the 
isotherms in Figure 39 arc approximately those for Neon (r;==64k) and 
Argon (~~S12k). The value of this parameter determined for a finite 
system of rather modest dimensions ft·om the partition function, 
equation (178), thus lies within 7.5% of the average experimentally 
observed value for three-dimensional systems \dth similar inter-
action potentials. 
Figure 40 shO\'>'S compressibility versus density curves for 
systems of various sizes, all at the subcritical temperature of 
10°k. The behavior exhibited is typical for fluids not undergoing 
a phase transition. No anomalies arc observed. As previously noted, 
the increased effectiveness of the interaction potential in larger 
systems causes the compressibility to increase as the size of the 
s,•stern ·is increased. The compressihi 1 i ty-versus-densi ty curves of 
a ten-cell system at the critical temperatures are plotted to a much 
larger scale in Figure 41. The curves correspond to various ranges 
of the interaction potential, all for a Neon-1 ike well depth (~=64k). 
They arc the counterpart of the p-p curves in Figure 39. Two of the 
curves corresponding to very lonr,-range potentials are beginninp, to 
sh.0\·1 anomalies that quite possibly presage a local maximum in the 
compressibility curve indicative of a phase transition. The 
correspondinp,, more fully developed behavior of a much larger system 
was portrayed in Figure 27. Examining Figure 39 once more it is 
apparent that this part of the compressibility curve corresponds to 
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One expects that these anonalies will become increasin~ly ~ore 
pronounced in systcJlls of 1 arrr.er size. Since i_ ne1 ease in system size 
and extension of the potential r:1nge are someh'h<'lt cquiva 1 ent \-:ays 
of increasing the effectiveness of nn interaction potclltial, it is 
likely that such anoma'lies "'ill also her,in to appear in lan~cr systcr1s 
for potentials of shorter range. Indeed, Figures 43C and 0 are 
computer plots of the pressure and conprcssihility curves of a system 
of 12 cells with a ~con-like interaction potential. One sees in 
Fi~~ure 430 the herrinning of just such <In an01~aly in the cor1prcssibility 
n;-;:··ve at the critical tempeTature for a shorter ran~~e potcntinl (y=6). 
Figure 42.shows the variation of the heat capacity at cnnstant 
volu:'lc 11ith density. Since the curves reflect the ch;::n~~c of the 
hc'3t cape1city p·~r cell, i.e. of the specific heat, with chanr.cs in 
density lt is clear that the heat capacity should increase <is the 
c1cnsity increases. In or<1cr to verify the hcl1::tvio1· at hi~~h densities, 
one has from therno(lynamics that: 1 
~~o that 
And since: 
au = (8u/3T)v clT + (du/av);r dv = Cv dT + (T (3p/aT)v - p] cf. v 
one fir.ds (si;-Jcc c1u is a perfect differential) that: 
Or 
cacv/ap)T =-(tT/p 2)(a 2p/aT2 )P 
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hence lim (3C . ..,/ap) =0. Thjc: b h · · 1 1 p+l T · - e av1or lS c ear y reflected in the graph. 
To complete the discussion of one-dimensional systems, the specific 
heat versus temperature curve and p-p curve for the larp,est system 
nnalyzcd, N::14, are shO\vn in Figures 43A and B. The specific heat 
curve shows the very pronounced maximum discussed previously, \·lhile 
the p-p curve exhibits the characteristic inflection at low densities 
that '"as observed and discussed in f-igures 39 and 43C. 
The pair correlation functions of one-dimensional systems are 
examined in Figures 44 ~hrough 48. Typical pair correlation functions 
for a given temperature and potential are plotted in Figure 44 for 
typical systems ranging in size from 5 to 15 cells. These are seen 
to agree quite well qualitatively with experimental curves and curves 
for radial distribution functions computed theoretically by other 
mcthods.3•8•9 Thus, in the hard-core repulsive region perfect 
anticorrelation prevails. Just outside the hard-core region, the 
correlation curves rise to a peak, which in the larger systems is 
quite pronounced and steep, indicating that a high degree of correlation 
prevails there. The curves then tail off and approach zero asympto-
tically, indicating no correlation at larger distances for p=l/2. 
There is one difference, however, in these curves and those obtained 
hy other methods. There is a complete absence of any of the local 
maxima and minima that are usually so characteristic of these curves 
and which arc normally considered as remnants in the liquid state of 
the first neighbor, second neighbor, etc. shells surroundin·g a given 
particle at an equilibrium lattice position. 3 The curves obtained 
from the present model are seen to be non-increasing discrete functions. 
i 
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This difference in behavior appears to be due to.the discrete cellular 
space grid which is such an essential part of the present model. 
De Boer has shown that the undulating behavior is due to contributions 
to the potential of average force from the screening effect of particles 
surrounding: the particle of interest.26 This is the same effect which 
in the hard sphere Jnodel results in a pseudo-attr<1Ctive force. The 
effect, according to de Boer, is to superpose an extra repulsive 
·force at distances smaller than 1.5~ and an extra attractive force 
betHeen 1.5~ and 2.2~, and a small repulsive force for larger distances. 
In the present model, all potentials are averaged over the \•!hole 
cell. Thus, the·variations discussed by de Boer are smeared out 
over the entire cell and are more than compensated for by the attractive 
true Lennard-Jones potential. 
Before leaving Figure 44, it is worthwhile noticing that even 
at great distances, relatively speaking, the correlation is nonzero. 
This is, of course, due to the Lennard-Jones potential used here 
tt~hich, even for y=6, has an .infinite ranr,e. This tt~ill clearly still 
hold true in systems of very large size, the correlation going to 
zero only as the separation distance ~ecomes infinite. 
In Figure 45 we see the effect of temperature on the correlation 
functions of a system of 13 cells. At temperatures tvell bel0\'1 the 
critical point one sees that correlation is perfect, or very nearly so, 
throughout the entire system. All cells are nearest neighbors, as it 
were. If one cell is occupied there is thus a very high probability 
that ail cells are occupied. That is to say, long-range order exists. 
As the temperature increases, correlation is reduced somewhat in 
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quite high throughout the system. As the critical point is passed. 
correlation drops markedly in cells more than two or three cell 
parameturs removed from the one of interest. At temperatures substant-
ially above the critical temperature, correlation is practically 
non-existent except in neighboring cells or cells that are next-
nearest neighbors. That is to say, short-range order has replaced 
lon~-range order in the system. There is, then, a very noticeable 
change in correlation and hence in order as the critical temperature 
is passed. 
This feature is more apparent in Figure 46, which plots the 
various correlation functions for this same system versus temperature. 
l~ile s1, the nearest-neighbor correlation or short-range order 
parameter, decreases only gradually after the critical temperature 
is passed, the longer range correlations beginto drop off a little 
before the critical temperature is reached, and then decrease very 
rapidly and approach zero after that temperature has been passed. 
The graph shot.;s quite clearly how long-range order changes to 
short-range order above the critical temperature. This behavior is 
completely analogous to that found by Kaufman and Onsager in their 
analysis of the t\.;o-dimensional Ising ferromagnet. 3 0 The point of 
interest here is that in the ferromar,net this behavior is associated 
with a chan~e of phase. It is very suggestive that this is happening 
in the present system also. As ,.,.e pass from a temperature above Tc 
throu~h the critical temperature. correlation throughout the system 
,, 
increases markedly. By virtue of this correlation, the tendency is 
to change the density of the system. To see this, consider a system 
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temporary fluctuation increases the density of the ·phase under 
consideration to p=l/2+£ at a temperature T<Tc• The density of the 
other phase in equilibrium with the one of interest is then 
l-p=l/2-£=p'. By virtue of the strong correlation that exists 
throughout the system, there is no\..r a tendency for ·all cells in 
phase I to become occupied, since l/2+t cells already are, while in 
phase II the majority of cells, i.e. 1/2+£., are unoccupied. The 
tendency is· therefore for all cells to be vacated in that phase. If, 
the system is large enough for this tendency to become an avalanche 
effect, a phase change will in fact occur. This is not the case 
in the relatively small systems under study here, as Nas seen in 
the analysis of the p-p and compressibility curves. However, the 
correlation functions in Figure 46 make it seem very likely that 
such a transition \-V"ill occur in larr.;er systems, particularly \..rhp.n 
this correlation function behavior is viewed in the 1:tght of the 
other evidence for such a transition in the present system: the 
anomalies in the compressibility curves, the slight though . 
characteristic inflection of the isotherms below Tc, the evidence 
of the specific heat curves, and the proved existence of a transition 
in systems \'lith very long-range interactions (Chapter VII, D). 
Figure 47 also is a plot of correlation functions versus 
temperature, shm..ring the effect on correlation of changing the potential 
depth and range. As regards the former, one sees that the effect of 
changing the depth of the attractive potential is merely to change 
the critical temperature. The configuration of the correlation curves 
about t11e critical temperature remains qualitatively the same. 
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shifted, but the configuration of the corrcl<>tion curves ahout T 
c 
is not J'later:ially affected. Tl1e graphs in the figure are for the 
same system as the one discussed in connection with Figures 32 and 39. 
The variation of correlation with density is graphed :in Figure 48. 
One finds that at p:.:O ;md p-=1, correlation is per-fect. Thjs is 
ohv icnxsl y so, since for these t\-:o st<1tcs all occupation ind j ces are 
the snme. The correlation curves arc syr0.mctric ahout p=l/2, varying 
inversely with the density, i.e. inversely with t:he m~mbcr of' 
microstGtcs available for the given J'1acr0stat~. Sine•! this tlcren0r:1cy 
is synmctric about p=l/2, one ..,:ould expect the curves to cxh:ihi t the 
same ~;y1nmetry. The behavior described ahovc is completely in l~ccping 
with CC1U8.tion (416) developed above. 
It is possible to use the pro~rarn at Appendix VIII to 
conpute the therr.KH1yn~nic properties of t\vo-dinlension~l finite 
systems by defining the potential as in cqtwtion (60) above, i.e. 
by letting 
v = r 
(r:l ,m) (mod. N) 
(r;fl,m) (mod. N) 
Clearly, any system with a total ntll'll1er of cells, N, such that 
N is the product of two prime factors lends itself to conversion 
to a two-dimensional array. The specific heat curves of typic:-tl 
systems h'i th 1 ess than 15 cells total arc shoh'n in Figure 49. As in 
the one-dimensional case, the specific heat curves exhihit a 
1 t · t" peak wh 1"ch in the two-dimensional case. is shifted to c arac er1s 1c , 
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information available from computer 1 · ana ys1s concerning the critical 
temperatures of these systems: 
TABLE 9 
N Tc. ~/KTc 
6 36.76 1. 74 
8 39.62 1.61 
9 40.10 1.59 
12 39.34 1.62 
14 35.65 1.79 
The exact ratio (~/kTc) from Onsager's solution or from 
S)~metry arguments is:ll,l6,17 
~/kTc = 1. 76 
\'>'here the correspondence relations, Table 1, bet\\'een fluid and 
magnetic systems were used. It will be seen that the values 
obtained by numerical methods for small systems fluctuate about 
the exact ratio, but do not deviate from it by more than about 10%. 
These fluctuations are attributable to the small size of the systems 
analyzed and the consequent strong influence of boundary effects. 
For example, the N=14 system consists of seven rows of two particles 
each (or two rows of seven particles), while the N=12 lattice is a 
relatively S)"'l'.metric system consisting of three ro\oJS of four particles 
each. The "surface area" for the latter system is therefore substan-
tially less than that of the former. In fact, in the N=l4 system 
every particle lies on the boundary, while this is not true of the 
N=l2 system. 
·The compressibility versus temperature and pressure versus 
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tern;:>crnture graphs of typical systems are plotted in Figures 50A 
and B and SlA and B respectively. These curves follo\~ the p.encral 
pattern of the corresponding one-dimensional ones and no unusual 
behavior is observed or expected. 
Pressure versus density graphs of typical t\\'O-dimensional 
systems a:re shown in Figure 52. Like the graphs of one-dimensional 
systems of corresponding size, they exhibit no tendency toward a 
phase transition other than a slight inflection at low densities and 
a noticeable decrease in slope around p=l/2 in the case of the 
lar~er systems. 
P-p curves for various temperatures near 'fc arc plotted for a 
system of nine cells in Figure 53 in order to brin~ out the change 
in such isotherms \vith temperature. They sh0\11 once more the 
characteristic inflection at low density. 
The compressibility versus density curves for the same system 
are graphed in Figure 54. Like their one-dimensional counterparts 
(cf. Fig. 41 and 43) they display rather characteristic anomalous 
behavior at low densities, \4hich coincides with the occurrence of 
inflections in the p-p curves. Since we know from the exact 
solution of the two-dimensional Ising ferromagnet that that system 
undergoes a phase transition at temperatures below the critical one. 
it is apparent that this behavior i~ the small systems analyzed by 
computer presages a change of phase in larger assemblies. It would 
conseauently be of considerable interest if computer techniques 
could be developed for coping \vith substantially larger systems. 
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3. Three-Dimensional Systems 
Just as in the two-dimensional case, it is possible to 
analyze three-dimensional systems with nearest-neighbor interactions 
numerically, using the program at Appendix VIII. Only a suitable 
change in the potential need be made for this purpose. For the 
analysis that follows the potential of equation (62) was used, 
\vith 1';=64k, 
Because of the restriction to systems with less than 16 cells, 
only tt-.ro three-dimensional arrays are accessible for analysis, i.-e. 
N=B, and ~=12. In the former case, the system is a two-cell cube 
(2x2x2), while the N=l2 system has a (2x2x.3) configuration. Their 
structure is quite similar, and one tvould not expect these two 
systems to differ very much. This is found to be the case. 
Figure 55 gives the specific heat versus temperature curves 










No exact solution for the three-dimensional model exists, of course. 
Generallv h'akefield's value for the ratio z.;:/kTc is considered the 
• 
most accurate.3'8 He obtained 
exp {-2J I kf c} = 0 • 641 
which, then, gives: 
2J/kTc = 0,526 
But t=4J (cf. Table 1). Hence, 
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Other estimates for this ratio range from 0.607, t.;hich corresponds 
to l;;/kTc=l.09, to 0.717, \vhich corrcsr-onds to t:;(i.1"c=0.98.e 
The value obtained from these two models falls well within that 
range and differs by only 1-2% from the best estimate available today. 
~his is rather remarkable accuracy considering the srnall size of the 
systeP'Is analyzed. It is no doubt due to the 11erfect and almost 
perfect cubic symmetry of these two arrays, so that boundary effects 
are kept to· a minimum. The agreenent serves as a further indication 
of the validity of the rnodel and of the computer analysis. At the 
same time it confirms other estimates of the critical point. 
Compressibility versus temperature and pressure versus temperature 
graphs for these systems indicate essentially the same behavior as 
in tl1e one- and two-dimensional case, and are consequently omitted. 
P-p isotherms for the N=8 system are plotted in Figure 56. 
They exhibit the characteristic shape hut give no indication of any 
phase chanr.e, except for the low-density inflection at sufficiently 
low temperatures. 
Figure 57 is a graph of the critical isothern for the N=l2 
system. There is a quite noticeable low-density inflection point 
\-.rhich kevs in with a corresponding local maximum on the compressibility 
curve shown in Figure 58. The anomalous behavior of the compressibility 
curve at low densities and sufficiently low temperature is hrou~ht 
out even more clearly by Firure 59. The figure is a low-density plot 
of compressibility and of the corresponding pressure for the same 
system, but at 10\ver temperature, 32°k. This behavior, as noted 
previously in connection lvith Figure 26 and the one- and two-dimensional 
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etctual transit ion is apparent in the tv•o small systems :tna 1 yzed. 
C. Summary 
111e analysis in this chapter demonstrates that the series 
formulation of the partition function, equation (178), is a versatile 
tool for determining the thermodynamic properties of fluids and 
is well suited to evaluation by high-speed electronic computers. 
Time limitations restricted the analysis to systems of less than 16 
cells, hO\-Jever. 
h-11ile there are a number of indications of incipient phase 
transitions, no true transition is observed. This is as one would 
expect; the discussion in Chapter V makes it clear that a true 
transition can occur only in the thermodyna111ic •limit. This same 
conclusion emerges also from other arr.uments based on a. theorem of 
Froebinius dealing \vith the degeneracy of the maximum eigenvalue of· a 
matrix with all positive coefficicnts.B,ll,l 2 ,l3,16,17,19 The 
investigation in the previous chapter of a fluid with interactions 
of infinite range (y=O) also shows that a phase transition is 
approached only gradually with increasing system size. 
Among the indications of an incipient phase transition are 
the following: 
The specific heat versus temperature plots of all systems analyzed 
exhibit a well-defined maximum. In the one-dimensional case the 
maxima appear to approach a limiting critical teMperature Tc = t/6.43k. 
For two-dimensional fluids the critical temperature fluctuates about 
the known exact value ofT =t/1.76k, deviations being within limits c 
of approximately tlO%. The fluctuations have their origin in the 
marked effect of boundary conditions on very small systems, the 
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boundar)' conditions in turn being very dependent on the syr.unetry 
and size of the system under investigation. Three-dimensional arrays 
analyzed are quite symmetric. Hence these fluctuations due to 
boundary effects are not observed and the critical temperature, 
Tc ~z;;/l.OSk, derived from specific heat data lies \•lithin about l% 
of the best estimates for three-dimensional Ising systems available 
today. 
Fluids· of all dimensions exhibit a small but rather characteristic 
inflection of the isotherm in a p-p diagram for temperatures below 
the critical one. 
The compressibility versus density plots for these systems shO\~ 
the beginning of anomalous behavior, i.e. the appearance of a small 
m~ximum, for temperatures below the critical one and at densities 
corresponding to those where the inflections remarked on above appear. 
Pair correlation functions provide additional evidence suggesting 
that one-dimensional systems of the type considered here (i.e. 
systems in '~hich every particle interacts :>'~ith every other one) are 
subject to phase transitions. The functions show very clearly that 
long-range order is present below the critical temperature. But as 
the temperature is raised above the critical one correlation decreases 
very rapidly except in neighboring cells so that above the critical 
temperature only short-range order prevails. 
Nunerical analysis of finite systems thus demonstrates once 
more the validity of the model and the versatility of the partition 
function in the form of equation (178). The analysis also confirms 
the validity of computing the properties of two and three dimensional 
systems l'lith a limited number of bonds per particle from a more 
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general one-diMensional model, as discussed r.1ore_fully in Chapters II 
and VI. Fin<llly, the analysis shows that the fluid model adopted 
j n this study leads to realistic therMod)'narnic behavior which 
in general agrees at least qualitatively with the known behavior 
of real fluids. 
Chapter IX 
CO~CLUSIONS 
The following conclusions emerge from this study: 
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The cellular model that underlies the present investigation is 
Ca)X1ble of giving a realistic, consistent, and versatile account of 
the thermodynamic behavior of fluids. It is an essential feature of 
the model, differentiating it from others of its type, that the cells 
serve merely as a space erid to fix the instantaneous position of the 
particles. The Model is therefore not a lattice gas ~nd incorporates 
no spurious symmetries that are alien to fluids. 
The range of validity of the model extends from very dense 1 icwids 
through the 1 iquid -vapor transit ion region to very d i 1 utc gases. In 
the transition region the model gives a valid representation of 
systems undergoing a change of phase Nithont recourse 
to the ~laxHell construction. This feature is contingent on the fact 
that not all cells need be occupied, so that the model can portray 
systems with variable densities. 
The Ising formalism provides a mathematical frame,.,.ork that is 
ideally suited to an investigation of this model. By virtue of the 
hard-core repulsive potential that has been assumed an exclusion 
principle is introduced into the system (no more than one particle 
per cell) \4hich results in ferMion-like behavior and establishes an 
isomorphism between Ising spin states and cell occupancy indices. 
This behavior manifests itself on various occasions throughout the study. 
The assumptions inherent in the model do not materially detract 
from its usefulness and validity. The most artificial of these, 
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c. g. the j)Criodic hound a ry condi t io'1s ",.J'<l' t1 .. ,... · . • ._ unccrt~unty inpt~scd 
hy the cell structure in knoloJing a r··rtl··~le's , . ..... ~ exact ... oc~t1on, hccome 
negligible in the then10dynan1·c 11· ·t . m1 • 
~ful tiple cell occup3ncy :is not of interest in connection \~ith 
the simiJle fluids to which this stuclv is devoted and '''ouJd rcdnc
e 
the fineness of the space grid, thereby ir.-1pairin)! the valillity of 
the model. 
Hhile the natrix fornulation of the prohlem c<1n he accom~1lished 
in a straigl1t-fon.rard \vay, the spitwr or al_pehraic technique of 
solution that proved so successful in the H:o-dir1cnsional cC\se 
does not lead to a solution of the present nroblcm. The difficu
lty 
lies in the large number of bonds that connect the particles of 
the 
system \d th one another, the nunbcr approachin,g' infinity in the 
thermodynamic limit. It is not possible because of this to "'rit
e 
the operators representing these bonds as the spin representativ
es 
of commuting plane rotations, as one can do in the Onsar.er-Kaufm
:m 
soltttion. The appropriate operator in the present instance is 
found to he part of the spin representative of a tensor transfon
1ation. 
t\o sirtple relationship exists between the eir:envalucs of this 
transform~tion and those of the operator appropriate to the present 
model. However, by virtue of the cyclic nature which the periodic 
boundary conditions i~part to the operator it is possible to Jiagon-
alizc it by a Fourier-type transformation subject to meeting certain 
cons is tcncy conditions. In this way the partition function can
 be 
recast in the form of a very versatile C\nd useful series expres
sed 
in terms of successive deviations from a perfectly ordered state
. 
The series solution of the partition function developed in this 
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study 1. s \ 1 ... 1 J · 
-
ar;so llLC Y 0n Uiufor!'"'1y conveq~ent for :1ll v~·.lucs of the 
Cibbs ['Otential providinf! tht~ interaction is Dn <1ttr<1ctive nne h'ith 
a haru-srJhere rcJVIlsive core. This conclus
ion lla:·' well ho]d for 
other potentials, but this ,,·as not investiP
atcd since the one :1bove 
is o-r nril7!ar;r interest in the case of simnl
e fluids. 
The seric::; solution offers a convenient net
hod 1or :investi.!J.<ltinr: 
the ;-!nalyticity of the p:1.rtition function. 
The :investi.Pation confirms 
tl:e cone Ius ions of Yang and Lee: The part i
t io:1-func t ion can have 
no zeros on tJ1c real axis in the cormlex ;-'
-plane* cxcent in the 
t:hen>od:vnamic limit. For the potential con
sidered, the zeros Ue 
all on the unit circle and occur in complex
-conjut:ate pairs. Zeros 
of the partition function on the real pos
itive nxis in the conplex 
y-plane r1ay be thou~'ht of as particle sinks at Hhich parti
cles of 
tl1c system change from one phase to the oth
er. The conccnt can be 
extended to zeros lying off the real axis b
y considering tl1ese as 
virtu~l sinks ,.,•hich assurw physical rc:1lity only as the r
1robahility 
~ssoci8.tcd with these points becomes real. 
The onc-dimensiona 1 model in "'hich every pa
rticle interacts with 
every other on~, which is the basic model of this 
study, is topo-
logically cnuivalent to fluid noclels of hir
her climensiomtlity but 
with 1rore restricted intcr<lction ·potentials
. Tl1e cell model considered 
in this stull)' therefore offers a unified :1nd very pr<1
ct icnl net hod 
for treating th'o- and tln·ee-dinensionnl sys
tens Hith a r.1ore 1 inited 
number of bonds as modifications of this mo
re generr~l onc-dincn s ion a 1 
array. Starting from the series formulatio
n of the one-dimensional 
partition function, the method ncrmits cor.t
putation of the correct 
*y = exp{2v} is a r:1odified activity; sec equations (3
2), (34), and 
(36) for definitions. 
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1 ow-tenD era t •.trl?' s er 1· e s "Yn<> n s · t.: ••. ,, , lOnS for one, t~·:o, 
sys tcP15, using ident ica 1 al gc~1wa ic techniqnr.s. 
case the series c;1n be surnned, and by its aprec:J!lcnt \Y:i th 
the knO\vn, 
closed-form solution confirns the validity of the ;:,odel a
nd of the 
expansion. The two- andthrec-dimensional series obtained in this \•.'l)' 
for systcns with nearest-ncigl~1or interactions arc identical with the 
c~rrespond ing seri cs computed by other technirp .. 1cs. The method re:1di l
y 
permits cnrryin~ the series approximations to higher order terms 
and is sui ted to COl"'lfH.Ita tion of expansion coefficients by
 high ·~speed 
e 1 cctronic computer. h11i 1 e this approach refju ires that the numbc r of 
bonds rcnain finite, it is not necessary to restrict inte
ractions to 
nearest neighbor ones. Additional hands can he considere
d by the 
same technique, as long as their nunber per narticle is s
ufficiently 
small. 
The versatility of the nodel investir,nted nermits it to h
e annlicd 
to fluid systems of many types. If in the limit of vanishing at
tr~ctive 
interactions one allows the cell size to co to zero, the
 ~odel repro-
duces an ideal gas in the thermod.ynanic limit. The equati
on of state 
of a fluid of hard rods, discs, or spheres is obtained in
 the same 
limit if the cell size is kept finite. The one-dinension
al fluid 
,.,:.th a hard repulsive core and only nearest-neighbor inte
ractions 
exhibits r.1any of the characteristics of real fluids, but 
undergoes 
no phase transition except for the degenerate one at abs
olute zero. 
Since it is possible to Hrite its crnwtion of state in c
losed, mathe-
t . 11 t ct"'llc form the one-c1 l·mens_l·or1,al Jnodel Nith
 nearest-nei~hbor 
rna 1ca y ra ,. ) · . . , ' ,., 
bonds offers a convenient medium for testing theories and
 concepts that 
do not depend on a change of phase. 
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Application of the model to another limitinn.- t1 ~ "· cnse, .1at o~ a 
fluid in which all interactions arc active hut of · f" · :n 1n1tcly long 
ran.~c, leads to a true phase transit ion for a onc-d ir.1ens :i anal systeM. 
This limit, in \-.rhich the- range parameter, y, is allovlcll to r:o to 
:r:ero, 
1 ies at the other end of the spectrum from the onc-d imcnsiona 1 11P.
0 rest-
neighhor Model. It can be vic\·led either as a onc-din.cnsional s~rstem 
with extremely long-range forces or as an N-dirnensional Arrav in 
which 
all cells are nearest neighbors. In the thermodynamic limit, the
 
system exhibits a phase transition at all finite temperntures. 
Numerical analysis of fini tc systems shoHs very clearly t1~e nppro~ch 
toward a true nhase transition l'lith increasing system sj ze. Thus, 
the only indication of an incipient transition in a system of 20 
cells is a certain characteristic inflection o~ the isotherm on 
a 
pressure-density diagram, while a system of 240 cells shows pract
ically 
all of the cha1·actcristics of a fully-developed transit ion. 
The series forrmlation of the partition function developed in thi
s 
study lends itself very well to numerical analysis of finite one-
, 
t~·JO··, and three-dimensional systems. Restrictions on computer time 
limited this investigation to systems of 15 cells or less. It is 
desirable, however, and seems feasible that algorithms could be 
developed ,.,rhich \.Jould perrni t analysis of larp,er systems. The sPm
ll 
one-dimensional arrays investigated show surprisinf!lY realistic t
hermo-
dynamic behavior. Thus, the S~)eci fie hca t curves have well-defined 
1:1axirna '"hich become steeper and higher '"'i th incrcas ing system siz
e. 
These seem to approach a limiting critical temperature given app
roxinately 
by ~/6.45k. The pressure-density and compressibility-density curves 
of these systems likewise shO\" characteristics of an incipient p
hase 
tr<lnsition. The J~r;:;nd potc:nti<1l of suc::1 fluids :;t the cl"iti.c:1l 
tel:tner<lturc (Scpl'..) lies ·.;ithin a fch' rcr ccr:t of the ::\·cr:Hc c2\:''-'l ~:-.c'nt:ll 
value for three-dimensional asscr.1l1lics. 
Interesting results are also obtained fran an ;1J1al:•sis of 1•air 
correlation functions for these fluids. Tt is fot!nd th~t correlation 
is alr.1ost perfect at temperaturc-s ,,·ell hclO\~· tlH.' critical one. 
the critical temperature is p:1ssed, 
r:mrkcdly and quite rapidly to short-range on1cr. This 1~cthod of 
computing pair correlation functions offers a t:scful alto;rn:1ti.vc 
.\s 
to t h c us u:1.l integra 1 e (ltta t ion t c elm i ~ u c • Th c t c x t c s t .:11, 1 i shes the 
relationship between these two J'1ethods. Jlo\·.'CVL'r, the n.1ir corrclat]on 
functions computed from the present model arc averaged over a cell 
and thus do not show the local f1 uc tua t ions that usua 11 v cha rae ted zc 
correlation curves. 
Numerical analysis of small two- and thrcc--dir:1cnsi.onal systems 
reflects behavior very rmch <Jkin to th<1.t found in onc-d.ir:cnsional 
models. \'ihile the same indications of incipient phase transitions 
are apparent, no actual cl1anp,e in phase is discernible in these sr::;~ll 
syster1s. This is in keeping ,.,i th the gradual approach toward a 
phase transition with increasing system size observed in the y-+0 
approximation. Specific heat data peg the critical tenpcraturc of 
these systcr1s at approximately ~/1. 7k and s/1.05l~ respectively. Tl~c 
three-dimensional value is al1:1ost exactly the s:1.nc as the best 
cxtirmtcs obtained by other r~ethods. The tFo-dir:cnsior::l.l V<1lue v;1rics 
betHecn wider 1 i111i ts hccausc of honnd:uy effects. l!oh·cver, it too, 
lies within a feH per cent of the value given by the Onsar:cr solution. 
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PARTITION FUNCTIONS FOR SMALL SYSTEMS 
AI I partition functions below are for v = 0. 
2C-3o +8 > 
+ 5e I 2 ] 
2<28 1-28 2 -8 3 > 2<26 1-26 2 -36 3 > 
+ 6e + 3e 
2(-26,-282+383) 2(-261+282-83) 
+ 3e + 6e 
2(-28,-282+83) 6(-28,+262-83) 
+ 6e + e J 
14(8,+82+83) 6(8,+82+83) 2(381-82-83) 
0 7 = 2 [e + 7e + 7e 
2C3e 1-8 2 -58 3 > 2<-8 1+36 2 -6 3 > 2<-6 1-8 2 +36 3 > 
+ 7e + 7e + 7e 
-2(8,+62+83) -2(8,+562-383) 
+ 14e + 7e 
-2(58,-382+83) 
+ 7e ] 
18<6,+82 +e3+e4> IO<el+82+83+84> 
Q9 = 2 [e + 9e 
2(-361+62-383+64) 2(-381-382+583-364) 
+ I 8e + I 8e 
2(-361-362+63+64) 2(-381-362+983-364) 
+ 9e + 3e 
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APPENDIX II 
S P I N 0 R ;\ ~J A L Y S I S 
A matrix formulation of the problem with which this pa-
per is concerned was given in Chapter III and a matrix solu-
tion was discussed there. A n a I t 8 r n a t i v 8 , s p i r, o r .; I CJ ,; b r a i c 
approach to the problem wi I I be discussed in thic ~prondix. 
The techniques used are akin to those cmployc'd by Oncc:JC]er 
and Kaufman in solving the two-dimensional Ising protlem. 
1 ,B, 
I 7, I 9 Starting from equation (94) in Chapter III, the rr,Gth-
od attempts to determine the eigenvalues of the operatorS 
by attempting to estab I ish a homomorphism between S and the 
group of orthogonal rotations. If this 'tJere possible one 
co u I d read i I y deter- m i n e the e i g en v a I tJ e s of the rot at ion o p-
erators involved and deduce from these the corrc~ponding 
eigenvalue spectrum of S. 
In order to reduce the problem to its simplest terms, 
we shal I consider only the case v = 0, i . e. , s = 2 
task is then to determine the eigenvalues of 
N N 
= exp {' 'zz e} L L r r+ s s 
r= I s= I 
N N 
= ~I ~I 0 rs 
N Z l 8 TT e r r+s s 
s=l 
I . The 
CII-1) 
ln the representation adopted i0 Chapter III, the opcr<~ tor 
Drs is of course a 2N x 2N matrix. 
To proceed it is necessary to define a set of matrices that 
are the generators of a ' t t comp,e e se '.Jf l incarly independent 
operators that span the space of th t ~ e opera or ::;. Sinc-3 v<e 
have seen that the Zk's form part cf 2
N --'. . a -_j,mens1ona! qua-
ternion algebra, the base matrices must also be Members of 
such an algebra, and we require that they satisfy the c:,ppro-
priate anticommutation relations: 
r ra + r r 
a ~-' S a 
<II-2) 
(a= 1,2, .. • ,2N) 
<s = 1,2, ... ,2N) 
The base matrices of the space are then the r's and al 
possible products of r's. Since our represent-ation is 
of 
order 2N, the operators in this space have 2N x 2N = 2
2 N 
independent elements. Hence 2
2N independent matrices are 
required for a complete base. Suppose now tha
t there are m 
r matrices satisfying equation (II-2). Then there are(~)= m 
bc3Sic matrices, 
three of them, etc. 
products of two r's, 
m 
Or, altogether, L 
r=l 





::: 2 - such matrices. Addi
ng to this the identity we have 
2m matrices in all. If these ar
e to form a complete base, 
then 2m = 2 2 N or m = 2N, i.e. there must be 2N r-matricos 
satisfying the relation(II-2)· Thus, when N is 
the space 
is the ordinary spinspace of dimension 2 and the two matrix 
generators are two of the three Pauli spin matrices. If 
t-.J = 2 , t h e n t h e f o 'J r r ' s a r e ;- h e f o u r 0 i r a c y ' s , r: i c . i t i s 
a ! s o n e c e s s a r y t h a t w e s e I e c t a p a r ;- i c u I a r- r- e p r e ::; c n t ,, t- i o n o f 
the r's. The most convenient one for representing the orer-
a tor s i s the following: 
T' 
= x, r2 = yl • i <II-3) 
r3 -= z 1x 2 r4 = zly2 
r = z 1 ••• z 1Y 2a a- a 
It is readily verified that these satisfy the cornmutation 
reI at ion (II-2). Suppose, for example, that a< 8, then: 
= 
( Y Z 7 X +Y Z ••• Z 0 1Xo) 
-a a+l···-a-1 8 a a+l f.>- f.> 
= 0 
Conversely, if a= (3, then: 
[r r J = 2 <z, .•. za_IX,) <ZI ... za_lxa> 
2a-1' 2a-1 + '"" 











Consider now the product: 
= i z 
a 
z z e 
r r+s s 
= e 
(ZI ••• z ly) 
a.- (l 
-e r r r r 
= e s 2r 2r-l 2Cr+s) 2(r+s)-l 
( I I·- ·1 a ) 
(TI-~b) 
(11-S) 
Before proceeding with the examination of this opera-
tor, let us investigate the simpler one 
s Q = 
a,f-l 
which is of the form of the operator occurring in the 
(II-6) 
Onsager- Kaufman solution of the two-dimensional Ising 
model of a ferromagnet with nearest-neighbor interactions. 
Now, if a= B, then S = ecpi = ecpi. a a 
+ 3 ., r r r r r r + ... a. i3 a B a 8 
+ 
If a f B, then 
- r + -+.f r 1 "' 2 I - - "' 3 r r + ... 
-
~ a i3 2 ~ 3! ~ a 8 
CII-7a) 





= I cos ¢ + r r s!n ¢ 
a S 
-.pr r 





SNo sNo = CI cos ~ - rNr 6 sin ~) CI cos ~ + r r s1· ~) 
v.j..) '-"'f..> '+' ...... '+' 
'+' a B - n "' 
~~ o w n o t e t h a t 
r t = 
2a-l 
2 
=I cos ¢ + CrarB- rarB) sin¢ cos¢ 
- rarBrarB sin 2 ¢ 
I( 2 + .2 I 
- cos ¢ s1n ¢ = 
+ 
cz 1 ••• z 1x > = x '*z ,* ... z,* a- a a a-
and simi I<Jrly for r 2 a. Hence the r's are hermitian. 
fo I! ows then that SaB 
t 
t = ecjl(fafB) 
5 aB 
is a unitary operator, for: 
-r t 
-
- e~fB fN ~fgf 




Let us next examine 
-I 
the transformation s Q r s o' af.J fl aj..) 
and sup-
pose first that 11 i a and 11 i B. Then: 
s -lr s = <I cos cjJ - r c/ B sin cjl)f (I cos cjJ (II- lOa) aB 11 aS fl 
+ rarB sin ¢) 
-I r = r CS B S B) = 11 a a 1-1 
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since t h e n r :L, • r- = r r r 
0'. i3 J.l ~ a S' so that ihis is ail iden·t-it
y 
tt-ans"formati on. I f , n o \.Y , li == a , t h e n 
= r cs 0 ) 2 = 
a CI.JJ 
+ 2r r 5ln ~ cos ~) 
a S 
= r 
a cos 2<1> + rs sin 
2¢) 
while if ].1 = S, then 
(II- lOb) 
If we designate 2¢ = e, then this can be summarized 
as 
follows: 
f = S 0 -I(S)f S 0 (8) = r 
].1 a~-' ].1 a~-' J.1 
(].1 f a; ll I (3) 
r = s o- 1 c e > r s a c e > = r cos e + r o s i n e 








where rJ.I etc, denote the transformed matrices and SaS(S) 
Consequently, if we think of the 7N r's as 
elemGnts of a vector in a 2N-dimensional space and 
if we 
define an operator in that space as follows: 
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0 0 0 (IT-12a) 
0 0 0 
w <e) = 0 0 o ... cos e ... sin e ... o + at h row 
0 0 0 -sin e ... cos e ... o + 8th row 





r = (II-12b) 
then we can write this same transformation: 








We note that t w = w, and 
t 
w w = ww = I 
so that 
meaning that the operator w is orthogonal. One readily 
verifies that the commutation relations are preserved under 
this transformation: 














---- a. s] + 
2N 2N 
= 2 I I w w o 
a.=l f3=1 ]..J.<l \18 a.,8 
2N 
= 2 I 
a.= I 
::;: 2 0 jl\) 
w w ]..J.O. \)(). 
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(II-14) 
Consequently the transformation w is an automorphism analo-
gous to a rotation in the 2N-dimensional space. The S 
matrices are the spin representatives of these rotations. 
It must be observed, however, that the mapping from the 
w's to the S's is not one-to-one. To see ~his let a. be 
- r r 
I b th "1f we let-S -- e 2 ll \lea.·. any comp ex num er; en, ]..J.\1 
w therefore defines its spin representativeS only within 
an arbitrary phase factor. The arbitrariness can be par-
tially removed by imposing additional conditions on S (see 
for example reference 20); however, even then the mapping 
remains 2 to I, i.e. ect may still assume the V<31ues +1. 
The eigenvalues of ware of course readily determined 
to be i e e and - i e e (nondegcneratc) ~nd ( ;· ~-~ - ? ) - f () : rl 
rsadi ly shown~ . e . + 8'7) tu ( G I ) 
L 
for the plane rotations considered here. 
corresponding to the operatorS in eou3tion (TI-C) c0n be 
diagonal ized simultaneously, giving 
l- ') ; ¢ 
e i ~ G n v iJ I u r~ s c--·- ' , 
e etc. Consider now the spin representative of a 
and for 
let a= 2r, B = 2r-l, then 
~r r 2 2 r 2 r- I 
e 
.ez J-2 r e 
= e = I cos ( --) 2 + r r 2r 2r-l 
sin e (--) 2 
= I cos ( ~) + iZ 2 r 
cos 
= I(x) ••• (x) 
0 
+ I(x) ... (x) 






sin ( !) 2 



















(x) ... (x)I 




+ '") • dl 
-L.I'z. r>+r '"rG 
, G I -· -· .. 
' ' 1 
• -1-) 
8 i ( ± 6 1 ± ¢~.. ~ ••• ) 1·:ith all possiblo ccx:;hinoticms cf •;it'n. 
D p '!OJ 
2 I < r r r r ) --




P 'JP a 
.. I + (~-H r r r -~ )1\!00 
(11-15) 
(Il-16) 
( ~) 3 
+ 2 I' r r --- r + ... 
3 ! ].1 \) p a 
= I cosh ( f_) + r r r r sinh 8 ( --) 2 ].1 \) p a 2 
Let us examine first the properties of a rela
ted oper~tor: 
G = e 
e <r r + r r ) 
2 l1 v p a 
].1Vpa 
and assume again that ].1, v, p, and a are disti
nct. 
that: 
<r r + r r )2 
ll v P a 





l1 v ll v p a p a ll v 
+ cr r ) 2 P a 
= 2 cr r r r - I} l1 v P a 
= I + <~) cr r + r r ) + 2 ll v p a 
4<r r 
3! ].1 \) 




= r cos 2 < ~) + c r r + r r ) 2 ].1 v p a 
+ r r r r 
ll v P a 
2cr r r r 
ll \) P a 
scr r r r 
sin 




where use was made of the trigonometric iden
tities: 
I I 82 e4 




-I) + .•• 
(II-18) 
i 82 I 4 
- I - --- + e 2 2 . . . .... , 
• I L • 4 • 
. 2 e 
s1n (-) 2 
I I 82 
= (I - C()S 8) = 2 2 2! 
+ ... 
It is possible to rewrite CII-18) in a more convenient way: 
G~vpo = ~ { I( I +cos 8) + Cr~rv + fpfa) sin e (II-19) 
+ r r r r c 1 - cos e>l 
~ v p 0 
~ 21 {<I cos e + r r sin 6) + CI cos e + r r · Bl ]J " s1n v p a 
+I <I -cos 8) + r r r r c 1 -cos B)} J.l v p a 
I 
= -2 { S (26) + S (26) + a(I cosh ~ ~v pa 
+ r r r r sinh ¢) + bi} 
~ v p 0 
= I { S (26) + S (28) + aD (2¢) + bi} 2 ~v po ~vpo 
where a and b are defined by: 
a sinh <P =(I- cos e)= a cosh ¢+b (II-20a) 
If we let a= sech ¢,then b =tanh q,-1 and the relationship 
defining e in terms of ¢ is: 
tanh ¢ = I - cos e (II-20b) 
We must next investigate the properties of the operator 
G. The analysis is simplified if we note that 
[r r ,r r J = o 




~c r r + r r ) 





= s <e)S <e> 
',1\l po 
-s <e)S <e> 
G ]..IVPO 
po llV 
= s -I s -I s 




so that G i s also a unitary operator. (Of course Gt 
as i s readily shown using equation (I I- 9 )i. Consider-
following transformations: 
r r G 
-I 
r r G s 
-I s -I s s 
= = 
r r 
]..1 \) llVPO ll \) llVPO llV po ]..1 \) ]J \) po 
= s]..l v -I r r s 
ll \) ]..1\) 
= r r s 
-I s 
]..1 \) ]..1\) ]..1\) 
= r r 
]..1 \) 
r r G 
-I 
r r G = = r r 
p 0 ]..IVPO p 0 lJVPO p 0 
r c/ S G 
-I 
r r G = ( a' f3 f- ].l1Vtp0) = r a r f3 J.lVPO <l f3 ]..IVPO 
-I s -I s s 
-I s 
r r = G r r G = r r ]J p ]JVPO ].l p llVPO ll\) ll jJ\) po p po 
= < r cos e + r sin e > < r cos e + r s i 
n e > 
].l \) p 0 
2 + 
= r r cos e + <r r + r r 
) sin e cos e r r 
]J P. \) p l-l 0 
\) 0 
-I s -I s s 
-I s 
r r = G r r G = r 
r 
]J 0 ]JVPO l-l 0 llVPO ]J\) ]J ]J\) po 0 
po 
2 
= r r cos e + <r r - r r 
) sin e cos e - r r 










sin 2 a 
(II-24e) 
sin 2 a 
I f , ' ' r· . · f · r· . ' 
. ' r v ~ 1 j:·y :lj i ·.: ·) 
r r 

















. 2e s1n 
































Here only the non-invariant elements of X and the non-
nx 
identity elements of n have been displayed. The vector X 
consists of alI possible dyadics, including the identities; 
hence it has C2N) 2 = 4N 2 elements. \'Je note that 
n ce> = w ce> Cx) w ce> ]JVpO ].1\J pa 
wh i I e X= r <x> r 
where the vector r is defined by equation CII-1/b). Thus 
n is a tensor transformation transforming r dy3dics into 
themselves. Using covariant-contravariant notation ~nd 
the s u m m a t ! o n co n v e n t i o n \v e c a n d e f i n e t h e f o 1 1 o w i n g t e ~~so r: 
]1 ') T CII-25) 
and the:~ write the transforma-t-ion as follows: 
T J.l '.> (II-26) 
It follows, then, that the operator G is the spin repre-
sent at i v e of a tensor t r a n sf o rm at i on , w h i I e the opera t c· r D 
is not a spin representative, but is associated with the 
operator G. Although the eigenvalues of ~can be found 
readily, those belonging to the operator s 1, which consists 
of products of operators of the form of D, cannot be deter-
mined in any straight-forward way from those of ~- Thus the 
problem does not permit of a solution analogous to that of 
the two-dimensional Ising model. In the -t-wo-dimensional case 
one is only concerned with nearest neighbor interactions. 
It is therefore possible in that case to find representations 
in which both the horizontal and vertical bond operators are 
the spin representatives of commuting rotations. In the 
present problem alI interactions are active. Hence one has 
all the cornpl ications of the three·-dimension:::Jl Ising model 
and many more. The sirnpl ifications of the two-dimensional 
Ising model can no longer be made. While it is possible to 
find the eigenvalues of G from those of 0, it has not proved 
possible to determine those of s 1 therefrom. 
:2 :J ') 
APPENDIX III 
CJMPUTER ANALYSiS OF SER.IES EXPf\~~SIO~·~ r::nr:'FICJI·~;TS 
The computer programs in this appendix are ~0si~n0d to 
- /. /. c s h o w t h e e q u i v a I e n c e o f e q u e:Jt i o n s ( I 9 9 ) ·" n d ( ~ .--, 1 ) ( ) i rt I he 
text. T h e p r o g r a rn i n S e c t i o n A , '" r i t t e n i n r :_ - 1 , c ,, m p u t e s 










N I , 
q =I I 
N n 
I' 1T 





( r < s) 
n n 
ITTT ( I 
r= I s= I 
( r < s ) 
( I + a 6 ) (q -q ),1 
+ a 
r s 
!J.(q -q ),1) 
r s 
The program in Section B, written in FORTRArJ IV, com-











N-n-1 ( K- I ) 
£ 
a < /' /' I c ) 
Comparison shows that the coefficients computed by 
these two methods are identical and that the two series 3re 
3 (:L' 
therefore equivalent. 
In order to keep m3chine time within r-easoili'lbiG limits 
computation was restricted to N < 20. 
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A. Program for Computation of Expansion Coefficients from 
---- -- ·--
--
Equation ( 199). 
The fixed-point variable M in this program corresponds 
to the index n in the equation {199). The vector COEFF tn 
the program designates the desired expansion coefficients. 
-
~: 
SU~·fCz-r-c:--rT~-;r~ r ·:!t i ;~-~~:--("'-·1}-,~--r!~-;,·T\-(~-~-~~--f·r\·:-r-=---·---------- ------- ------·-·- --. --------· ··-------- -,---. ---------------------------- ----------
:~;:;: ' o:::tt·V ·'· 1 : ~ ":''.'' "n r: '"T r ''~:~; .~,,'\ ;· '·.') • 
. 
-it;_.,-
_.___,_0::.: r;--i'r"'::-r-,1 ,,-:-1 c; l ·,, '· i I';-'' 17')--:-·-i·)-, r 1-:-;':-r:rr\lf·'";IY l-, r: r,• ~~·e.-?-·~--r;-;-~·o··· ,--,--l-,:;.;r-:c r.:-cn·;·-;':J ?)-,, ) "-'•· A I \. ···- -~ - I . • • ' . ' · • • , .._ \ .•• • , , • 
_,., '• : , • ·' t I, , , , J <-· 1 '· , J • 7\ D J !~~ ~;~\I c i Y ~f) ~::: ~ f_ ; 
i~\l q):IFTIJ(SV<;T>l) :.p Fl X; 
·- 0: r=n: ti;~~;~~:l:--7 ~~r---~-;-~ ("' ~ \!,; -----------------------------------
i;li; >'>i 1 f! ~\ · fl ·"' T ( 1 ) = l T n ~I • ·;;h:·'/·.',oq 
. •·-;,.., T(?1- 1 Trl~'~'' 
. . l 'fr!Tm = T f l ) ·TI~ c r\ r;n r 1J r: / : :~~~--:'. -·-~·-12- pr\ r ( 1) ~ 1 rn ~~ ~ 
.;:_ 11 rr If~,'<'=TI?) Tl-ff:\1 rn T:l r;· it T; :-\ T I /_. )J ~ , ' ~ r, ~l ,_ l ." :- I ., , 7 . . ! l -· , t "l 
' ' I ' ~. .. ' • ~ . ' • 6 
'T'T-"--, i--';1-<"-=-r-rn-rn.::•~-f"-il-r--,'l-r";;----------------•l a r. ·1 r i r; , ,; i ';1 ~: 1 =· · · · · · · • l~ If: T(r;\(-::Tf 1•) TH(''4 G!l Ti! (!:',; ?1 nn T(l,):: 1 T'r 'l! 
? ~ , 
) -:--rrr; ? = : ( r, l I H ':- K,jr;!) T n ( fJ ; 2 4 
'I r T ( 7 1 = 1 T n ~.~ : 2 5 f r.: T f 7) <' = J ( f, l TH f? t-.J ,..., D Fl r: 7 ~ 27 f')il T I " ) = l T 11 '·!: :, .· Tf=TC:T)/.:=rriTITn:N-T-tT-ITI--c:g-;-----------------------~--------------------------------.--10 Sl1° = n: 11 f". ~! K ::: 1 n1 '•1- l ~ 3; n '1 J = :< + 1 T r1 \l ~ 
_,....,._.....,.,.,.--------:------,--=-n; 
'':I. ~· 3 4 I F T ( l< ) = ! ( .l 1 + 1 : Lj P.J t = l + 1 : 36 . TF T(Kl=T(Jl-1 H-1::': L=L+1: 18 p: T(!i l=f{ J)+~.,'-1 Tl! 0 .1 L=L+1: 
- iT- ;nTT::::Tr-:~;T-=~-r~r!i--l FfirC -=.:[Tl-; ------------ ----------------- ---42 <'.I.J...,·IL)=)!JP(l)+l: 41 Ft''''; 44 Pi,....,! 




::'·• .. 51 rn!=F1f{il=1~ 
•;'·, 'l2 f;i"! ,):::1 T'l SIF\ ( 1}: ;~~ '; "~ 1 T r ~' ,, .-:- T .,.. c \' 0 ,;, r ' il'i ( 1 l - ( . J- 1 l ) I .j : ; •., 5 ft ( :1 f f- 1 ( J ) :: t -:- f> 3; f) : 
' 5'i u.:n: 56 rnrr:>rnJ-=1: 
c; 7 r rr· -~ P = 1 : 
_, n y,-·-,r=-r-·r-rl--~rrq-:rJ_: _____________ ---------5 q T T ,- '" p = I T F ~· ;) >:< 'H,< ( ~ I I" ( ? ) - ( J - l. ) ) I .) : 
(;I 
·-c ----
f" . 60 r 'l r~ ;: ') r .J 1 "' r T F .. 1 r> : f-d F''''•: ~.. . • ~...., __ (" ............. 1 ..... , !-) .... 1,...:·-------------------------------· :'.'~ 63 f)!l '\=':J T(l _!1; 64 T F ' ' n-=- r, n F r- 1 ( J ) * C C c: F ? ( 1\ I : f.it) ,f:l:::J+V~ 
. . ----rrr-r·c::rrT>JT-:::n-c-Tr:Tr">·y:qTc:-·r~p-.----------- --- - · . 67 Ff· .. r:);' , . ,, ~ ' ---~- ·-----------~---------
,--; . _, __ 
-...- .... --~,;--·· ...... _ ...... :.-......s._:..._ •. __ -- -·-·· -·· ····-~---·--··-·'""·"'"'•··-~- -··- ······· ~- ....... ·-~----- •. · .... ~-·-
SU.'·'Cil.LC~~IYT JOJ\JS( Nl1.I N}; 
.,. .. p.m. 
· 69 tR:FN~; 
7d 1.7: t=NO; 
71 (l):f"!f)~ 
7? I.S:F~~~n~~~------------------· 
. C4TF~'-'• ; 
·74 C:1:FN0~ 
75 (~:ENn; 
76 . ( l : p.! I') " : 
1T POl ufii/\(f.~,\!); PUT SKIP; 
79 .PUT DATA(COEFF(*ll; 
8.0 _, ~'>UT SK JP: 
~l . GO TO Q~ 
82- X~ END ~ .. ; 
'i-'~--~ .. -· 
M= 5 N= 1 0; 
CnEF_F{Ol= ~--ZS'Z r:nFFF(ll= s~ r:nFF r.: r ,_l-= 420/ 
C:TfFp-F ( 5 )- 0 
. i· 
·' 
0 COF.FF{7)= Q 
COEFF(lO): 0 f:rJ~Fr--C6l = i.fJEFf=Clll= 
CnFFF(lf>l= 
I.!JEFF{?l1= 
.0 COE~Fft2l= 0 
COEFFfl5)= 0 .0 COEFFCl7l= 0 
COEFF(2nl= 0 0; -· ~ -------- _. _. -
.,. 
' r.nFFF { 3L=_~_______l_2.0 ____ ~ __ r:QEFF { 4 l= 10 
COEFF(8l= 0 COEFF(Ql= 0 
COEFFf13)=. 0 CnEFF{l4)= 0 
COEFF(l8l= 0 COEFF(\9)= 0 .--
~= 6 ~= 12; 
cnFFF(Q)=· 92~ r:~EFFfl1= 2520 r:nFFF{~l- 2520 
COEFFC5l- tz L!lf:FF(bJ- CJ. (:f1FF~C7!= o 
COEFF(lOl= 0 cnE~F(ll)= 0 cn~cFCl?.l= 0 
COEFF(l~l= 0 C0EFFf16)= 0 r,nEFFC17)= 0 
COEFF{2~l= 0 COF.FFC2ll= 0 COEFF(?.~)= 0 ----------~nEFF(?5J= O; 
. ~nFFFC,l= 11~0 
t0tFF(P)- 0 
~nEFF(l3)= 0 
I CQ~FFClAl= 0 



















t\f;------li. ---. ---·-··-··--------- -----
171~ (nFFF(l)= • 42QO f.~FFF(2)= ~QOO 
-ffiE.EE.l l '1 l = 
r:r'!EFF{liJ):: 
13 f.nfFF(6)~ 0 (nf~F(7)= 0 
. __ _,00-.!--__ _GQ r: FE ( l Lt=_ ____ __
___:I'1'-:!---C~E£.Ul2..1:;:,_ ____ Q _ 
COF.F!=(?()}:: 
~OEFF(?S)= 
COFFF(l6)= 0 ~OEFF(l7)= 0 




CnE!=F(3)= 1560 r.o~FFf4l= 260 CDFFFf~l= . 0 f~EFF(9)= 0 
_____ r:_n .EEF_ll3_l:;: _____ _o_ ____ .. CD.E.EE(_Vt..L-
CnFFFfl~}= 0 COEFI-{19)= 0 
COEEF(?3)= 0 C8EFF{24)= 0 
-2~-EFF ( 0 )= 6 3003 ~0-F_F_F C -1.) ='") 4 : -~q30- ·· ____ -f.-.'"-)E---i=-F{~-l ------5-775 __ _ 
CCEEF(5)= 14 COEFF(~)= 0 COEFF(7)= 
0 
COEFFC10l= 0 f.OF.Ffflll= 0 
Cn~cr-(12,= 0 
-{ ~ l=E r.:F_:_FF. {! 4 o" ,) - 0 cr. (nJ FE- FF FF f{ J2 61 )l - 0 r o c: E c: 1..L1J = 0_._ 
..• IJ ,,_, = 
~ = 0 COEFFC2ll= 0 
COEFF(?5l= O; 
. 
---{o.f:f:: .. f-(~)-= 2100 COEFF ( 4) = ------ ·---·
------
115 
I.OEFF{8}= 0 COEFF(9l= 
I.OEFF(l1)= 0 COEFF(l4)= 
:----LD.f_C:..!;_j __ ,!:-.. 8~) -==------UaL-__ (L.U.Ol::..IE F c: C 19 ) = 











~ ·"'1-=: . 6 ~~- - ----- N~ - .. - 1 5; 
:__CD££.E Ull.:= (\f)() c:; ·---~C.:.O.=:.!::F~F....!,F::-1{~1~} ::.= __ _._l__,_0'--'7-"2-:5~--..LDE.EEf2J_-_
_ .82.5.0 ___ _ 
: COE~F(5)= 15 COE~F(6)= 0 r.nr;F~(7)
= 0 
COEFF(Jnl= 0 (nEFF(lll= 0 ~0EFFfl?)= 
n 
i CDEFF(l~)= 0 CCIEFF(lfd= 11 CllEFF(1
7): 0 
. -.CllEE_J: ( ?I) l- 0 en FE f f 21 I 0 
C f]EE I= l 2 2 l = ._ ..... a.____ 
C~EFF{?5)= O; 
. .. ·-· ·---··






L ___ [.QEF F L3J...:; __ _____275·u0---··_c.ru:.E£-L4J- __ ___;)3J5_0 
f.OEFF(P): 0 CnEFF(Q)= 
CnEFI-(13l= 0 C8EFF(l4)= 0 
C0E~F(l8)= 0 CDEFF(l9)= ·0 
_r.n££E(23): 0 COFEF{24)- 0 
··--M=-· ·-- -- t> -- · f\1·= r6; 
COEFF(O)= BOOR ~nEFFfl): l~OlA CnFFF(?)
= 11440 . 
. -~r._!JEFF_L'U_= ___ ...ll.o6~--_.:r~ .. n~F;c~F~f~6~l~.:~---..-!.o~--f:l~g-~2{-~-I-})-;-----
·-Q0-: 
: ~8~~~~~~~: g 2R~~~1JAJ: g cn~FF(l7>= o ~nEFF(?0)= Q cnEFFC?l)= 0 COEFF(2?.)= 0 -COEFF.L2?~~-------~~-------------------~------------------~---
.. rnFFFC3l= 3520 COFF~(4)= 
__:'__C.QE.F.F.LSJ.:-.__ ____ (l__: ___ CD£EEL.9J.==---
CnFFFC11l= 0 COEFF{l4l= 
.f.nEFF(lB)= 0 COF.F~(l9)= 





--;Jt-:_ b "J = 1 A; -
- .. __ _ 
. ~nEFF{O)= '1R564 ~nFFF(lJ~· ~2760 (n~
F~(2l= 20475 d 
· I.OEFF(5)= lA ~nEFFC6l= 0 Cn~
~F(7)= 0 
:_ __ ~DE r- F ~< .,!-t~n'--!l-=-=-----~o-!----:.:cr:~n E.£.E.IF F f.lUl ) - ~·---r.c.nn~~ ~Jc 1127 1,:-=='----.!l
_ 
•• nEFF{lSl-= 0 .n.Fc: .. 6-== ., J. 
= 0 
i COF~F(?O): 0 (OEFF(~l)= 0 CD
EFF(22)= 0 
•:-:·CO E F F ( 2 5_) =. 0; ··- - - -·-- -- .. - ... ·------
f.OFEF(3)= 5460 COEFF(4)= 585 
CO~FFC8l-== 0 Cn~FF(9)= 0 
·- -.COEEELL3 ) ~ ·-· ____..;:.._.__o____co£F .F-LtAl -: _ __:_ _ ..JO~---
-----------' 
: ;CI1EFF(l8)= 0 COJ:FF(l9)= 0 
~ 
Cr:lEFFC2:3)= 0 COEFF(24J=·· 0 
.. : ..... , .... :,. . .. ..;.. ... -·::-....--
. ' .. 
~----=----_---_..6...__---.-~-
-- ,_, N- ::» 1 ! CnEFF(O)= 54264 r.nEFF(ll= • COF~Ff~): 21 CDFFF(6)= , Cn~FF(\0)= 0 r.OEFF(lll= 








cnFFFC~J= ~2~40 COF.FFf7l= 0 COEI=F(.l?l= 0 COE£E.LL7_L: ______ Q_ COEFF(~2)= 0 I 
----C0EFFCi\l~=~--·~9~5~2~0------~C~.O~F~.F~F~-~(774)---~--~~8~4~0~----------------------CnFFF{Rl= 0 C0EF~(q): 0-r.OF.FF{l3)= 0 COEFF(l4l= 0 -· ---'- ~ c 0 £E ELl 8_.) ::;__ 
_._O.__ _ ,co EEEJ-1 n ' -- __ _;__ _ _;Ou____ I .. ,..-· f.QEFF ( 23l= 0 CO-EFF( z4);- 0 -----------------.-.-.. 
. ..... ~· . 
., -~---~. ···-, ~~'":' 7 
. ;.. ... 
-.. 





-- - ~ -
306 
-· ~= 7- .. -- . ~-- ~ ---f-.1: l B;-:;--------------=------------
cn~FF{n): 31~74 ~~~FF(ll= 7A6?4. ~n~FFf?l= 717)0 
r:Of:l=!=(c;l==• 61+-A r.nF~::r:ft,l: lA r.nr:~F(7):: 0 
_r_'JFEJ: . .Lt0J._=___ O, ___ r.ror-r:r.:LU l= n rr-,cr:F(l 7 '= n 
r: nF F F r 1",- 0- r.n r:r= r: r i,.,-y;-----11~· ---;:r;~-r--~=··ccr)~-------·-n-· Cn~FF(?f)): 0 C:nFFF{?l)= 0 (n~FF(~2l= 0 
CnFFF(?S)= 0 r:nEFF(?~l= ~ (OF~F{?7)= n 
r. n F F F l ~ f1 l = . -------- 0 • r. n F££j_ ~ l )_::_ _ _ __ _ __ Q_ r. n F F F t ~ ~ ' :: n 
---------------~--~-------------=-~~-----------------------------C:f1F:CF(~l:: 
(nFcF(~)-:: 






32760 f.nE~F(4l= 7020 
0 r.nEFF(Q)= ·o 
. '. ~ .. ': . ... . 
___ .....__ o ______ c __ a_F~r:..L.L4 __ l_=.,______ o,_ _______ ~----· ·~·-~--:---t 
.0 _.. frlFV:F( l_q):: 0.-.. 
0 Cf1FFF(?4):: . 0 :: 
. ,, 0 CflEY:::I=( :? 0 1= 0 .:.· .. 
n rn~t=Fr~4l= o · 



























o· 0 _· 
.. --- ___ 0_ 
- -----·- ! 
COFFF{3)~ 55440 COEFFC4)= 
--.....:f'-.:n_._r- E E t a ) - a C a E F F ( 9 )._;_ ___ ___r;;~-------:---~----:-Cn E F F~-~:C:-:1~3~)::=-=-----U-:O:----lC~.O~.~E~F"'=F~C~l~4) = 0 ,,_._; 
23100 
CO~FFClS)= .. 0 COEFF(19)= 0 
. Ct1EFFC?.3)=''·· 0 COEFF(24)= 0 
----_C.QE.EEl2.E_l="--====---=--~O""""='=-.CO£f£t29.1:=~-----U--:---~--·-~~--~------






CQFFFr0l= 755A2 r:OEFFfll= 235144 COF.FF(?.J= 
r:Qf1=!=(5)-. 103]'• rr:rtFFI=f6)- 7CS cnr-r-FC7l- 2'10472 
CI1EFF( 10 )= 0 f.OEEF( 11 )=. 0 f.OI=FF{ 17 ):: 
" Cnf.:Ft-(15l= 0 COI?FF(l6l= 0 COEF1=(17)= 





a COFFF ( 2 5):: .- -O __ H_ c;:n_FFF {? 6 1.=:====.=-iC:=:-::-=--- COFI= F { 27 I::: _ 
-.-:""i:P: _ ...... 
. . 
- --:--- ; .. -:.:---~---····-. 
. l 
rntFF( to J- o t.OEFF( l ) 0 
~CnEFF(l5l= 0 cnEFFfJ6)= 0 
C()EFF(:?Ol= .. ·.. 0 l.OFFFf7.ll= 0 






C 0 F F F 1 7 7~__,)'-'-=;;...__---,-, 
~ COEFF(3)= 254800 COEFF(4)= . 79625 --~CJl~fJFL~=~------~o~----~G~O~L9.~J~=~------~0~0~~------------~~--~ 
· COF.FF(l3)= 0 COEFF(14)- .... 
. '.··.· ·COEFFClA)= 0 · --~ COEFF(l9)= 0 
.:. ... 
.. COEr=F(23)= ··o CnEFFC?.4)= g 







8. Program for Computation of Expans:on Coefficients from 
Equation (221). 
M in the program corresponds to n in equation (22Jc). 
The vector C designates the desired expansion coefficients . 
1 ,...4,4 "''J'HJ:J'~,·I P·fF=t;•P~~r-«;:Jfl TP.nS~ R r, ()6117/67 1847 --....--""'C..__ ___ C::~.fE.T_f_]_f_'lJ_~ __ YJ!._?!'J .~"l.'l~.UL_'=-l_P_~S I 0 N OF '-JN_P Ae..Ull.Olli.£U.Nc.I.I ON 
-·-----
·.. l n fl{ != N c; ! !J~! ,IF f ? c; ) , J( f -' c;, ? S) , r. ( 2 5 ) ~ 2 QFAD (1.40) M,N 1 WPJTF (~,75) M,N 
~f\\:1 
.,,,,.,,~ -;, . i)f'l S K-= 1 , ti ~.· .. ~ .•. ·... ·~ .. •.·.·~.!.·.·.•·.···.· .. 6. 5 JF ( K + 1 ) =J F ( K) *K ~ : .> 1 I= N t 1 ~~;t~;l.' gg t&~~i..::~~i..'ll;~l,.-----------------------
'.. ~0 Kt=K-l + J ~ .. ·~···· ····.'. 10 Jr.P<,Ll=J~!Kl/CJFCll*JFfKlll ,. . t . nn -'O K- 1 .. " 
·f.3 . r-7= 0 4 t=M -I(+ 1 t• ' 00 1" L=l, I \6~. ~· .~ __ ... '1=N-~ 
-.... ··II . ~\;6~-c+r 
}Q Cl=Jf.CM+l.l+li*Jf.(N~,l1*JC(Ml,K) ?n____ l5.:...J:2= r' + r 1 11 · t:fl<)=f~I*C?l7M 
__ u ___ __ P2 20 WRITF(3,30) K,C(K) 
. I 21 STOP '~ 25. FQP.MAT{6X ''-'='~.J4X 'Ncr, Tit) 25 3ti FnPMATt 6j, •P=•-;-r4-.~' R!4-1..:.1=:...;·-,-=F-t4.21 26 40 ~nPMAT(6Y., 714) 
27 END /nATA 
.... 5 ~= 10 8• 1 t:IRl= 752-J!.Q 
·--·---- .. ·--·-·-·- .. ---···--·-----·-·-·· ________ ;,.__ _____ _ R• 1 CtRl= ~60.00 R• 3 ClPl= 420.00 R= 1 C(RJ= 107215.00 , R• 4 C ( R) = 120.00 R = ~ C ( R l = R za;o. 00 
· 
R• -; · _ ClP.)= 10,00 Q: ~ r.t!"\= ?7e;o.oo 
·····-··-·--··-· 
...... ! R= 4 end= ~1s.oo. · 
_ R= 5 C{R)= 15.00 ; 
-M= h N= 12 
' ~= 6 N= 16 R= o C(R)= QJ4.oo ~= 0 r(Pl= Ar.~q.~o R= 1 CPU= 25?0.00 R= l C(:U= lA016.00 R• ? CfQ): 2~20.CO R= 7 CCRl= 11440.0() R: · ~ t:(P J= J ~?f'l.OO 
.. . ~= ~ C( R l= 3'l~0. 00 A= 4 C(R = 10.00 f?= 4 r(Pl= ~4o.on p:: c; C ( R ) = 1 2. 00 P. = c; C ( R ) = 16. 00 ~= h N= 13 ~= 6 ~= 17 R: n CCRl= l7lry.QQ R= 0 f,(Rl= 12376.00 I R= t tffU= 4290.00 °= 1 r(Q): ?~?OI:i.OO R•. 2 C{R.l= 3QOO.OO R= ? f.(P.)= 15470.00 R= 3 CCRl= lSnO.OO R= ~ CCRl= 44?0.00 th: 4 C:fP): ?M'1.00 • R= 4 f.(R)= 510.00 1): t; t(t0= 1"X.oo P= 5 C(P)= 17.00 M= 6 ~= 14 M= 6 ~= 18 R= 0 CfRl= 300":\.00 
·· R= 0 CfR)= 1Rii64.00 ~= 1 CCPl= A~~o.oo Q= 1 C(~)= 3?.7~0.00 R• 7 tlf.!l= "l775.ro ;,,.. 2 r,p>>= zrt .. 71i.N) 




M:: 7 N-= 14 p_ () CCR)- 141?. 0-0 
R= 1 Cf~)= 110~,.~.oo 
R= 2 CCR1= ll~f,O. 00 
R== 3 ..CJR):: Pt.f)f)•QO 
P.= 4 (,(P)= 2~20.00 




M= 7 ~- 15 
~= 0 l.fR)- 6"3"· co 
R= l C(R )= ]0305.00 
R= 2 CCR)= 22?7S.OO 
P::: 1 C!Pl= 12~11;,.()(' 
R= 4 c ( p ) - 3q'3. 00 
R= 5 CCR)= 4os.no 
R= (, CCRJ= 15.00 
'-'= 7 ~- l 6 R= (l C(R)= ll4'tf).OO 
R= 1 CCR)= ~~1'12.00 
R= 2 I,(R):: "34Pf'. 00 Q- ~ C{t>}- l1HlQ a Qn 
R= 4 f.CR)= 4400. 00 
R= 5 (,{P )= 4RO.OO 
o- 6 ( ( R ) = 1 "· 00 .,M= 7 N= I 7. 
R.= 0 C(R)= l044R.OO ----
R: l r:fP):: 510';1.()() 
R= ? (.(P): 510')1.00 
P-::: ~ r.lP,J- 2't n n. on R= 4 C R - 5olO.OO 
R= 5 CfP)= 'i6l. 00 
-----~· R= ,... C(R)= 17.00 
M= 7 N= 1 R 
R- 0 ((R ): ?1 P4. 00 
-R= 1 C ( R) = 7Bn24.00 
R= ? CCR)= 71710.00 
R= 3 CCR)= 327AO.OO 
o-
'• 
c ( p )- 7n?n.nn 
R- 'i tiP)= h4~.0() 
R= (, CfR)= lA.OO 
~= A N= 16 
R-= 0 I,(P)= 1 ~!170. on 
~= l c n~ ,_ ~~041'.·""00 
R= 2 CfR)= 7?G7?.00 
R= ~ CCP.l= ':'541tO. 00 
R= ~ r:u~l- 2~1n0.no 
R= 5 (:(R)= 5G41"J.OO 
R= 6 CCR)= 'i04. co 
R= 7 C(R)= ~ ..... - 16.00 
M-= n N= lq 
R= 0 ·t n~ J- ;r;"9?.. 00 
R= 1 CCRJ= 2V5t~4.00 
R= '? C{RJ= 2Q0ft7?. 00 Q- 3 r,fP): 1Pl~'•'5 1 00 
R= ·4 C P)- 60515. (lQ 
R= 5 C(R}= 10374.00 
R= 6 c ( p )= J.qq. 00 
R= 7 c ( p) = 1Q.0f) 
fi>.i= A N- 20 
R= .0 CCPl= l ?5()70. 00 
R= l CCR)= ~7l?R0.00 
R= , CCRl: 4~~1An.no 
R= 1 cno= ?5'··4oo. oo 
R= 4 C(R)= 79F,?5.00 
R= 5 CCR)= 12740.00 




MATRIX DERIVATION OF THE ONE-DLMENSIONAL 
ISING MODEL FERROMAGNET PARTITION FUNCTION 
:no 
Symbols used in the derivation below are identical to 




a =-1 I 
I 
>: 
a =-1 I 
. . . 
. . . 
I 
>: 
a =-1 N 
I 
>: 
a =-1 N 
N N 
exp {£ >: arar+l + 'V L a r} 
r=l r=l 
I I 
<a 1 jPja2><a 2 jPja3>. ~.<aNIP!a 1 > = r . . . r 
a =-1 a =-1 I 
where 
p = 
e = aJ 
~ ~ = 
. + -
N 
. , v = a1-1 s 
T (p.) = 2e£ cosh v 
. ~+ +. ~- = r 




2e- 2£ sinh 2£] 
£[cosh lcosh2 v -2£ sinh 2£] e 
" 
- - 2e 
Ti-{PN} A+ N + A N = 
eN£ N . cosh" {(I + IJ+W>N + < I -
x = e4 £ I 
N [ N · N J 
= 2 cosh £ + sinh £ 
/i+'W)N} 
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PROOF OF THE VALJDITY OF THE SOLUTION 
IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL NEARE~T-NEIGHBOR APPROXIMATION 
It is shown in the text that in the erie-dimensional 
nearest-neighbor approximation the solution, equation (178), 
takes the following form: 
[N/2] n N N-n-1 -k Q = 2A {cosh (Nv) + L L - ( n) ( k- I ) x, ( 221 ) 
n=l k=·l n k 
cosh [CN-2n)v] . I 0n,N/2>} • (I--2 
In Appendix IV the equivalent partition function for . 
the one-dimensional Ising ferromagnet is derived by a sim-
pie matrix method with the following result: 
(IV- I ) 
(IV-2) 
It w i I I be proved below that these two expressions are 
indeed equivalent. To proceed with the proof, it i s des i r-
ab I e to transform equation (IV-I) to the following form: 
N£ N . +II +W) N + (I - /I+W)N} (IV-I a) QN = e cosh <v> {(I 
2eN£ N 
[N/2] n ( N ) ( n) wk 
= cosh v L L 
n=O k=O 2n k 
2eN£ N 








• cosh- 2k<v> 
Since for the ferromagnet A= eNe:, the proposed proo
f 
resolves itself into showing the equivalence of 
the follow-
ing two expressions: 
[N/2] 
cosh { N \1) + L 
n=l 
n N I \' (n- ) N-n-1 -k k~l k k-1 < k-1 > xl cosh [N -2n>v] 







<v- 1 > 
<v-2> 
Consider first the case m = 0 in the second expr
ession. 
If the equivalence is to hold in that instance w
e must show 
that 
N . [N/2] n N k 2k 
cosh ( v > · \' \' < ) ( n) C - I ) cosh- < v ) l l 2n k 
n=O k=O 
(V-3) 
= cosh CNv) 
We observe from the expansion(IV-Ia) above (see also equa-







~s was to be shown. For m = I the identity that must be 
shown to hold is: 
-I [N/2] 
Nx 1 . n~l cosh [CN-2n>v] (I - ~ ~n,N/ 2 > (V-4) 
To establish this let us make the followi~g definition: 







[N/2] n (N ) < n > K •3K 
av f(N,v) = i: i: (-1) C-2K) cosh <v> sinh 
n=O K=O . 2n 
K 
( v) 
[N/2] n N ( n > (-I ) K- I K -2K 
= 2 tanh <v> i: i: <2n> cosh ,<v> K 
n=l K=l 
= NCsinh CNv> sechN(v) - cosh <Nv) tanh <v> sechNCv)) 
= N sechN(v) (sinh (Nv> - cosh CNv> tanh <v>> 
Therefore: 
N 
cosh ( \1) 
[N/2] n i: . i: 
n= I K= I 
=~(sinh (Nv> coth <v> - cosh <Nv>> 
• 
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N (e(N-1 >~ - -<N-l>v ) e = 2 ev -v 
- e 
N co <N-2K-2>v 
= L e-(N+2K>v) 2 <e -K=O 
[N/2] I 
= N L cosh [<N-2K>vJ ( I - 26K,N/2) K=l 
Thus equation (V-4) ls proved and the equality holds for 
m = 0 and m = 1. Suppose now that the equa·l ity to be estab-
I ished between expressions (V-1) and (V-2) holds form= m, 




C N ) ( n } ( K) ( _ I ) K- m cosh- 2 K ( 'V) 
2n K m 
= N cosh-N(v) 
m 
< v- 7> 
We wish to show then that lt holds form= m+l, I.e. we 
wish to show that then: 
Now, 
[N/2] n K I 2K L L (~n) <~> (~+I> <-1> -m- cosh- (v) <V-8) 
n=m+l K=m+l 
= (m~l) cosh-N(~) [N~Z] ( 0~ 1 ) (N-~-I )cosh [CN-2nl~] 
n=m+l 
I 
• (I - ":j 6n,N/2) 




[N/2] L (~) <n-l) (N-n-l)(n-m) CN-n-m) cosh[CN-2n)"] 
n=m+l m m-1 m-1 
I 
·(I- 2 °n,N/2> 
Or: 
N -N [N/2] (m+l) cosh Cv) L (nm-1) (N-mn-1 )cosh [CN-2n)"]< I - I 
n=m+l 26 n,N/2) 
[N/2] I 
= (__!'_J_) sechN(") ~ en-) (N-n-1)( _) 2 L m 1 m- 1 n m ( N- n-m) 
m (m+l) n=m -
• cosh [CN-2n)"] (I - ~ on,N/ 2 > 
Also, 
[N/2] n 











N [N/2] n ( N ) 
cosh < "' ! l 2n 
n=m K=m 
involves establishing the following 
( K) (-I )K-m-lcosh-2K(") ( n) ( K-m) 
K m 
<v-9> 
[N/2] ~ (n-1) (N-n-1) Cn-m) (N-n-m) cosh [CN-2n)"] 
· L m- I m-1 
n=~r~ 
Let: 
· [N/2] n 






-- 21 (coth (v) _L+ 2m) f(N,v,m) av 
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But by hypothesis (V-7) we have: 
[N/2] 
f(N,m,v) = (!:!) cosh-N(v) \' (n-1) (N-n-1) [ ] m L m-l m-l cosh <N-2n)v 
n=m 
Therefore: 
[N/2] n (V-I 0) I I 
n=m k=m 
I N N [N/Z] I N I 
= (coth v ~" + 2m)[- sech (v) L <n- ) ( m-~-1 ) 2 a v m n=m m- I 
• cosh [<N-2n>v] (I 
N [N/Z] I N I 
= N sech (v} \' (n-) ( -n-l ).{(N-2n) coth <v> 2m L m-1 m-
n=m 
• sinh [CN-2n>v] + (2m-N) cosh [<N-2n)v]}CI 
Observe now that: 
coth (v} sinh [<N-2n>v] 
-<N-2n+2K+2)v 
-e 






<v-I I ) 
[N/2]-n I 





Consequently equation (V-10) becomes: 
n· [N/2] 
I I I ) K-m- I h -2 K (. ) (- cos \) (V-12) 
n=m K=m 
[N/2] [N/2L]-n <n-1 > <N-n-1 > CN-2n> I { m-1 m-1 
n=m K= I 
1 (n-1) N-n-1) 
• cosh [<N-2n-2K>v] <I- 2cSK,[N/2]-n)- m-1 ( m-1 
I 
• (n-m) cosh [<N-2n)v]} (I - 2 °n,N/2) 
N [N/2] n (K-2) (N-K) (N-2K+2) 
= c!!> sech <v> L [ L m-1 m-1 
m n=m+ 1 K=m+ I 
since: 
[N/2] [N/2]-n (n-1) (N-n-1) <N- 2 nl cosh [CN-2n-2K)v] L L m-1 m- I 
n=m K•l 
I I . ) 
• (I - 2 cSK,[N/2]-n) (I - 2 &n,N/2 
[N/2] [N/2]-n (n-1) (N-n-1) CN- 2 n) cosh [<N-2n-2K)v] 
= L I m-1 m-1 
n=m K= I 
• <I - ~ cSn,[N/2]-n) 
[ N/2]-:m 
= (m-1) (N-m-1) <N-2m) L cosh [CN-2m-2K>vJ 
m-1 m-1 K=l 
. I ) + (m ) (N-m-2) <N-2m-2) 
• <I - 2 oK, [N/2]-m m-1 m-1 




= (m- I ) N-m- 1 [N/2] 
m-1 ( m-1) <N-2m) L cosh [<N-2K)v] (I- 1 ~ ) 
K = m + 1 i °K, N I 2 
= 
+ ( m ) ( N-m-2 
m- I m- I ) 
[N/2] 
( N - 2m- 2 ) L c o s h [ ( N - 2 K ) v] ( 1 - J_ 15 ) 








( ~ = 7 ) ( ~ = ~ ) ( N- 2 K + 2 ) co s h [ ( N- 2 n ) v] 
To complete the proof by induction we must show (cf. equations 
(V-9) and (V-12) that: 
( N) [N/2] n {{K-2} < N- K) ( n- .I ) N-n-1 l. I (N-2K+2} - { m- I } ( n -m) } m 
n=m+l K=m+J m-1 
m-1 m-1 
. cosh [<N-2nlv] ( I I 0n,N/2) {V-13aJ - 2 
[N/2] 
= c!L> \ (n-1) (N-n-1) (n·m) (N-n-m) cosh[<N-2n)v] 
2 L m-1 m-1 
m n=m 
• ( I 
which is equivalent to: 
<N/2] 






_l (n-1) (N-n-,1) (n-m) <N-m) 
m m- I m-
Since v is arbitrary, the quantity in brackets must vanish so 
that the proof resolves itself into showing that: 
~ 
K=m+l 
( K-2) - N-K CN-2K+2) =len- I) N-n-1) (n-m) <N-m> 
m-1 <m-1) mm-1 <m-1 
<V-14a> 
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which is equivalent to: 
n 2 {CK-2) (N-K+J)- (K-1) (N-K)} = 
K=m+ I m- 1 m m m- I 
CV-14b) 
Form= I the proof is trivial: 
n 
L < N-2K+2) = ( n-1) 0~-n} 
K=2 
To investigate the general case one can expand the sum as 
follows: 
(m-1) (N-m) _ (m) (N-m-.1) ( m) (N-m-1) 
m- I m m m- I + m- I m 
(V-15) 
_ (m+l) (N-m-2) + (m+l) (N-m-2 
m m- I m-1 · m ) 
(m+2> (N-m-3) 
m m-1 
Observe now that 
( V- I 6} 
and 
( r > + ( r ) = ( r+ I ) 
s s- I s 
The proof of these two identities fol tows directly from the 
definition of the combinational symbol and is trivial. Using 
these identities one can combine the terms in the sum (V-15) 
as follows: 
= (N-m-1) (m+l) 
m m 
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(m+l) [<N-m-1) _ (N-m-2)] = (m+l) N-m-2 
' m m m- I m < m · > 
P r o c e e d i .n g i n t h i s w a y we h a 'I e f i n a 1 1 y : 
so that equation <v- 14b) holds thus completing the proof by 
induction and proving the equivalence of the solution, 
equation ( 178) with the one.:..dimensional nearest-neighbor 
partition function obtained by a matrix method in Appendix 
IV. 
The partition function, equation (221), can then be 
written as follows: 
[N/2] n 
Q = 2A {cosh (Nv) + l: l: 
n= I K= I 
N (n) {N-n-1) -K 
.n K K- I xI 
{ V- I 7) 
I 
x cosh [<N-2n)v] {I - 2 on,N/2)} 




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR A ONE-DIMENSIONAL FL.UID 
WITH NEAREST-NEIGHBOR INTERACTIONS 
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The program in this appendix was used to evaluate the 
thermodyn~mic properties of a one-dimensional fluid with 
nearest-neighbor interactions from equations (308), (309), 
(310), (313), and (327). 
The principal program variables and their counterparts 
in these equations are: 












COMP 4k KT/ R. 
cv Cv/k 
E u. 
E2 u c 
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oon l ,- r: c;y f v i = ( F y 0 ! ': ~ i- r:: \( D \ -X l i / ? oon ? ... , T : ; 1.! ( y ) = { ;: X D r ., l - r ·x_ ') i - '( I \ I ? lfo6'l '· r: ( Hi / J = · 1 ; r r: <.: H ( x'"""'l~~.:...-~-..~....:.~--------
0004 TII}'Hi.Xl-=- si~'H{Xl\"(=.rc'i("l 
. 000 ') \·:P l T t:: ( -l. , 7 7 ) 
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0009 vn::TTF\'1,7\)Df:PTH 
001() TT1=(1'qr:?-T'/f\ll)/TF~f1 + n.s 
00{1 !T'):;:;('T'it,v[-T"'"'U)/TI\'(? + ().S 
001? IT1=1TMnX?-T~~Y1J/TJNCl + o.s 
00 1 3 T T = \11 + Jl ? + TT •3+ l 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR A FLUID 
WITH INFINITE-RANGE INTERACTIONS 
325 
The program in this appendix was used to compute the 
thermodynamic properties of a one-dimensional fluid with 3 
potential well depth of r; = 64k and range parameter y = 0. 
Computations were made from equations <:375), (376), (380), 
(381), and (384). 
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_9J~ 6 0 l_\.J ~_t~T_r. (.3_1~7_.:.9'....f.)....!t~C!-'.. F....!{....!L:....!lwtwl._-:_1!:.-. ,!..!1=--\A..:..:• fi~X:.:..l!-______________________ _ 
· 99 60 r.nNTl"~llc 
100 61 CONTI~UC 
101 5rnn 
'.Q? 7 () F 0 R \1 1\ T ( A X 9 F7 • 2 } 
--to\ "tO_l_F_fHC,;4-_A.iT~r,-6rr-i---1-5 .:... ;,..?. "')- --------------------------------------------
104 702 FORM/I.T(AX,l4) 
1 0 5 7 1 F n R '·H\ T ( I I , X , 1 N = ' , t 4 , '+ X , ' 0 F P T H = ' , F C'1 • 3 , 't X , ' f~ :\ N G J:-= ' , r- ') • 2 l 
1 0 6 7 7. ~J~r.t\_Ii.~ f 7 . ~ T F MD • ' , q X , ' lJ ' , 1 2 X , t Q ' , l 7 X , ' n ' , l 'i )( , ' (' nrv: P. • , t -~ X , 
l .::l''C,~ • 
107 74 FOPMA~(/AX,Fq.2,4X,F6.?,4(4X.Fl4.7}) 
tO~ 75 FORM~T(~A.?,1X,F6.?,1X,4Fl4.7} 
109 76 FOPVJ\T(l();:>X.I4,4X,Y4) 
--.I,rO 11 F 0 R}fl1-;.T-T(-c::'5,.:F..:,l-?z.:...: • ....::/,_,):-:-:...:.:...;:....:._:_.:_ ________ _ 
'-"' ___ r)_ 
...... 
----,-~~-- --··· :- -- ._,_~~--
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APPENDIX VIII 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FINITE SYSTEMS 
The program in this appendix was used to compute the 
thermodynamic properties of finite systems. The systems 
analyzed were one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-
dimensional. Equations used were those developed in Chap-
ter VIII. 
Program variables and variables in the text bear the 
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